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Make an Electric AC. Set 
of your Present Radio! 
rawr a a a Se 

] 

( ) course you want electric operation of your radio. 

i very body does! Radio Was never so convenient 

ever so carefree as now when its only demand on 

ou is the snap of an electric switch. tance getting ability, the selectivity and 9 

of control! In your set there's not the slig 

But if you have a good radio now, don't discard it. est hum, no distortion or crackling beca ‘ 

\ good time-tried circuit, using efhcient time tried faulty tubes, none of the failings that 

tubes is naturally better than new untried circuits and tions in electric current can cause in A. C. set : 

tubes There isn't a better A. C. set made than your A good battery set, Kuprox equipped, is A 

present radio converted to use A. C. power. reception at its finest! ( 

\nd Kuprox has made conversion so easy! You don't The Kuprox A. C. Power Pack conta 
ive to change a single wire or alter the set in any moving parts, nothing to wear out or 

way. No harnesses or adapters no tricky wiring down. It is a permanent addition to 

not even new tubes are necessary Just connect radio that does away with all attention. 5 

the Kuprox A. C. Power Pack to the battery terminals eral models are offered, some supplyin 

ot your set, plug it into the nearest lamp socket, and ment (A) current only for those who a 

your radio operates entirely from A. ¢ have a ‘'B” eliminator, some supplying 

(B) current only, and several compact 

that supply all current (A, B, and ( 

make the entire set A. (¢ They are 

from $32.50 up, and any good radio 

Then compare your radio with the best A. C. set you 

ever heard Compare the tone, the power, the dis 

can show you the various models 

In case you first desire more informat 

specific information about your own set 

in the coupon, tell us exactly what set 

have and the number of tubes We'll re 

mend the proper model Powe Pac k you 

and send you literature giving a full de 

tion. 

Kuprox Multirate Rectser Kuprox Replacement Uni THE KODEL ELECTRIC & MFG. CO. 
for trickle charging, dynamic eliminates acids 7 
speaker operation, et< Ad bu bs on all standard trickle Formerly the Kodel Radio ¢ orporat 
justable rate up to l-ampere ers 

517 E. Pearl Street - - Cincinnati, Ohio 

“ KUPROX 
POWER PACK 
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er Getting His Breath Prepar- 
ry to Another Descent, 
se 

Twe men recently spent a quiet after- 

noon diving into a great tank at the 

vy yard, Washington. 

suits and on their heads was a curious- 

unlike an ordinary 
inny sack with a rubber tube attached to 

oking 

View of the 

Breathing Mask 

device not 

e wearer's mouth. 

First one man would disappear slowly 

His every move was 
spectators above, for 

eneath the surface. 

ible 

ng water, he would find the bottom and 

then, by means 

tache I 

to 

to 

the 

the 

few 

e water was absolutely clear. 

of some magic powers at- 

head 

Improved 
and a 

device, he would 

They wore bath- 

Tread 

re 

4 Ce _—" —_ 

4 .% 

ee na 

main down there, mav be half an hour, 

possibly longet sate on the surtace once 

more, he would watch similar maneuvei 

of his companion diver. 
Since the apparatus is so built as to 

work efficiently only from the bottom up 
rather than from the surface down, it was 

necessary to inclose the diver’s head i to 

i device looking like an inverted half of a 

barrel. It served the purpose of entrap 

ping a substantial quantity of air, thus per- 

mitting quick descent. 

Extremely simple as those diving opet 
ations appeared to be, they meant much to 
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First Stage in Descent with the Diving Bell; Diver 
Climbing Inside for Lowering 

humanity—the possibility of avoiding 
loss of life in submarine disasters. 

counted among 

America’s best-known experts on subma- 
The two divers are 

rine life-saving devices—Lieut. C. B 

Momsen and Chief Gunner C, L. Tib- 
bals. For six months they had been 

working night and day on the breathing 
device they had invented in conjunction 

with F, 

the naval bureau of construction. 

M. Hobson, civilian engineer in 

Following the tank tests in sixty feet 

of water, the experts took their apparatus 

miles down the historic Potomac, 

recently choked with mud through flood, 

a Tew 

Instead of the inverted barrel, an espe- 
rigged up diving bell, weighing 
1500 pounds, was emploved to 

convey the diver to the bottom. 

cially 

about 

During 

within the 
bell in such fashion that, while standing 

on a platform, his head was inside a bub- 

ble of air. 

the descent, he was located 

Slowly he was lowered, his 

system meantime becomi 
gradually accustomed 
the steadily increasing pre 
sure until he reached t! 

bottom, 110 feet below t 

surface. 

Fundamentally, the ap; 
ratus has all the 

characteristics of stand 

European life-saving ap; 
ratus, but the new navy cd: 

vice weighs only two pour 
—many times lighter tl 
others of its kind, wh 

range around twenty-o: 
pounds. Then, too, the 

breather is small, 
eight by ten inches. 

Lieutenant Momsen, o: 

of the inventors of the ne 

essent 

abo 

comer, gives a graphic ck 
scription of its operation « 

the scene of actual disaste 
“There are two 
explains, “whereby it m 

be used to advantage. Fir 
of all, when no help seems t 

ways,” 

be at hand and the crew oi 

Close View of the Bell That Aided in Rapid Descents 
during Breathing-Mask Tests by the Navy; Note Air 

Hose and Connection 



wrecked submarine must brave the 
icherous depths alone; and secondly, 
en a diver has descended, ready to give 

In the first case, it will take the men 
a few seconds to don the apparatus. 

\t this point one might well inquire, 
in the world the men will be able to 

stand the terrific pressure that pre- 
at 200 to 300 feet. Here is the an- 
Under normal atmospheric condi- 

s we all are under a pressure some- 

ng like 14.7 pounds. Down around 200 
t the pressure jumps to 88 pounds. Cer- 
ly that is a terrific force to 

against a man’s body. But 

all, it is a relative 
ce pressure conditions become 

matter, 

ialized all over the body. 

Nor should we forget that na- 
e has equipped us all with a 
arkably devised pressure re- 

tor, the Eustachian tube, a tiny 

ucture running from the mouth 
So, with the aid of 

and the new device, the men 
a sunken submarine should be able to 

he ears. 

n the surface without experiencing that 

rific pull on the eardrums which some- 
All the while, 

course, there is no heavy weight to hold 

down and, have 

tepped outside the wrecked craft, the 

vaney of their bodies will hurtle them 

he top. Once there, granted that other 

1an beings are fairly close by, their 

es should be saved. 
“Of course, a somewhat different situa- 
in exists when the crew of the submarine 

ippens to have an expert 

ibove come to their aid. 

ubmarine’s 

men out 

es spells death to a diver. 

men when they 

diver from 

In such case, the 
commander may send the 

of the wrecked craft one at a 
ime. Thereupon the diver, being attached 
to a strong rope, need merely signal to 

helpers up above, and the two men 
ill reach the top quickly. Another diver 

vill then go down and the procedure be 

ontinued until every man is saved. 
“However, the chief point to emphasize 

n the new instrument lies in the fact that 
t enables life-saving operations to be con- 

lucted and completed without the slightest 
interference with salvage maneuvers. 
Once the crew has reached the surface, 
the submarine commander may aid mate- 
rially in salvaging his craft.” 

Elaborate 

Its Ornate Carvings Conform to Old Oriental Traditions 
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EAST AND WEST MEET IN AUTO 
CARVED FOR BRIDAL USE 

Oriental splendor and tradition ride on 
a modern motor car in an elaborate chassis 
carved for bridal processions in Shanghai. 

Motor Car Designed for Chinese Bridal Processions; 

Rich decorations, an ornate chair, hang- 

ings and tassels of silk, with other trinkets, 

feature the vehicle, which is a motorized 
duplicate of carriages used in China when 

the bridal party parades abroad. 

RADIO GUIDES “PHANTOM” SHIP 
SAILING WITHOUT CREW 

Radio control of ships has been further 

demonstrated in Germany with the di- 
recting of the “Zaehringen,” an 11.,000-ton 

vessel, through complicated 
without the aid of a 

board. 

maneuvers 

single person on 

The ship’s onlv point of contact 

with the outside world is its antenne, the 

wireless orders being sent from a mother 

The “Zaehrin- ship some distance away. 

gen” started, stopped, slowed up and 

changed its course wholly by radio con- 

trol. Besides these performances, an in- 
teresting series of other functions can be 

executed by wireless direction, for in- 

the oil burners should cause a 

radio, 

stance, if 

fire. By automatically governed 

extinguishers can be put into action and, 
should the apparatus 

down and the ship stop, rockets are auto- 

oil-feeding break 

matically fired off to signal the operators 

on the mother ship that something has 

gone wrong. 
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Constructed to Withstand Severe Strains; the Multiple-Dome Coolidge Dam across the Gila River, near 
Phoenix, Ariz.; It Has Been Built at a Cost of Almost $3,500,000 

THREE-MILLION-DOLLAR DAM 
TO RECLAIM DESERT 

Work on the Coolidge dam across the 

Gila river not far from Phoenix, Ariz., is 

rapidly nearing completion and engineers 
are studying it with special interest be- 
cause of its form of construction. It is 

of what is known as the multiple-dome 
tvpe and is said to be the largest of this 

kind in the world. The buttresslike form 
is intended to give greater strength. The 
dam has been built bv the United States 

reclamation service and the Indian depart- 
ment at a cost of approximately $3,500,000. 

TELEVISION INVENTOR PLANS 
FULL-SIZE PROJECTION 

Projection of television images on a 
large screen, in the same manner in which 

movies are shown, is planned by C. Fran- 
cis Jenkins, televisor and radio-movie in- 
ventor. If the method on which he is 

working succeeds, the chief problem of 

television reception—the smallness of th 
image possible with all existing systen 

—will be solved. In the old Jenki 
process, as in all others, a scanner is use 
to reproduce the picture. The Jenkin 
scanner had forty-eight holes, drawin 
forty-eight successive lines of light, and 
as the picture is square, the effect is . 
forty-eight times forty-eight dots, or 

total of 2,304 separate units. Behind th: 
scanner disk is a neon light, the intensit 
of which is controlled by the receive 

signal, and the illusion of a picture de 
pends on the persistence of vision in thi 
eve, the light of each line lingering until 
all of them have painted a complete pic 

ture. In his new system Jenkins is usins 
2,304 small incandescent flashlight lamps 
mounted closely together in a square bank 

A revolving switch or commutator con 
nects the lamps successively to the radio 

set to receive the incoming signals. But 
unlike the neon light, the filament of the 

incandescent lamps continues to glow for 
an instant after the current is turned off. 
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us the background 
es not appear 

be bright, but actually 
bright, though the glow 

ym the lamps which 
ve been turned off is 

bright enough to de- 
ct from the light of 

se that are in circuit 
form the picture. The 

t effect, however, is a 
uch larger picture with 

finitely more light than 
neon lamp can produce, 

merely 

itis possible to place a 

MECHANICS 709 

ndensing lens in front 
the lamp bank and 
ject the picture on a 
een. Jenkins is trying a similar system 

the transmitting end, with 2,304 small 

oto-electric cells on which the image, 

cused by a lens, will fall. 

HOW CROCODILES ARE HATCHED 
REVEALED BY PHOTOS 

Interesting the hatching of 

codiles have been obtained by photog- 
Stages in 

hy by training a camera on a number 

f eggs that were taken from a Java river 
nk and hatched in a laboratory under 
orable conditions. One of the remark- 

le features of the young reptiles is their 

eat development as they leave the shell, 
e specimen showing the naturally savage 

nal 

Just Emerging from the Shell, a Baby Crocodile Surveys 
the World and the Camera 

tendencies of the species by opening its 
jaws when a finger was moved close to it. 

Puncture Trap That Can Be Quickly Extended across the Road to Halt Cars; 
Pressing a Button Releases the Rack 

PUNCTURE MAT TO STOP CARS 
HELPS FOIL BANDITS 

Stop your car or puncture your tires, is 
the forcible warning behind a mat of sharp 
spikes that can be spread across the road 

at a moment’s notice to halt bandits travel- 

ing in 

cars, 

automobiles or drivers of stolen 

A press of a button expels the mat 
from its holder at the side of the street 

VESUVIUS ON VERGE OF NEW 
OUTBREAK OF LAVA 

Mount Vesuvius, the most fa- 
mous volcano, is approaching a new erup- 

tion, 

W orld 

according to Professor Maliadra, 

observatory on the 

The mountain's out- 

breaks occur from twenty to thirty years 

who operates the 

mountain slope. 

apart, and, as the last one of any size was 

in 1906, another is just about due. The 
conditions which give warning of an ap 

proaching eruption are the failure of 

springs around the mountain, a series of 

earthquake shocks, and the filling of the 

volcano crater with lava. The crater has 

been practically full since 1926, but the 

other two manifestations of approaching 

activity have not yet appeared. In each 

major eruption the stored-up energy in 
the mountain blows out the lava which 

clogs the crater and clears the volcano’s 

throat, so it can “breathe” Then 

the crater clogs up again and the process 

continues until the collected lava 

most of the vent pressure 

enough to cause another outbreak, 

easier. 

closes 

and backs up 
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Using the Electric Shoe- 
Shining Stand with Pro- 
tecting Shield for Women 

ELECTRIC SHOE-SHINING STAND 
HAS SCREEN FOR WOMEN 

Equipped with a shield in front and a 
motor-driven brush, a shoe-shining stand 

now on the market is especially designed 
for women patrons, The operator’s stool 
is a separate unit and carries the motor 
underneath. The customer’s ‘chair is 

mounted, has a comfortable seat 
and back, and as entrance is gained from 
the side, there is no danger of catching 
the clothing on protruding parts. The 

electric brush, it is said, produces a higher 

deg ree 

easily 

of polish than can ordinarily be 

obtained with the usual hand tools and, ot 

course, also saves time. 

OFFICE-PIN HOLDER SAVES TIME 
AND PROTECTS FINGERS 

Waste of time, 
pricked fingers, 
and other unpleas- 

ant features, are 
avoided in a spe- 
cial holder for of- 

fice pins. It hasa 

top so arranged 
that when it is 
pressed, a pin 

emerges head first 

from a little open- 
ing where it can 
be grasped with 

the thumb and forefinger, ready for im- 
mediate use. The container holds 200 

POPULAR MECHANICS 

pins, is attractively finished and does not 
spill the pins, as they come in special refi]! 
tubes ready for insertion in the holder. 

EIGHT-MILE RAILROAD TUNNEL 
BREAKS RECORDS 

An eight-mile tunnel through the Cas 
cade mountains, the longest bore in Amer- 

ica and fifth longest in all the world, ; 
nearing completion in the northwest 
When trains start through it, probab! 
about the first of the new year, the Great 

Northern’s route to the coast will b: 
shortened by many miles, the climb ove: 
the mountains reduced 505 feet, a two 
and-a-half-mile tunnel abandoned, and si 

miles of costly snowsheds eliminated. The 

new tunnel is to cost $10,000,000, but the 
saving on upkeep of snow and avalanche 
sheds alone is expected to pay for 

When President May |! 
pressed a telegraph key in Washingto: 

and set off the blast that holed throug! 
the pioneer bore alongside the big tunnel 
he marked the beginning of the end, afte: 

two and a half years of labor. The pi 

neer bore is a smaller shaft, parallel to and 
sixty feet distant from the big one. |] 
cost several millions to drive the prelimi- 
nary tunnel, but the savings it made pos 
sible made the outlay worth while. Onl 
two gangs, one starting at each end, ca 

work at one time in a single tunnel, but 

by rushing the smaller bore through the 

Coolidge, on 

mountains for eight miles, the engineer 

enabled to drive short connectin 
shafts sidewise to the line of the big bore 

and then start additional crews from eac! 
shaft, working in either direction. In tl 
way the main tunnel was attacked fro: 

eight different .places, the two oute: 
portals and six in the mountain, with two 

crews working in each direction from the 
six, or a total of fourteen crews working 

at one time. Seventeen and a half miles 

of the present railroad line will be eiimi- 
nated, along with the old tunnel and the 
505-foot climb to its level. The new bore 

eliminates also track curves that are equiv- 

alent to nearly seven complete circles. 

were 

@Write our Bureau of Information, if 
you wish to know who makes or sells any 
article described in this magazine. Send 

no postage; the service is free. 
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\MERICA’S LONGEST TUNNEL NEARING COMPLETION 
sont 2 —— — 

Cross Section of the Cascades, Showing the New Tunnel 500 Feet Below the Present Railroad Line; Phot 
graph of the Range under Which the Big Bore Passes, and, in Circle, One of the Compressed-Air Shovels 

That Works in Limited Quarters to Clear Away the Rock 
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of the United States nay 
in co-operation with th: 

Eastman Kodak com 
pany. It takes pictures o 

the sun, and one of th: 
secrets of its operatio: 
lies in its ability to “fol 

and wrap light into 

small package.” The fin 
ished photo is smalle 
than the hand, 100 pic 
tures can be made on one 
roll of film, and as eac! 
exposure is made, it is cut 
out and deposited in 
dark box. The variou 

recording instrument 
are housed inside t! 
camera, and the light 
beams are brought int 

Examining Big Bomb on the Fighting Plane, Which Also Carries Four focus on the film, whe: 
Machine Guns and a Crew of Two 

they record the data e 
DIVING PLANE FOR BOMBING sential for determining the exact positio 

CARRIES FOUR GUNS of the camera at the time. 

Tests with one of the fastest fighters of 
the skies were conducted at Mitchell field 

recently when pilots rode a diving bomb- 

PHONOGRAPH IN WATCH CASE 
PROVES ACTRESS’ VOICE 

ing plane through varied maneuvers. This Practical use is claimed for a tiny ph: 
ship, which is equipped with a “Wasp”  nograph that fits into a watch case and 
motor, is capable of a speed of 170 miles is operated by a small spring. Its record 
an hour and can dive at a rate of 300 miles will hold about fifteen spoken words, and 

an hour. Besides four machine guns, it these can be reproduced by the owner t 
carries a big bomb under the motor andis show the quality of her voice as repro 

manned by a crew of two. duced for the talking films. The entiré 
ae outfit can be carried in a vanity bag. 

CAMERA RECORDS ITS LOCATION 

ANYWHERE ON EARTH 

Accurately recording its position on the 
earth at the point where the picture was 
snapped, a sextant camera that has been 
included in Commander Byrd’s equipment 

for the South Pole adventure, is expected 
to prove of great service to all navigators 
by sea, land or air. With one motion, the 
user can determine his position, whereas, 
for centuries, a number of instruments 

and more or less elaborate calculations 
have been required. It will function even 
when no ground markings are in sight, and 
the picture will also show the exact time 

at which it was taken, the dav of the 
month and the angle at which the ex- 

posure was made. This remarkable cam- 
. = Gwen Lee Demonstrating the Watch-Case Phonograph, 

era was developed by Comm, M. R. Pierce Which Plays a Record of Her Voice 
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CIRCUS STAGED WITH PUPPETS ATTRACTS CROWDS 
hi 

mM 

4) 

he 
(i) 

° 

n 

“| 

ut 

u 

‘ Where Puppet Clowns and 
Actors Present an Eight- 

he Ring Circus; Views of the 
Elaborate Motor- Driven 
Arena and the Entrance 

One of the most attractive features of tage claimed is that the roots grow to 

n eastern amusement park is a miniature’ three or four times the size of the briar’s 
ght-ring circus, in which all the per- so that more pipes can be cut from them 

. iormers are puppets that go through real- 

stic movements by the action of elec- 
ricity. i Shaw biel eeees Chics the DETACHABLE MOTOR FOR BARGE 

it et Btn esl HAS SAFETY PROPELLER iusic, while midget animals, jugglers and 

crobats perform, roller coasters, merry- To speed canal traffic, an English in- 
o-rounds and aeroplane swings operate, yentor has introduced a motor which may 

( ind practically all the lively thrills of areal be removed or attached in a few minutes 
rcus are duplicated in miniature. The and has power enough to tow three fully 

elaborate installation is the result of a loaded barges. Its chief feature is that 
¢ country merchant’s plan to attract cus- the propeller is so adjusted that, should 

tomers to his show windows. Trade was jt strike an obstacle, it automatically rises 

lull, so he exhibited a few manikins, above the obstruction to prevent damage. 
ressed in the latest fashion and operated This is an important point when running 

clockwork mechanisms. The device jn shallow waters. 
vrew so popular that it was gradually en- 
larged until it became a complete circus. 

NEW WOOD FOR TOBACCO PIPES 
SEASONS MORE QUICKLY 

Due to the shortage of genuine briar, a 
ubstitute wood has been grown by graft- 
ng the gnarled, knotted roots of the bruy- 
ere to ordinary red and white hawthorn 
and with satisfactory results, according to 

reports. Pipes made from this hybrid 
wood are said to be light in weight, to ab- 
orb nicotine readily, give a cool, sweet 
smoke, and can be seasoned in about three 
months as against the three years neces- 

sary for the real briar. Another advan- 
Propeller of This Detachable Motor Rises When It 

Meets an Obstruction, to Prevent Damage 
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COSMIC RAYS LINKED WITH CREATION OF MATTER 
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at Left, Earlier Experiments with Electroscopes Sent Up in Sounding Balloons 
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CREATION OF MATTER IN STAR 
SPACE EXPLAINS RAYS 

[he cosmic rays discovered a few years 
co by Prof. R. A, Millikan, the famous 

alifornia scientist, are the waste energy 
enerated by the creation of oxygen, mag- 
esium, silicon and iron in the vast labo- 

atories of outer space, according to a re- 
ent announcement by their discoverer. 

[he cosmic rays are the most minute, yet 

nost powerful radiations ever detected, 
ith wavelengths less than one-hundredth 

of those of radium, and yet requiring the 
enormous electrical potential of 59,000,000 
olts to generate them. Their initial dis- 
very was made by sending electroscopes 

nto the upper atmosphere, attached to 
ounding balloons, and then studying their 
ecorded findings when the gas bags came 
ick to earth. In his latest experiments, 

'rofessor Millikan measured their pene- 
tration in the clear waters of a high moun- 

tain lake. The presence or absence of the 
billions of stars which compose the Milky 

\Vay had no effect.on their intensity, so 
they apparently come from more distant 
realms of space. Professor Millikan found 
that the rays were able to penetrate 16.7 

feet of lead or 190 feet of water. 

SEEK CAUSE OF PAINT SCALING 
TO PROTECT WOODS 

Paint adheres to wood chiefly by gain- 
ng mechanical grip in minute openings 
on the surface’ of the wood, forest prod- 
ucts laboratory experts have concluded 
after an investigation into the causes of 

paint scaling and other factors connected 
with paints. What is needed, they de- 
clare, is an improvement in painting prac- 

tice, a method that will cause the paint to 
cling more firmly rather than scale off. 

lhe effect of the grain of the wood on the 
durability of a coat of paint can be seen 

on wood that has wide annual rings. The 
part that grew rapidly in the spring con- 
tains more openings than the summer 

part, which is denser. Paint scales off 
this summer band much more quickly than 

it does from the spring wood, the investi- 
gators found. 

@eEvery hour, fires destroy two human 
lives and approximately $60,000 worth of 

property in the United States. 

West Point Football aanes Refreshing Themselves at 
the Nozzles of the Gridiron Water Wagon 

SPRAY WAGON FOR FOOTBALL 

SUBSTITUTE FOR SPONGE 

Football men at West Point have dis- 
carded the old unsanitary sponge in favor 
of a water spray wagon from which eight 

men may refresh themselves at the same 
time and with much less trouble. A fine 
spray is forced through the nozzles in such 
a way that it reaches the face and neck 
with cooling effect and without spilling so 

much water on the suits. The wheels 
are equipped with heavy rubber tires so 
that the wagon can be trundled over al- 

most any ground with little difficulty, 

AIR-MAIL STAMPER PRINTS 
TWO COLORS AT ONCE 

Ordinary envelopes are quickly identi- 
fied for delivery to the air mail with a 

stamping outfit 

that prints the 
words “via air 

mail” in red and 
blue, conforming 

to the postal reg- 

ulations. The 

contrivance is 

fitted with a self- 
contained pad, the 
rubber die being 

i adjusted for auto- 

matic self-inking, in the same manner as 

most other similar stampers for quick and 

efficient work, 
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Apparently Holding an Ordinary Club, But Actually 
Taking Picture with Camera Hidden in Baton 

CAMERA IN POLICEMAN’S CLUB 
TAKES TWENTY PICTURES 

Concealed in the policeman’s club, a 
miniature camera takes from ten to twenty 

pictures at one loading, and the negatives, 
although but an inch square, are so sharp 

that they will stand enlargement up to 
four inches square or more, it is said. To 

make an exposure, all that is necessary is 
to press a button, then turn an unexposed 
film into place. Time or instantaneous 
pictures may be made as readily as with an 

ordinary camera. 

TELEVISION TO CONDUCT MUSIC 

OF HIDDEN ORCHESTRA 

Practical use for television has been 
proposed by an orchestra leader in direct- 
ing a group of musicians who play off 
stage during a symphony. Heretofore, it 
has been the custom to have an assistant 
leader, who peered through a hole in a 
wall, took his cues from the conductor and 

then directed the hidden players as he 
looked through the opening. By televi- 
sion, the leader’s movements will be pro- 

jected on a screen so that all the second- 
orchestra members can see them and the 

need for an assistant conductor will be 

rendered unnecessary. 

MECHANICS 

LILACS BLOSSOM AT CHRISTMAS 

WITH AID OF CHEMICAL 

Lilacs, flowering almonds and other 
blossoms may be had for Christmas deco 
rations by exposing the potted plants to 

the vapor of a special chemical, Dr. F. FE. 
Denny, of the Boyce Thompson institute 

for plant research, recently reported. The 
trick is an easy one, the chemicals are ob- 

tainable on the market and about the only 
precaution to be taken is that the gas 
treatment should be done in a tightly 
closed room. Ethylene dichloride or ethy- 
lene chlorhydrine is used and almost any 
florist can arrange a treatment room with 

out great expense. Dr. Denny recently 

demonstrated the effectiveness of the 
method with two twigs on the same 
branch, as much alike as possible. The 

treated twig responded quickly while the 
other remained dormant. 
plied chemical 

He has also ap- 
“awakeners” to various 

other plants and has succeeded in getting 

seed potatoes to grow soon after harvest- 
ing. This is expected to be of consider- 

able commercial importance. 

WATER SYSTEM FOR THE HOME 
WORKS AUTOMATICALLY 

Advantages of a city water-supply sys- 

tem may be enjoyed in farm and country 
homes through an electric pumping and 

pressure outfit that starts and stops itself, 
is economical to operate and is furnished 
in two sizes to give either 210 or 420 gal- 
lons per hour. The unit is compactly 

constructed and housed under a hood that 
can easily be lifted off for oiling or in- 
spection; only two pipe connections are 

required, and, if desired, the unit may be 
employed in con- 
nection with a 

big storage tank. 
The outfit can be 
installed in two 

hours. Users do 

not have to press 
any buttons or op- 

erate any switches 
and the pump is 

self-oiling, so that 
the apparatus re- 
quires practically 

no attention. 



CWILL ROCKET PLANES 
EACH THE STARS ? | 

The Perfect Streamlining of the Lockheed “Vega” 
Plane, Which Sir George Wilkins Flew across the Arc- 

and Art Goebel Flew Non-Stop across the Conti- 
ent, Shows How Great Speed Can Be Obtained by 

Proper Design, One of the Problems the Rocket-Plane 
Makers of Germany Are Attempting to Solve; the 
“Vega” Fuselage Is Pressed from Wood Veneer 

C' INSTRUCTION of man-carrying 

rockets capable of crossing the mil- 
ons of miles of outer space and reaching 
he planets is scientifically possible and 
lay eventually come, according to Fritz 

on Opel, the German automobile builder 
vho, within a few months, has produced a 

rocket automobile and a rocket airplane. 
But such ideas, he adds, are still far off, 

nd have nothing to do with the practical 
ork of introducing the rocket age, which 
€ visions as an era of almost unbelievably 

fast transportation over the face of the 

earth. Rocket planes, he says, will span 
the Atlantic in an hour and a half, rising 

miles above the earth’s protective envelope 
of air into a realm where there is neither 
tir resistance nor the vagaries of weather 

to be reckoned with. 
What such speed, 2,000 miles an hour, 

vould mean can be conceived by compar- 
ng it with the non-stop flight across the 
continent, made by Col. Arthur Goebel, 
winner of the Dole race, who landed in 
New York just eighteen hours and fifty- 
eight minutes after leaving Los Angeles. 

His average speed for the trip, which 

broke all existing records, was 142 miles 
an hour At that speed he clipped two 

hours and fifty minutes off the fastest 
previous crossing of the continent, Lieut 

Russell L. Maughan’s famous “dawn to 
dusk” flight. But, more interesting still 
the latter was made in a specially prepared 
racing ship, an army pursuit type, and in 

a series of hops, as the plane could not 
carry more than a few hours’ gas suppl 
The flight of Goebel’s Lockheed “Vega 

plane was non-stop, carrying a full load 
1 

of gasoline, and the ship itself was a stoc] 

model commercial plane, with cabin room 

for five passengers. The difference be 
tween Lieutenant Maughan’s record and 

Colonel Goebel’s achievement represented 

just four vears’ progress in airplane and 

engine building. 

Only one plane had ever crossed the 

country non-stop before, piloted by Lieu 

tenants MacReady and Kellev, and Goebel 

cut nearly eight hours off their record, 
besides making the flight in the opposite 

direction, so that he had to lift his entire 
load of gas over the Rocky mountains in 

the first hours of the flight, instead of 
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reaching the high mountains near the end 

of the journey, when his ship had been 
lightened by the consumption of most of 

its fuel. 

Opel’s rocket-car and rocket-plane ex- 
periments are important because the 
rocket offers the one method yet discov- 
ered for navigating space at high altitudes, 
above the earth's envelope of air. All ex- 
isting motors depend on air for their op- 
eration, and all existing types of propellers 

screw their way through the selfsame air. 

he rocket, on the other hand, can be shot 

out into space and attain tremendous 
speed by escaping the resistance of the air, 

The rocket idea is not new. Prof, R. H. 

Goddard, at Clark University, Worcester, 

Mass., made some experiments and calcu- 
lations as long ago as 1912 and 1913, to 

prove that it was technically feasible to 

shoot a rocket to the moon and explode a 
giant charge of magnesium powder, pro- 
ducing a flash big enough to be observed 

by telescopes on the earth. : 

Three German engineers, H. Oberth, W. 

Hohmann and Max Valier, and the work 

MECHANICS 

of the latter largely inspired Herr Opel’s 
rocket car and plane. Valier has calcu 
lated that a rocket plane could be shot 
from Berlin to New York in ninety-three 
minutes, dividing the journey in three 

stages. He would start from the German 
capital and come down at Vigo, Spain, 
take off there for an island in the Atlantic, 
and make the third hop to New York. He 
would shoot his rocket into the air at the 

steep angle of seventy degrees in order to 
reach the region of rarefied air in the 
shortest possible time. A minute and five 

seconds after the take-off, the plane would 
be thirty miles above the earth and nearly 

forty-five miles from the starting point 
and would have attained a speed of more 
than 4,500 miles an hour. Allowing 100 

seconds to get under way and reach full 
speed and 1,500 seconds for gliding, Vigo 

would be reached in twenty-seven minutes 

from Berlin. 
The only objection he sees to rocketing 

across the ocean is the weight of the ex 

plosives required. Fully sixty-nine per 

cent of the entire weight of the ship on the 

Sheets of Veneer Are Glued Together, Then Placed in This Concrete Mold and Formed into Fuselage Halves 
under a Pressure of Fifty Tons; Two Halves Are Then Joined 
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An Artist’s Conception of a Rocket Plane in Flight Out in Space beyond the Earth's Envelope of Air Where 
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It Would Have for Neighbors the Northern Lights and Occasional Meteors 
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1 first leg of the journey would have to be 
riven over to fuel, and per 

the 4 To 

transport a ton of pay load from Berlin to 
New York thus would require about fifty- 

tons of fuel. 

If the speed of the gases could be in- 

creased, the amount of fuel could be cut 

Valier estimated that if, instead of 

the technically possible 7,200-feet-a-second 

seventy-six 

cent for each of ocean stages. 

two 

down. 

velocity, the gases could be made to move 

at 13,000 feet a second, the fuel would be 
cut from fifty-two to sixteen tons, 

In Professor Goddard's experiments, 
he obtained gas 

The 
has a muzzle velocity of 

using smokeless powder, 
velocities of 8,000 feet a second. 

fastest rifle bullet 

not over As every 
knows, increasing the muzzle 

2,500 feet per second. 

marksman i 

‘t increases the kick-back 

eun, so Professor Goddard's 8,000- 

should 

velocity of a bull 

of the 
foot-a-second gases produce an 
enormous recoil to propel the rocket on 

its way. 
One problem that remains to be solved 

is whether the human body could with- 
stand the terrific strains involved in being 
shot into space at sucl spee In experi- 

1 
ments with a rocket car mounted on rail- 

way wheels and op- 

MECHANICS 

The first 
shift goes on at 6:30 o'clock in the morn 

has been in effect several years. 

ing and works until 2:30 p. m., when it 
is replaced by the second shift which is o1 

until 11:42 p. m. On Saturdays, the first 
shift works until 12:30 p. m. Lunch time 
deducted each has a forty-four-hour week 
Younger men prefer the second shift, f 

it gives them a long week end, from Fi 

night until Monday afternoon, and 

the older men favor the first shift with 
shorter day. 

day 

From the company’s stand 
point, the plan reduces overhead costs at 
machinery gives a maximum return befor 
it becomes obsolete. The three-shift pro 

gram is necessary in some establishment 
but in this particular business, 
shift 
happy medium. 

the two- 

been practiced as 
Elimination of the third 

shift, from midnight on, has not meant a 

serious loss, 

schedule has 

for studies have shown that 
this is the least productive period. 

MIRROR ON STREET-CAR DOOR 

HELPS PROTECT WOMEN 

Street are 

equipped with mirrors on the exit door 
cars in Germany being 

to induce women to face forward just be 

fore alighting and 

erated on a track, 
, 

thus prevent a pos 
Opel placed a cat in 
the seat to see how 

it would withstand 

the strain. The car, 

however, blew up 

and the cat was 

killed, so nothing 
was learned. 

TWO SHIFTS 
GIVE MORE 
DAYLIGHT 

Emploves of an 
mill 

nearly half a day of 

daylight out of the 

shop each working 

the 

pany has been bene- 
fited, : 

port, as the result 
of a two-shift, 

eastern enjoy 

dav, and com- 

officials re- 

sible fall. Such ac 

cidents are common 

among women, an 

explanation being 
that, due to 

turies of experience 

in carrying children 

on the left arm and 

working with the 

right, she naturally 

uses the right hand 

to grasp a 

when le 

cen- 

support 

aving a 

street car or train. 

This her to 

face to the rear, the 

causes 

wrong position, 

Since the mirrors 

have been installed, 

de- 

number, 

accidents have 

creased in 

it is reported, and 

women passenger 

eig htv-eight-hour 

week schedule that 
Mirror on Street-Car Exit Door Induces Women to 

Face Forward When Alighting 

appreciate the addi 

tional mirror, 
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LIFEBOAT LAUNCHED BY TRACTOR SPEEDS RESCUES 
| 

Launching the Big Lifeboat with Aid of Tractor That Hauls It across Sands and Rough Shore, Pushes It 
into the Water and Hauls It Out Again 

To speed up the launching of lifeboats 

hed to the rescue of sinking or dis- 
tressed ships off the English coast, the 

itish roval national lifeboat institution 
ently tested a tractor and auto trailer 
it hauled a lifeboat and crew to the aid 

the dangerous of 

Dungeness, on the English Channel. The 

ractor, named the “F. W. D. Roadless,” 
sucht the lifeboat over a rough shingle 

il to the shore and then launched it by 
pushing the boat and its carriage into the 

a ship off shore 

DRAWINGS REPRODUCED DIRECT 
FROM POSITIVE 

Positive prints of drawings and other 
subjects, that are said not to fade and that 
can be made as easily and as economically 

blueprints, are prepared from a posi- 
ve under a patented process. Dark lines 

are revealed on light tinted paper as in 

he original and are not No 

iquid or water is used; the undeveloped 

print, after exposure, is merely inciosed in 

reversed, 

sea. The tractor then backed, and by an 
ingenious device, pulling on a cable which 
travels around a pulley at the rear end of 
the boat and passes to the bow, pulled the 
lifeboat off the carriage and sent it in a 

When the launching 
had been accomplished, the auto tractor 
hauled the carriage to the shore, while the 

seven-ton lifeboat rowed out to the di 
tressed ship. On loose shingle and sea 

seaward direction. 

soaked sandy shores, the new auto tractor 
has operated successfully. 

a box containing a dish of ammonia water 

or any compound which gives off ammonia 
fumes. These act upon the paper to »ro 
duce the picture. The print can be re 
moved in five or ten minutes and needs no 

turther attention 

@ Popular Mechanics Magazine does not 
publish the name of the maker or seller of 
any device described in its pages, but this 

information will furnished 
application to our Bureau of Information. 

be free upon 
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a4 : him famous, has moved millio: 

to by of persons to laughter and hi: 

brought thousands of dollars int 

the coffers of the show. 

The chief reason is that thi 

old car and the stunts it does, fur 
nish the chief ingredients f: 

laughter, a priceless phenomen 

for which the circus, and othe 

institutions devoted to entertai: 

ing the public, spend millio: 

vearly. Say “circus” to anyor 
and the first word that pops int 
his mind is likely to be “clow: 

The two are synonymous in tl 
minds of almost everyone, a1 

that explains why the shows cari 
hundreds of these entertain 

and why the performers thet 

selves are constantly looking 1 

new stunts, rehearsing and 
proving old ones and seeking 
ideas. The clown department 

a circus is similar in some respe 

to a separate show in itselt 

Camouflaged Stilts and a Balloon Are Parts of This 

Grotesque Costume Worn by a Balancing Artist 

By PAUL PADDOCK 

6 ae of the most valuable automobiles 

in the world is an old car likely to 
fall apart any instant; it back-fires unex- 

1 
pectedly, often chases anyone who in >t 

tS ill oe 

front of it, and, without warning, rears on 

its hind wheels and may spill its occupants 

backward. The average driver would re- 

fuse it as a gift, but its owner and de- 
signer, Myron “Buck” Baker, chief of the 
automobile clowns in Ringling Bros., Bar- 1 i 
num and Bailev’s circus, wouldn't part 

is > a ‘ “Trained” to Break Down with a Loud Explosion, the 
with it for a small fortune. It has made Bridal Taxicab Has Inspired Millions of Laughs 

799 
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Myron “Buck” Baker at the Wheel of His Famous Flivver That Runs on Its Hind Wheels, Chases Him and 
Performs Other Tricks Developed from a Thorough Knowledge of Auto Mechanics 

its producing clowns—the idea men— 

ners and critics who pass on the merits 
n act before it is offered to the public. 

Long before he joined the circus, Baker 

a trick bicycle rider. He discovered 

it unexpected mechanical feats brought 

Ils as well as laughs. When the auto- 
hile came al r he seized u i at nie Came along, he seized upon it, al 

tered its normal working parts, disguised 
t and otherwise changed it until he had 

] leveloped it into a star circus performer, 
me of the most effective on the entire 

ts, not excepting the trained animals 

nd the acrobats. Henry Ford once told 

that he “was the only man he knew 
ho could get more out of a Ford car than 

as put into it.” 

Baker stages seven acts with his trick 
‘yt | iutos. They fall apart, explode, appar 

ently obey commands without a huma1 

lriver as well as with one, and do other 

imazing stunts, but everyone of them is 
ased on mechanical processes that Baker 

has carefully worked out, tested and im 
1 proved in his “laugh laboratory” at Sara 

a, Fla., wh 

1 earsing and caring for their pets, Baker 

ere the circus has its winter 
quarters. While animal trainers are re- 

looks after his squad of trick automobiles 

He has invented more than a score of spe 

cial attachments and several devices fot 

veneral use, not associated with the circus 

One of these is a lifting rack for garage 

an idea he worked out from his expet 

ments with automobile tricks. 

“Why do people laugh at the cars?” 

Baker replied while tuning up for a rece 

performance. “I’ve wondered about t 
14 ‘ 1 

mvself sometimes and I'm not sure I know 

Laughter is a mystery, [ gue 

oO! etime Ss WwW rk out 1 ¢ ib t¢ stu 

T 1 ? it I think is fur put it dos t g 

icro | La h may he i is pit t 

ng Ke an une rected bacl hire, | ng 

ure t] Ss 1S because the re co pie 

a 
tunts are hard to follow, people are bu 

iti g other thi d then a lot ¢ 
a te hal ie tea . 
hem have had experience with balky cat 

When thev see me in trouble with mine 

it tickles them, They laugh at me and not 

it the car. Of course, thev know that 

am making tl © Car b icl fire on purpose 

but the stunt seems to recall’ unpleasat 
- s | 7 7 . 5 | 

experiences ot their own and thev re gia 

they don't have to worrv about the cat 

that won't run 
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A Favorite Fire Brigade of Circus Fans Everywhere; the Midget Engines and Their Crew 

ventor, 

According to psvchologi eo. Baker's ex 
1 . -_ 1 1 

planation is a logical one. It uman 

nature to laugh at the other fellow. ther 

Say. VU“ e cl uckle because e re 2’ id f 

are not in his posit Laughter of this 

Sort is a ] il d ot S¢ congratu on VV « 

don’t stop to m ke the i al S at the 

time: laughter just happe natu vy. a 
a ‘ ; ; 

does all the other emotio1 ind ne ou 

processes tl are st mvsterious to u 

Surprise, suspense, incongruit d \ 

rious other elements are 1 ced up the 

. ] ~ . a 1, = | ] ) 1 m complex cause ot a chuckle, and Bake1 

trick automobiles are such uccesstul 

laugh getters, because thev furnis all 
7 7 , 

these requirements wit a good measure 

of mvsterv on the ide. 

One of the most amazing of his c 
‘ 

this season wa a 1 race Sat ot 

Carrvil Lip i monke 1 the 

driver’s seat It tore around the are1 t 

high peed mvstifving evervone because 

monkevs have not et bee ti ed to 
S é 1 ° 1° 1 

manage gear-shift cars, but this one | 
| 4 

all the attachments and speeds of a full 

size racer. Some persons say that a hu 

man driver is concealed in the cat But 

it is little more than six feet long and has 

been driven within five feet of the front 

rows, vet no one has been able to see a 

hidden pilot, if i Mechanics 
told Baker that build such a 

he is there 

he couldn't 

Is the First Standing Figure at the Left 
3aker, the In 

Car, He did If, and the ecret T t OTpDe 

: ; ] ation is known only toa few 
‘ . . ; . 

Mont $s of plannit fr and experime ; 

1 : : 
ere devoted to the «¢« true I oT t 

1 . ’ ’ , 
( 1e1 uto trickstel the ¢ ) nt car ti 

b € i} S tT o. Cl ¢ i i } | reat 

1 1 its hy nd vhee | é Ye 

, ’ , 
shed b a reat of ( | 

300-pound weight cd l nt pa 

1 : , ' 
are hung ( 1 re é ) | 

1 1 1 
Ke the tront \ eF€ ¢ é ¢ 11 

1 
t e Cut + ot the ‘ ta 

cl hth, \1 1 7il ybout t 

( I I it 1t W ear uD € r a he \ 

1 
tanadas on the tro é d sake 

1 | ‘ 

ivs that | welonht ) ¢ | ( 

effect on the tipping (;,ettil the car ¢ 

- } ‘ ‘ r lithe r ] 
reCdl Wiriec as cu 

= 1 1 , 
Baker found that he ver of u 

] 1 
expected problems to yive tel e } 

] : ¢ rt (it € SO For 1 S ce € vras( 1 

wouldn't run into the carburetor at su 

He had to i1 a steep angle. a 

lary tank under the hood b 

diator and also control the 

wouldn't run out of 

the two rear tires had to be 

same pressure or 

going in circles and possibly 

ring or the grandstand. 

Another difficulty appeared 

front wheels are in the air, | 

ack of t 

the e ngine. rhe 
1 

inflated at the 

the machine would start 

run into a 

When the 
sal is unable »aKer 
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hat 6 
lla em, It is highly important t 

be straight ahead when he comes 

or the car will plunge off to one 

the track. He therefore made a 

out of his steering wheel by bend- 

nd twisting it in such a manner that 

suld tell by the irregularities, when 

heels were properly turned for the 
t. He has never had an accident in 

yr The car is locked so that it 

ot be thrown into high speed. 

e loud back fires are made in various 
One is to fire off blank cartridges 

big spring affair like a large rat or 

etrap. Holes are punched in the 
f the radiator so that water can be 

d through to simulate a violent boil- 

One Reason Why the Circus Tent Has to Be High; 
3ut Is a Log Chain Necessary to Hold a Pup? 

“J wn 

Like a Goldberg Cartoon and It Works—Sometimes,; 
the “Trick’’ Cigar Lighter and Its Inventor 

ing over, while the “shimmying” effect is 

attained by cams on the rear wheels. 
of the most baffling stunts the car per 

forms is to chase the driver, apparel t] 

obey his whistle or a wave of the hand 

while he stands several feet away, and back 

up without any evident shift of geat 

Again, persons have said that this is done 
by a hidden pilot, but that is not the fact 
Baker has worked out an _ ingeniou 

method of remote gear control whereb 

he can operate the car at a distance « 

fTittyv tee O1 é about W ¢ i 

were in the seat. . Concealed wirt L re 

hidden in his sleeve, and one or two othe 

items, are re juired to operate the t 

control s \ whic s he kep ecre 

in order that circus-goers may not be 

robbed of the pleasure of seeing the n 

terious performance. 

Long after other memories of the circu 

have faded, children and adults ) ( 

the tiny fire engines, almost periect rey 
licas of the full-size apparatus. Phese 

were also designed by Baker, who supet 

vised the construction of special parts ar 

adapted odd piece to the cars to m ike 

them realistic imitations of the 1 é 

gines, When he had nearly finished one, 

he discovered that there is » Troon 
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When Man Monkey; Imitates the 

Never Fails to Puzzle the Circus Crowd 

Clown Actor in 

Thi 

since the engine wa 

fora gasoline tank. 

but 

air-cooled and had no use for the ordinary 

s proveda puzzler 

for a moment, 

type of radiator, this unit was converted 

into the gasoline tank. 1 e famous wed- 
1 

ding taxicab that empties its load at an 
unexpected moment, is a real cab, the 

body literally sawed in two and hinged 
so that it tips bac It is kept fr fall 

off entirely by ea of chain nd 1 

eld upright by buckle supports which 
can be untastened from the inside. 

According to circus Manager®4s, laughs 
‘ 

are increasingly difficult to produce as the 
public is indifferent to manv things that 

inspired response a few vears ago. Clowns 

and cartoonists unconsciously work hand 

in hand, borrowing 

although |} 

and exchanging ideas, 
saker prefers to leave the “funny 

papers” i 

+] 

alone in order that he may give 

le audience something that they have 
not seen before. 

One of the effective acts in this season’s 

trick 
functioned with the 

elaborate detail of a Goldberg cartoon and 

proved a taking burlesque, When it failed, 
the audience was as pleased as when it 
worked, because, as the of 

circus was the demonstration of 

cigar lighter which 

a 

in case the 

Realistic 

MECHANICS 

balky 

baffling experiences with lighters and we 

enjoving the predicament 
operating the trick lighter. 

automobile, many of them had h; 

oO! the clo. 

ENGINE HEAT OPERATES NEW 
CHASSIS OILING SYSTEM 

A centralized oiling system for the aut 
mobile chassis, operated by the heati: 

of the engine, has bee 

adopted by one Ame: 

can manutacturer, a: 

foreign rights sold 

Germany, France, Ital 

and England f: 
cars of those countric 

A sealed tank, holdin; 
1 

quart of oil, is 

rouse 

attac 

to the exhaust manifold 

with piping leading 

all of the chassis part 

that are to be oiled. The 

short tubes connectin 

to the bearings contai: 
Costume That wicks, In operation, a 

the engine 

started, the oil tank begins to warm 

soon as 

uy 

the heated oil building up pressure whic 

forces it through the pipe System to t] 

When 

the oil reservoir cools and a 1cuum 

which the oi froi 

the bearings, preventing waste throug! 

bearings. the engine is stopped 

created draws oil back 

dripping. The quart reservoir hok 

enough oil to last for from 3,000 to 5. 

miles, the manufacturer claim Ordinat 

crankca e oil 1S used. 

ELECTRIC IRON WITHOUT CORD 
REDUCES FIRE HAZARD 

Instead of having its directly 

an electric iron now on the 

cord 

tached, marke 

throug 

a contact 

metal 

in 

h o | d el 

is connected 

lighting 

Two iro1 

which 

toa 

socket, 
are employed with 

the outfit, one being used while the othe: 
is left in the cabinet to be heated. The ar 

rangement eliminates the bothersome cot 

that often 

prevents fire and supports the irons safely. 

becomes entangled or fraved 
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TREES FELLED WITH DYNAMITE TO CHECK FIRES 

Falling at Blast; Par- 

View of the Portable Ele 

Power Plant, Showing 

being Thrown to Set 

Explosion, and Drilling 

le for Explosive with a 

Motor-Driven Auger 

a « 

portabl ‘lectric power 

namite are being use 

fully by forest rangers, Charges of 

explosive, placed in holes drilled by 

citv in the dead trunks, fell the tree 

uch more rapidly than could be done by 

her methods and several can be de- 

oved at once. The dead trunk in a sec- 

mn that has been swept by fire. is con- 

idered one of the most dangerous men- 

es to other trees when a new fire occurs. 

NEW TYPE OF MAGNETO HAS NO 
REVOLVING ARMATURE 

\ new type of magneto, which 

ler revolving armature, slip ring or 
ibutor, is being marketed in England 

marine engines. The magnetic field 

ing the 

breaki1 - i 

of the armaturec 

pletes 
sitv of the sparl 

the speed at ynicn 

1} 

+1 
Li e 

ine mec 

. ’ . 
Is Shatt- 

to @XI1s 

4 In prop 

insect . 

] 

} 

1, 

Iriy 

cvcie Oo 

ani 

i 

ortion ti 
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| | 
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a i¢ er 

and se 
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e p li 
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WORLD’S BIGGEST SEAPLANE FLOWN SUCCESSFULLY 

The Biggest Flying Boat Fver Built, 

the Triple-Engined Rohrbach ‘‘Romar,” 

Was Successfully Flown on Its Initial 

Trials after Being Launched Recently 

at Travemuende, Germany. The Huge 

Craft Develops 2,160 Horsepower and 
Carries 2,114 Gallons of Gasoline in Its 

Wing Tanks. Owing to Its Boatllke Con- 
struction, It Can Ride Out a Storm at 
Sea If Forced to Alight; Three of the 

Boats Have Been Ordered by the Ger- 
man Air Lines for Service to South 

America, to Be Flown in Three Hops, 
the Longest Being from the Cape Verde 
Islands to Fernando Noronha, off the 

Coast of Brazil; the Planes Have a 

Wing Span of 121 Feet and a Length of 

Seventy-Two Feet Eight Inches, and 

Weigh 41,140 Pounds with Full Load 

—<— 
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DESTROYED FERTILIZER 
INCREASES TOLL OF 

FOREST FIRES 

Besides the enormous quanti- 
es of timber and game they de- 

oy, forest fires do great damage 
burning natural supplies of fer- 

izer on the ground of wooded 
eas. For instance, in‘a pine for- 
t, where the fall of needles in- 
ires a rich supply of nourishing 
iterials for the plant growth of 

e future, this abundant fertilizer 
converted into ashes by a fire, 
iving off the beneficial oxygen 

the form of a gas that is lost 
the soil and otherwise impov- 

hing the ground. Experts 
ve estimated that to replace 
e helpful materials on one acre 

pine forest, after it has been 
ept by a fire, it would require 
e addition of seventy pounds 
sodium-nitrate fertilizer at a Central Court of the Spherical House Built for Exposition in Ger 

st of about $3, and a blaze may 
$10 to $15 per acre damage by this 

truction alone. 

TRAP ATTACHED TO CASTERS 
FOILS INSECT PESTS 

o keep ants and other insects from en- 

cabinets, refrigerators and other 

pieces of furni- 

ture, a felt trap. 
saturated with 

kerosene or other 

anti-bug liquid, is 

; attached to the 

> | casters. The felt 

holdsa liberal sup 

of liquid, is easily put on and seldom 
eeds renewal. 

RUBBER PADS FOR RAILROADS 
GIVE SMOOTHER RIDE 

Specially processed rubber pads are be- 

ing installed along the right of wav of 

railroads in the Federal Malay states to 
deaden the sound of the engines and cars 

nd to absorb unpleasant vibrations. Ac- 
cording to reports, they have worked suc- 

cesstully ona trial mile of track. The pads 
also help protect the ties. 

many, Showing the Wide Space for Light and Air 

HOUSE IN FORM OF BIG GLOBE 

WELL LIGHTED INSIDE 

One of the chief features of the huge 

l shaped house constructed for the 

‘Technical Citv’ show in Dresden, is the 

central court or passageway trom the top 

» the bottom. This admits light to the 

hallwavs that radiate from the cente 

the building and also affords ample me 

LAMP THAT CLAMPS ON BOOK 
HELPS PROTECT EYES 

( ‘lamped on the 

edge of the book 

and having a wide 

shade that keeps 

all glare from the 

eves, a reading 
lamp is of special 

convenience for 

persons who like 
to read late or for use in the sick room. 
Since the light is directed entirely upon 
the pages, it does not disturb others 

@ When frogs wink their eves, the lids are 

moving upward. 



The Latest Thing in Electric Welding, the Atomic-Hydrogen Process; Hydrogen Fed to the Arc Has Its 

Molecules Broken into Atoms, hich, in Recombining, Produce Intense Heat 

By CALVIN FRAZER 

vy BES vou tell the average person that 

electrical cal heating has made revolu- > 

tionary progr + ess within the past few vears, 
he thinks of his domestic furnace, now 

burning coal, oil or natural gas, and asks 

whether the time has come to discard 

these fuels for something better. 

therefore explain that the new era ot ele 

tric heat does not yet affect to any marked 
extent t keeping your house he problem ot 

in 
“cc 

warm 

The 

winter. 

house without a chimney” flour 

ishes on certain reclamation projects in 
the west, where cheap electricity is a by- 

product of irrigation under the auspices of 
a paternal government. It prevails to 
ome extent in Europe, where water- 

rar ] “tr : : -)] ~} : ‘lec power electricity is equally cheap. Elec- 
tric “heat reservoirs” have been installed 

in many Swiss and German houses, These 

re huge tile-incased stoves, of ancient 

patter but t electric heating elemen 

placed nside instead of the usual coal ¢ 

wood fires, to heat the hea slabs of sl 

or soapstone that compo ef 

rent is supplied to these devic 

off-peak hours of the night at rate 
enough heat to last all da 

1 . 

LOW 

and they store 

\ few “all-electric” houses in England a1 

heated on a similar basis, hot water bei1 

used to retain the heat. 

Generally speaking, however, the heat 
ing of entire houses by electricity does not 

| vet loom the horizon, though on Sma 

portable electric heaters for single rool 

and bedrooms 

Even as applied 
Jectric h 

bathrooms especially 

are common to ordinat 

household cooking. € eat is still 

with coal and gas il 

[Its uses in the home 

appliances that con 

sume but little current, including toaster 

unable to compete 

most communities 

are mainly in small 



f Electr 
, chafing dishes, percolators, flatirons, 

ing irons, bed warmers, hair driers, 

so on. These domestic conveniences 
steadily increasing in number, and 

advent may be said to mark a new 
ch in housekeeping, but it is in the in- 
trial field that the amount of electric 
ey used as heat has lately become truly 
mous. A well-known engineer has re- 

predicted that before the year 1935 
hall see as much electricity used in- 

lly in this country for heating as is 

in turning the wheels of machinery. 
s development was undreamed of a 

eration ago. Look back to the year 

and you find Edison establishing in 
York city the first public plant for 

lving electricity, « A 200-kilowatt gen- 

- sufficed for its needs and the output 
devoted entirely to lighting. A few 

later the motor load began to figure 
‘entral-station operations, with the ad- 

of desk fans in offices. Electric ele- 

"apt lications of the motor 

ed. By the early nineties of the last 

ury, electricity was driving a large va- 
of machines, electric railwavs were 

multiplying, and the business otf 
lucing and selling electric current had 

e to be known as the electric-light and 
er industry, a name that it still retains. 
he statistics of the industry, the part 

he output used for lighting is usually 

regated, while that used for driving 

otors, for heating and for electrochem- 

| purposes is lumped together under the 

ead of power. Not until the second dec- 

de of the present century did the central 

tations begin to supply more energy for 

ower than for lighting, and only within 
e past six or eight vears did the portion 
the former applied to industrial heating 

egin to bulk large. 
Let us now see how this new electrical 
ant is serving the needs of industry. 

es —— 
og 
= | 

J 

Putting Together a Steel Building by the New Process 
That Promises to Banish the Rat-a-Tat-Tat of Pneu- 

matic Riveting Hammers 
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many cases much cheaper in t 
long run on account of incident 

economies realized in its u 

Heating with fuel means combu 

tion, and combustion means t] 

a great amount of air must | 

heated, much of this heat escapi1 

up the chimney; that undesirab 

fumes and soot are produced, a1 
that exact regulation of tempera 
ture is difficult or impossible 
Electric heating is not a combu 

tion process; it requires no ait 

produces no soot or fuel gase 

and can be regulated as perfect! 

and easily in ordinary industri 

work as under the conditions 

the electrical lab 

ratory. One of the 

many incidental ad 
] ; 

rhe " -e . i here are two vantages of elect: 

wavs in which elec- heat ia that it ca 

tricity can be used venerally be used 

for heating: the arc ; 

method and the re- 

sistance method. 

\ without raising the 

\ temperature of tl 

air 101 workroon 

he arcis, of course, cai tein ih ha: Mant 

a special case oft ke combustio 

electric resistance 

the air or other 

vas between the 

electrodes being the 

resistant medium) 
1 , ut it always pro 

duces intense heat, 

hile the resistance of a solid co1 

ductor can be adapted to produc 

ing any temperature desired, The 
c method is therefore confined 

to the melting of metals, including 

n, steel, brass, etc... and to weid 

ing. In using the resistance 

method, the electric current may 

be sent directly through the ma 

terial to be heated, produced by 

uction in this material, or sent 

ough a heating unit separate 
rom the material to be heated 

Che last of these three processes 

is the most versatile and the most 

widely used, 

Electric heating costs more, per 

unit of heat produced, than heat 

ing by the use of fuel, but it offers Thawing Machine on the Alaska Railroad; a Small Electric Fur- 
eae : ‘ nace Used to Glaze the Porcelain on Artificial Teeth at a Tem 

many striking advantages over Reset alegre gs = Making Abreaives . 5 perature of 1,945 Degrees, and Furnaces Making Abrasives 
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] 

a os J 

g the Molten Charge from an Electric Steel Furnace; Large Percentage of All the Energy Generated 

at Niagara Falls Is Used as Heat in Various Manufacturing Processes 

applving electric heat has had than fue eated furnac ere 

pectacular success in the indus- fore the ideal me ot ealit 

orld than the electric furnace, of ing’-and tempering meta 

there are several varieties, some he tri vh of electric stee es esse 

on the are principle and some on rom the vear 1915 é e de nd 

tance principle. Among the main tor higl ( e¢ t 

the electric furnace are the melting lated b € re¢ t ( 

e heat-treatment of metals. In the Since i elec ¢ 

d steel industry, for example, a to exte e u | 

de of pig iron is produced by the _ he treatme ot b nd othe 

t electric furnace in place of the te! ul et I} i gE 4 ( 

urnace A much more important lurgi ope ele ce 

cation, however, is in the making of the exactni ( ora tice 

In the electric furnace, the charge the worl | 1 at the tin 

elted in a closed chamber. There is mizes the need « kille | 

dation, no contamination from fuel The most 1 1 eat ele 

es, and the temperature can always be furnace are those achieved by the e 

tectly controlled. Thus, steel of cruci- temperatures unattall ible b fuel-heated 

quality can be made much more rap- furnaces, as, for example, in the 

than by the crucible process. The facture of artificial abrasives and in the 

ectric furnace is used especially for mak- fixation of atmospheric nitroge 
the various alloy steels, and for super- = borundum, of which thousands of tons are 

ing steel made by the open-hearth and produced annually at Niagara, owes Its 

emer processes. It is also.widely used existence entirely to electric heat. All the 

é 

1 

nelting steel for castings. Lastly the 
ric-heat-treatment furnace provides a 
more 

( 

perfect control of temperatures 

aluminum made in the world is 

in electric furnaces 

calcium carbide, calcium cvanamide, alu 

r] 

The same is 
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rically annealed bott 
with the loss of only I 

from the entire lot! 

To describe, eve 

briefly, all the appli 
tions of electric heat 

industry would requi: 
large book—which wo 

be out of date by the ti 
it was published, as inte 

esting new developme: 
are cropping up eve 
day. The following are 
few random details of t! 

story 

Electric heat is used t 

stimulate oil wells tl! 

are running dry. Heati: 

coils are lowered into t! 

well to melt the heavy- 
accumulation and pert 
it to flow freely. 

The evenness of he 
= . - ——————— 

% _ a essential to the correct 
Battery of Electric Babbitt Pots Used by a Street-Railway Company to Melt curing and vuleanizine « 

Metal to Be Poured into Car Bearings a Scie ere 
rubber is automatical] 

na and a large number ot other highly obtained by the use of electric apparatu 

usetul compounds. to produce steam. In this process, the oj 

The electric oven, used for baking, dry- eration is confined to a single self-co 

gy, etc., at temperatures lower than those — tained unit and does away with all pipi: 
ot the electric furnace, offers similar ad- Power and light companies find it profit 

intages of accurate temperature control, able to use electric heat in purifving trat 

facility of operation at | treedom from rormer oil. The oil is placed in a rotat 

the contaminating effects of combustion. ing apparatus which eparates the 

ese ovens are now used in the prepara- pended carbonized particles. The app! 

m of hundreds of important products, cation of heat then vaporizes the containe 

ving from pies and doughnuts to glass water and other impurities, leaving the « 

ire, enamel ware, motor armatures, in proper condition to be used again 

piano kevs and watch dials Chinaware In the preparation of effervescent sal 

. ed more eas ls ind iccesstu n the electric heat is found to be the most et 

electric oven than in combustion ovens, as fective means of expelling moisture. 

the former provides a perfectly uniform is now Widely applied to drugs that mu 

temperature in all parts of the heating be packed ina perfectly dry condition. 
chamber, and any desired temperature can Electric melting pots attached to typ 

be exactly reproduced for each batch fired. etting machines are a boon to the prit 

The electric “lehr’” or annealing oven ing industry. With the even temperatui 

has recently come to the front in the glass thus secured, the operator's attention is 1 

industry. The quality of the glass an- longer diverted at frequent intervals 
nealed in it has proved so superior that watching the thermometer, and produ 

many large users of glassware now specify _ tion is said to be increased from fifteen | 
in their orders, “must be annealed by elec- twenty-five per cent. Moreover, the ap 
tric lehr.” One nationally known maker pearance of the typography is much im 

of ginger ale, after experiencing an aver- proved, as a sharp, clear type face result 
age bottle breakage of two per cent in his from maintaining exactly the right castin 

filling machines, made the astonishing temperature. 

record of filling and capping 720,000 elec- Electric heat is used with great ad 
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gled to Protect His Eyes against the Glare of Molten 
Is Ready for Pouring; Electri 

t glue in the 1 ture 

er boxe oes, furniture, bool 

ad obiles It is i ‘4 € 

é ( ¢ lead 

le | ibbi I and Sin U 

ele ! meitin pot ma { Ss thie 

ct tet perature automaticall . without 

er ot burt 7 7 al d wit] out slag 

e electric welding of steel and othe: 

began half a century ago, but 

¢ 1 ed manv new torm al d 

been applied to a great variety of put 

es, One of its newer feats is to ad 

to rails where they are worn at the 

hout removing them from the 

ick. Various automatic welding ma 

nes have come into use, especially for 
a: 1 

velding the seams of .tubes and pipes. 

lectric arc welding has had sensational 

uccess during the last two or three years 
a substitute for riveting in the construc- 

] on of steel-frame buildings, and also in 

hipbuilding. 

Steel, the Attendant Tests the Charge to See If It 

Steel Is Exper sive but Best 

INSECTS THAT DEVOUR INSECTS 

TO PROTECT PLANTS 

Orchardists in South Africa have been 

calling upon California tor supplies ot 

certain species of beetle that devours the 

troublesome mealy bugs attacking tree n 

Africa. (Growers are attempting to cult 

vate the beetles and raise a large army of 

them against the mealy bugs 
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GAS GUN LIKE FOUNTAIN PEN 
TO AID BANK CLERKS 

Pen-Shaped Gas Holder for Repulsing Bandits; 

Shoots Fumes Twelve Feet and More 

Shaped like a fountain pen, a small con- 

tainer for gas fumes, to foil bandits, has 

i lever that shoots the vapors a distance 

of twelve feet and more. It is intended 

lO he use ot b: | ¢ ers cle | and 

e1 and is deceptive to an intruder as 

ippearance ives no 1 lication of its 

UrpoOse Phe “pen” unscrews in the mid 

¢ rO the i ertion of a iS cart dge, 

MECHANICS 

\ pure 
long, 

iron wire, one to five centimete: 

was immersed in 

tion of sixty t 
a nitric-acid solu 

A col 

less film immediately formed over the wi: 
) eighty per cent. 

and, if one end was scratched, a wave tra 

eled rapidly along the wire. When a gla 

tube was placed in the acid, around o1 
end of the wire, rhythmical waves passe 

the length of the piece at the rate of fou 
teen to 120 times a minute, dependin 
upon the strength of the solution, the 
temperature and the length of the wit 

Dr. Lillie concluded that sort of 
tery was formed. The film, only one mok 

cule thickness, acquired an electrica 
charge negative to that of the wire. When 

the film was scratched, a current was set 
up which the film next to the 
bare spot. This continued until the bar 
spot, which was seen as a wave, had passed 
the length of the wire. The film 

again after the wave has passed. 

a bat 

in 

dissolved 

form 

The it 

fluence of temperature, electrical polari 
zation, concentration of length 

the 

same as their influence on living nerves. 

acid and 

of the wire, have been shown to be 

HOUSE TRAVELS OVER THE SEA 

ON POWERFUL CRANE 

A sturdy crane picked up a house an 
floated it several miles across the wate1 

a new location in Rotterdam recent 

The crane was part of the equipment « 

powerful harbor vessel, used in wres 

ing, dredging and other heavy tasks 

IRON WIRE ACTS 
AS NERVE ACID 
TEST SHOWS 

ch 6 | The he is “*xpression, € 

t man of iron nery 

» more true literal 

peen supposed, ! 

ti of 

just concluded by 

Lillie, 

of Chi- 

His 

rey ealed 

series I 

Ralph S. of 

+1 T 

Lilie [ 

cago, 

niversity 

indicates. ex- 

periments have 

a striking similaritv be- 
tween nervous 

heart 

acti yn, 

particularly action. 

and the beh ivior of iron 

wire in a nitric-acid bath. Giving a House a Ride; Powerful Crane Carrying Dwelling across Stretch 
of Water to New Location at Rotterdam 
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istant Secretary of Commerce William P. MacCracken, Jr., ar d Art Goebel Examining Sample Markers 
Proposed for Use on the Airways of the Country to Guide Flyers 

UNIFORM AIRWAY MARKERS 
TO AID FLYING 

Department of commerce officials are 
leavoring to induce the adoption of a 
form stvle of markers to guide filvers 
ng the airways of the nation. Different 

rs will be used for different cross- 
ntry routes, and other distinguishing 

ails will be employed, according to 

resent plans, to make it easy for the 
lots to tell where thev are. When the 
oper form of markings has been decided 
pon, it is intended to have them widely 
plaved to make them known, 

NEW WAY OF BUILDING WALL 
ELIMINATES PLASTERING 

Greater economy, a saving of time, and 
other advantages, are claimed for a pat- 
ented form of wall construction which 

leaves the interior in such a finished state 
hat it is not necessary to use plaster. The 

essential feature of the method is its inter- 
locking units which may be made of metal, 
concrete, fiber, gypsum or other materials 

suitable for wall construction. These units 
are molded in long channel shape and are 
set on end instead of being built up as the 

ordinary wall of blocks or of brick. The 
‘oneth of the channel depends upon the 

height of the story, it is two feet or more 
wide and has an interlocking flange that 

holds it to the channel placed next to it. 
The depth of the channel depends upon 
what thickness of wall is desired, and the 

interior of the unit forms a dead-air space 
tals affaed ; which aftords in- 

ft sulation or mav be 
>" 

used for wires, 

} pipes or other con- 

duits. Where a 

column is desired 

for support, the 

space may be filled 
with concrete. 

When finished, the 
wall requires no 
stone or other cov- 

ering on the in- 

side, while tl] 1e 
joints on the outside may be concealed be- 

neath any appropriate form of finish, 
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Plant and animal ec: 

by the violent stiri 

vibrations. 

were killed 

of their contents. The cell 

of the plants were not brok 
as they were evidently too tou 

and strong, but the contents ws 
seen to be swirled into a di 

ganized mass by the action of 
weird whispers of death, 

TONE TESTER LOCATES 
RADIO TROUBLES BY 

KEEN HEARING 

Listening to prograt 
through loud speakers, as 

radio 

iS the t 

Olsen, a veteran 

as 250 of them a day, 

of Martin T. 
one of the most highly spec 

ized activities in the world 

Using the Pearl-Inspecting Camera, and a Close View of Three is a tone tester, Just as the 
Genuine Pearls Showing the Internal Structure taster’s sense of taste has b. 

FAKE PEARLS ARE REVEALED developed to a point where he can 

BY SPECIAL CAMERA 

French experts have recently introduced 
a camera that take — ires O e 

‘ ] ] +} | ] t ] 
0) ead 5 om | i L ¢ .F € { a LO 

= , ' ; ve 
trom the imitation. Detailed views ot the 
seudmea cue aeeieee  axemall thar tlt 
terior strut ire, and oO i 

are impossible to detect wit led 

eve, are said to be cle irly revealed » that 

successful pa ing of the fal e fo! - 

uine is not likelv to occur after an « m- 

ination with t 

DEATH WHISPERS FROM QUARTZ 
KILL SMALL ANIMALS 

Further interesting experiments with 
sound waves have 

Alfred L. Loomis, who 
causes a quartz crvstal to produce 

inaudible 

formed recently by 

tions at the rate of tw 

second, called “death whispers 

because thev kill small org nisms in W 

lion per 

[n earlier experiments, he produced vibra- 

the ot three-quarters ota 

The mi 

tions at rate 

recent ef- million per second re 
tects have been obtained with a tiny slab 

of quartz, less than an inch long, about 
three-eighths ot an inch wide and o - 

sixteenth of an inch thick. Its high rate 
of*vibration is partly due to its smaller 

size as compared with the other crystal 

and to the more rapidly oscillating elect 

current to which it is submitted to cau 

lightest difference in ble: 

ears can distinguish the 

variation in. pitch, The average per 
can tell the difference in tones or note 

to about 5,000 or 6,000 frequencie 

second, scientists say, but Olsen. inac 

pet e test, demo ed that he 

ible to disti1 1 note it treque 

ot over 10.000 ¢ es per sec | Dt 

al | ’ p m, he « 1 tally t 

distortion or extraneou noise is the 
ae : : 

of the microphone, is in the station stu 

or if the interfering noise or faulty 

is caused by the set itself, and if so 

the trouble lies. His chief bu 
listen to the loud speakers manufactu 

ene 

by a radio company to determine if t] 

are up to the standard of the master mod 

in tone and pitch. If they are not, Olse 

keen sense of hearing aids in locating 

difficulty. 

Martin T. Olsen, Testing 
Tone of Loud Speaker 



: went Jive\ears flyin Q 

wu Wright Pusher Type of 1910 alongside a Modern Twelve-Passenger Tri-Motored Cabin Plane: the Old 
Wright Machine, Still in Flying Condition, Escorted the New Ship on Its First Trip 

‘ol 4 Whence lar dahen vears ago, the seventeenth of December, a crude structure of bam- 

o and silk, powered with a homemade motor, shot down a wooden rail in the 
cit nely sand dunes at Kitty Hawk, N. C., and took to the air. It flew along for 260 yards 

rit nd settled gently to earth. 

\ feat that had intrigued the minds of men since the dawn of recorded history had 

au een accomplished. Two hbicvele builders from Dayton, Ohio, Wilbur and Orville 

‘right. had flown a power machine through the air. 

Less than a quarter of a century later the descendants of that first crude flving 
ne had flown the Atlantic and the Pacific, remained in the air more than sixty hours 

raveled more than 4,200 miles without a stop, had been to the North pole, plaved a 
tal part in the greatest war in all historv, were carrving mail and passengers day and 

ht on regular schedules, and were performing a thousand useful tasks. All that 
ippened within the lifetime of vouths who cast their first votes this vear, for, while 

he initial flight was made in 1903 it was not until 1908 that public flights were made. 
The pilot on that first flight was Orville, while his brother, the late Wilbur Wright, 

upervised the take-off. To launch the ship into the air, they mounted it on a rail and 

ed a weight, dropped from a derrick, to give it the initial starting impulse. The motor, 

ma 

uilt in their Dayton bicycle shop, turned a pair of propellers, through bicycle chain 

earing, at the slow speed of 400 revolutions a minute, as compared to the speeds of 
500 to 1,900 revolutions common in modern airplanes, 
The first flight of the motor-powered plane had been preceded by years of experi- 

entation with gliders, in which they had made several thousand flights. Before they 
ried power, both brothers had learned to fly their gliders in winds with a force up to 

thirty-five miles an hour, to maneuver them in the air and land safely. In all their 
ider experiments they had but one accident, when Orville fell thirty-five feet and 

escaped without a scratch. By the time they were ready to build the power machine 
tor the famous flight of 1903, they knew more than anyone living about the problems 

flving 
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Above Is the First Airplane Flight Made 
by Man, at Kitty Hawk, N. C., on De- 

cember 17, 1903; Wilbur Wright Is Run- 
ning alongside the Plane, Which Has 

Just Left the Catapult Track, and Orville 
Wright Is at the Controls; at Rigft, 
Herring Flying One of Octave Chanute’s 
Gliders over the Sand Dunes of Indiana, 

Just Outside Chicago; Chanute’s Experi- 

ments Were the Connecting Link be- 
tween Lilienthal and the Wrights , 

, = 

The Original Langley Aerodrome 
Ready to Be Tested over the Potomac 
River; It Fell into the Water, but 
Years Later Was Rebuilt, Re-engined 

= and Flown 
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Right, Chinese Mili- 
tary Attache at Wash- 

ington Learning to 

Fly; Note the Aileron 
Controls Strapped to 

the Shoulders 

2 . 

= a * 
: oe = 

a ic age ag the r ak 

MECHANICS 

4. ¢ 

bilizers in 

Ar Early 

Days When Planes Still 

741 

Far Biplane t the 

Carried St 
F ont the Ch thes of the 

Spectators in the Foreground Give a 

Hint as to the Year; at the Left Is the First Aerial 

Bomb in All History; Its In 

Point Graduate, Is Attachin 

the Place Is Rockwell Field, 

ventor, Riley Scott, a West 

g the Device to His Plane 
San Diego, and the Year Is 

1913: the Bomb Weighed Six Pounds, in Contrast t 

the 4,000-Pound Monsters Carried by the Huge Bom! 

ing Planes of Today; the Plane Has a Steering-Wheel 

Control, a Device That Is 
Sx 

Cc ming Back into l 

me of the Bigger Ships Today 
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\ 

It Was Just Twenty Years Ago That the 
Army Bought Its First Plane, the 
Wright Machine Shown Above, at Ft. 
Myer, Va., in 1908; in the First Dem- 
onstration Lieut. Selfridge, the Army's 

First Flyer, for Whom Selfridge Field 

Mich., Is Named, Was Killed and Or 

ville Wright Badly Injured; at Left Is 

Capt. Holden Richardson, U. S. N n 
a Sixteen-Year-Old Curtiss 

Recently Resurrected from 

Store House, Assembled and 
Old Machine Is a Pusher Type with 

Propellers behind the 

The First Curtiss School of Aviation at North Island, 
San Diego, Calif.; Glenn Curtiss Himself Is the Man 

with Cap and Mustache, Second from the Left 
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cette es + > 

One of the Milestones in 
Flying, the First Practi al 

Airplane Catapult on the 
Old Bat tleship Neat h 
Carolina,”” Now Scrap; 
the Modern Catapult 
Small Revolving Platf 

with a Gunpowder Mech 

anism to Shoot the Planes 
nto the Air: Bek 

Motern Seagoing Aeri al 

Taxicab, a Junkers Sea- 
plane C rried by the Ger 

man Liner ‘‘Columbus” 

for the eed of Passengers € 

during Visits to West Ir 
an Ports 

S| 
| 
| 
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In the Years Since the War 
planes Have Developed Rapidly 

Both for Military and Commercial 
Purposes; Above Is a Moder: 

Flying Ambulance; the Arr 

and Navy Use Ai : 
with Stretchers 
Equipment to Carry s to 
Hospitals, and They H ed 
Especially Useful i ng 
Victims of Aerial A i jents, Fre- 

Monoplane with Fold 

Which Can Be Kept 

Car Garage; Its Spr 
Has Been One I 

Airplane, but with the 
Folding Wings, Especially 

able to Monoplane Constructi 
the Ship Is Easily S$ 

Be Hauled < 
Streets behind 

without Obstructing 

At the Right Is One of the 
First of the Amphibians, Ca- 

pable of Landing or Taking 
Off Either from Water or 
Land; Comm. Richard Byrd 
Used Loening Amphibians in 
the Arctic with the Mac Millan 
Expedition, and the Army 
Flew Them around South 

America 
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Drexel Taking Off in His Bleriot Mono- 
plane; It Was in a Mate to This Ship 
That the Designer Wrote His Name into 
Aviation History When He Flew across 
the English Channel in 1909; Nineteen 
Years Later the “Southern Cross” Was 

Spanning the Pacific 

MECHANICS NJ uw 
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‘| 
a 

An Early Airplane Ci t 
Fitted with Dual Contr 

Training, but with a Dash 
Bare of Instruments, Where. 

as Even a Student Ship Now. 
adays Is Fitted with Oil-Pres. 

sure Gauge, Water Thern 
eter, Altimeter and Er r 

Tachometer; the Early C 

trols Were Varied, the | 
Wright Ships Having 17 
Hand Levers, One for 
Elevators and the Other ( 
erating both Rudders i 

Wing-Warping Contro! 
While There Was No Rudd 

Bar; the Curtiss Ships 
a Time Used a Shoulder ! 
ness to Work the Ailer« 

the Pilot's Body Sway 

Ny 

| 

At 

Cockp 

a | mer 

flowed fron 

pass sank and 

ators, Drift Indicators, Dual 
Ignition Switches, Lights, 

Altimeter, Tachometer, and a 

Multitude of Gauges Are 

Among Those Included 

: , . The Last Word in Air Liners from 
er a Twenty-Four Passenger D« 

> J ~ Boat 

rnier-W al Fly ing 
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ening Amphibian, with 

ee-Bladed Propeller; the 
Type Ship Is Being 

iced as an Air Yacht, 

th Comfortable Cabin 

One of the Strangest Planes That Has Been 

essfully Flown Is the Auto-Gyro, In- 
nted by a Spaniard and Produced in Eng- 

land; Instead of the Usual Wings, It Has 
Four, Revolving like the Blades of a Pro- 
peller; a Rope Is Wound around the Shaft 

nd Pulled, to Start the Wings Turning Be- 
fore the Plane Takes Off; Once in the Air, 
the Speed of the Plane Keeps Them Revolv- 
ing; the Queer Ship Is Very Stable in the 
Air, and Can Descend Almost Vertically; at 
t 

t 

1e Right Are the Three Engines and Part of 

> Metal Hull of England’s Largest Flying 
Boat, the Short “Calcutta” Type 
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It Is a Far Cry from the Crude 

Things of Bamboo and Silk 

Which First Carried Man into 
the Air to a Modern Single 

Seater Fighter, Such as the 

British-Built Hawker ‘“‘Haw- 

finch” at the Left; the Newest 

Ships Have Air-Cooled Radial 
Motors and Are Built to Stand 

Maneuvering at High Speed 
with an Abundance of Power 

They Can Fly in a Full Gale 

Whereas the Aviator of Less 
Than Twenty Years Ago H: 
t Wait Perhaps for Days f 

Calm Weather 

Brace 

uts Which 

“sabes * ne the Px 

Has Only One Blade, w 

Ingeni us Arr angement I 

Keeps It T nit £ t = Fi . 

Speed despite Variat Ss int 

Speed of the Pl t 
Air; the Photog t the Le 

oader ing t 

Other 

€ Wing 

Monoplan¢ 
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Above Is a Flivver Monoplane Pi 
loted by a Woman in This Year's 

Ford Reliability Tour; Powere 1 wit 

an Air-Cooled Engine and Fitted 

with a Luxurious Cabin for Two Px 

ple, It Costs Less Than $2 )U 

the Left Is the First Plane with S 
Pontoons to Fly the Atlant M 

Amelia Earhart’s “‘Friendshy H 

Was the First Seaplane to Make t 
Trip, and the First Plane Capa! 

of Landing on Water Since the I 
tial Flight of the Navy's “NC-4 

Flying Boat; All the Other Cr 

Modern Cabin Plane with Folding Wings: 
the Fairchild Monoplane John Henry Menzrs 

Used in Round-the-World Trip 
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PICTURES IN COLORS ARE SENT BY TELEVISION 

BLUE 
gore SPIRAL 

, a ss 

7 

‘ 
z= 

' 

' 
' 

‘ 
‘ 
‘ 

‘ 

‘ 

-. 
™~ . %, 

GREEN\ “s_*s._ is 
SPIRAL \_~*- "+ ---- E 

a SPIRAL 

N 
feces PROBLEM of perfect television 

has been broug! 

tion by 

1 - 
adevices 

t a stage nearer solu- 
the recently successful tests of two 

invented by John L. Baird, Eng- 
h expert. Mr, Baird has succeeded in 

transmitting by his radio televisor in day- 

light, with the sun hidden by clouds, the 
images of the head and shoulders of a man le 

1 
vhose living picture appeared clearly on 

a screen in the interior of a darkened 

roo! He next attacked the problem of 

Transmitting a Daylight Television Picture; Drawing 

to Show the Perforated Transmitter Disk That Hel; 

Produce Color Effects, and Demonstrating Receiver 

transmitting by radio television the li\ 
pictures of objects in their natural cclo1 
In this successful the re 

ceiver showed a small image about as larg: 

transmission, 

as a visiting card, but in perfect detai 

For this process, the 

English inventor uses a three-color device 

in which the three primary shades of blue 
red and green are made to transmit succe 

sive still object ] 

rapid succession, a green, a blue and a re I 

radio-television in 

images of a live or 
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e are presented to 

ve watching the re- 

© screen. They are 

is one white image. 

new device consists 

ransmitter disk per 

ted with three sets of 

set around the edge 

‘disk in spirals. One 

is covered with a 

Iter, one with a blue 

he third with a 

filter. Light is pro- 

1 through these 

» that, as the disk 

tes, the object tele- 

is traversed first by 

vot of light, then 

lue, then bva rreen, 

e receiving station, 

ilar disk revolves at 

me speed and its 

rS al Oo covered 

red, green and blue 

Behind the disk, 

i. line with the ob- 

er eve are two 

Ole ( f tl en a 

ed ow lamp, 

the other filled with 
ipor and he- 

he ] ' are 
ese ial ps AT¢ 

— , , Bow View of the “Europa,” Taken from the La hing Stand J I 
ource ot tne colored the New German Liner Sl pped Down the Ways 

nd are operated by 

ent from the transmitter \ commu- FOUR-DAY SHIPS LAUNCHED 

ges that the neon lamp, the red- IN GERMANY 

ource, is alight during the time in 
] > : . " A 1 1 f ch the radio eye views the image of \ ittle re ¢ 

object through perforations covered honors of the North At 

he red filters. When the blue and many vears by the " “7 e 

een images of the object are being trans- tania | re 4 

ted, and the radio eve is viewing the and Germany building larger and 
re through the blue and green filters, hips. The German ya lc ] e launched 

mercury and helium lamp. emitting two 46,000-ton liners, to be named the 

e and green rays, is in operation. “Bremen” and “Europa,” and both the 
\nother advance in the Baird television White Star and ¢ rd line epa 
cesses, is the reproduction of living to build 60,000-ton ships which will equal 

ges in stereoscopic relief. Here a sim- the ill ed “Titanic” 1 ize, be longe 

ly perfor ited disk is used. Pencils of tha 

from a spotlight lamp scan the object than” or the British “Majestic,” both o 

be transmitted through lenses, so that which, incidenta ere bt by Germ 

explored from two points, one to the vards just before the ir to make a bi 

ht and the other to the left. On the forthe Atlantic de-luxe passenger busine 

eiving disk, the two images are viewed but fell into the hands of the allie The 

ugh two prisms, making the observer two new liners rece incl ee 

ee an apparently solid object. pected to « , thie At I 
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| ( \ the damp earth, they ere 

iar better ¢ litio t! 1) ¢ ¢ pec 

R te Appat t ot LO itl e¢ ppare r 

Con m= | ] 
irom WHICH these ora er ¢ 
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lavers ot high and I carb ( 
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! 7 ] é Oo O ( ead ¢ Se 
1 

tern. | ( ‘ ( eve 
1 
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I e Plane That Keeps Order in the Air; the Com- amination ¢ the tee ple 

mand, “‘Land at Once Requires Immediate Notice - 
> 

thre RR « ¢ ere e ( 

FLYING POLICE FOR AIRPORT RE on gee we aa 
PROTECT PLANE TRAFFIC cde and point backed uo by a tos 

San Diego, Calif., perform dangerous | SPRAY TANK ON MOTORCYCLE 
ts against the air regulations, or other- HELPS KILL MOSQUITOES 

i \1 1 ! 
. AJLotorcvcie lave been e1 te¢ 

! e oft ie in In- 
‘ 1 Tare All T roOsquitoe ) 

e | t b r ess ew tten on : 
4 

1 . ( cavo \ V-llVe ( | 

¢ ¢ ¢ p to top crobatics : 
acid tar oil is carried on the machine 

the liquid is spraved over small pox 1 1 . 1 
g ed by the San Diego board of ait ; : ‘ 

1 , , water where the insects breed 1 hie 
ne expected tft prove a Valua 

operates the sprav hose without r P 7 ; . Toe | a il | ay 1l© \\ Ql 
é ) ( | ere 

. ‘ 
-< e r t ec ng 

( ¢ ( 1 ¢ ¢ t \\ ¢ ( le i 

1 
e¢ ed ke de ca ( the 

1 
( ( ¢ ) e ef Ol 

] ] | ri¢ ) r e orde oud enou to 
1 1 

r ¢ ¢ bove the re of the 

SECRET OF DAMASCUS STEEL 

KNOWN TO OLD ROMANS 

Ron an | ad - which 

Spraying a Small Pool from the Anti-Mosquito Mot 

cycle with Its Tank of Tar and Oil 

the 1 ime ol Dat ascus, is the interest- his seat and, Ina ingle qdav, Can Covel 

conclusion of Prot. B. Neumann, of the wide territory. A district compt 

titute of Technology at Breslau. He more than seventy-five square miles, h: 
just completed an extensive research been visited bv the cvcle throughout the 

metallurgy based on fragments of a season, and a marked reduction in tl 

imber of Roman swords which were number of mosquitoes has been noticed 

ound buried 1 German peat bed where — 
1 7 : | 7 7 

they had lain for more than 1.600 vears. q Sound passes through helium alm 

Since thev were preserved trot ne action ce aS Tast as it doe througn arr. 
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BONFIRE CHAIN PLANNED 

BEFOREHAND TO WARN 

OF EXPECTED FLOOD 

he greatest bonfire chain since 

news of the approach of the 

inish Armada “tele- 
elt iphed” by that means around 

coast of England, was organ- | 
ct ed this past summer in Kashmir, 

lia, to send the news should an 
barrier break in remote Tibet 
send an avalanche of water 

( nwn the valley of the Indus. Sev- 

Was 

r nal 

vears ago a glacier slid across 

» river Shvyvok, one of the tribu- 

ries of the Indus, and formed a 

ke 17,000 feet above level. 

ehind the ice barrier, 120,000,000 | 

of water collected, the lake 
] 

sea 

MECHANICS “J ui we 

J ily growing so great that it be- 

ine apparent its waters probably — Applying 
ild break through when the 

E el reached the top of the barrier and 
e sun this summer began softening the 

e rhe government of Kashmir pre 
red by laying a chain of 140 

es long, each in sight of the next, and 

ioning a sentinel to touch off the pile 

bonfires 

en the waters started. In charge at the 

e, e end, Col KE. B. Howell, British resi- 

- nt attached to the Kashmir government 

tablished a itself, 

re tl 

urteen 

camp on the glacier 
an three miles above sea level and 

from. civilization 

the 

and preparations 
ide to abandon a part of the fa- 

ous \ Kashmir if the flood came. 

jlonel Howell's post, on the “roof of the 

march days’ 

villagers in lowlands were 

out 

\ the 

e | troops 

great 

by 

ile of 

most lonely the 

with 

ot 

found, 

orld,” was 
1 

it cou d be 

z mall 

eep him company 

one spots 

no one but a 

escort of Tibetan mountaineers to 

PUTTER TESTS KINDS OF GRASS 
BEST FOR GOLF GREENS 

By actual tests with a mechanical putter, 
experts at the turf garden of the United 

a States golf association near Washington, 
he D C., decide what varieties of grass are 

The device is essen- 
tially a pendulum arrangement which sim- 
ulates the stroke of a player in putting, and 

st the force of the stroke can be regulated by 

Tests have been made 

he best for the greens. 

means of a spring. 

Science to the Game of Golf, to Test Varieties of 
Grass; the Mechanical Putter in Operation 

on some 500 plots and with many different 
kinds of The trials have revealed 

1 
that certain varieties are not successtul, as 

they impede the progress of the ball 

from 

yrass. 

necessarily or deflect it 
course. The advantage of the mechanical 

putter is that strokes of exactly the same 

force can be made and the ba i 

struck in the same wav. 

SKATE WITH JOINTED BLADE 

REDUCES FOOT 

(;reater ease skating is claimed t! 

a jointed-blade skate now on the market 

It adapts tselt more readily to the move 

ments of the feet without interfering 

forward progress, and is said to enable the 
wearer to easily keep his b 

— ———$——$——___—_ eed 

Jointed Skate That Is Said to Reduce Foot Strain with- 

out Impairing S$ 
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Arr Picked 
as It Has Been from the Beginning Down to the Advent of the Airplane: Be 

i Carrying Capacity and Speed the Den Are Being Displac« 

} sportation in the N« 

se f Lin 

By JAMES MONTAGNES 

— ! A ee ca ras¢ C esa ( CeSE pic e ecte 

| ce \ ke if 1 ) ¢ iceé \ € re 0 | ¢ ¢ ¢ r¢ ¢ 

t point New York Wate two race It the ) e t ) 

ponto equipped cabin monoplanes wing jump of 1,200 miles until ¢ terfield Inle 

heir V up ird from the \ iters of Long at the top of the wester! } re ot Hudse 

Island sound See them head for Mont- Bay, comes into sight \ t Cheste 

eal and then d ear in the distance field Inlet and the surrounding 1 ( ( 

1 hie top at the biggest citv in the Do- acres of rock rewn count t 1 re 7% 

nie Their arrival is a few hours final goal of these two modern mat 
part, since they did not start together. thoners. There they wiil meet their suy 

( fue e custom-inspected, stand ply ships, the “Morso” and Michae 

the gaze of hard fi ciers, and then they and Patrick.” 

taxi over the Vate ot the St. Lawrence Gold and diamonds are what tho e pri 

in their | Op 10! S] ey air station near pecto! being rushed to the subarctic | 

Ottawa Another rest, the pilots are but sea and air, expect to find in that lone 
, Pia Those first 700 miles land Adventurers all, from the financie beginning their race. O 

t Now they head for Win- in the big citv, who are backing were the easiest ' 

nipeg, 1,600 miles westward It’s a big millions of dollar to the newest of the 

hop, but it is also a big race—for gold. mining engineers in the rival parties, the 

Winnipeg finds the two pilots a little have started on one of the biggest cor 
adventures of recent years | fagged out. Stewart 5. Cheeseman is at mercial 

t. Charles two years they vhile Capt. will flv over that land whicl 

1 will bring out of 

the stick of one plane 

Sutton flies the other. is unexplored as yet, and w 

Then they set their compass for The the earth minerals in quantities as yet e1 

Pas, 500 miles northwest Phat is the last tirely unknown 

thev will see. Here One concern felt so certain about the place of civilization 
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<7 baka 

» 
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Se i is at \ A 

old Fields” 
nloading Supplies Brought by Air to the Jackson-Manion Mines in Ontario 

Lakes and Rivers on Which to Land in Winter, the Planes Can G 

mY 
e- 

; with a Vast Network of Frozen 

o Anywhere in the North 

ue of those unknown mineral deposits, a rough, desolate and lake-covered coun 

they asked the Dominion government try. For more than one hundred miles the 
«clusive on rights for three journey continued, when a larger lake 

rs in that district, in return for which hove in sight. Another twenty miles and 
ould map ees photograph a large the seaplane began to descend, at last 

of it from the air. alighting at a mining camp. 
Why this sudden rush to the far north Here the passenger stepped out, strapped 

earch of precious rold? Why this ad- his kit on | vack and set off i omtmce 

urous use of the airplane in unex-_ to get directions. Then on the t: which 

ed and lake-studded, rock-strewn wil- quickly led into the bus! Here ai ere 
ness‘? men were busy examining the ground 

\fter an impatient rail journey of 1,000 Notes on the trees told him that others be 
les, a voung man from Hamilton, Ont., fore him had made their stakes. But he 

pped off the transcontinental train at continued. Then, after a few da in alr 
Lookout in northern Ontario. He plane took him out again, this time to the 

in a hurry He had never been to recorder’s office at Gold Pine 

Lookout before, vet he seemed to “T want to stake these claims, and reg 

v the way, as if by intuition. The air- ister them,” he told the representative of 

ine hangar was the goal of his quick the government. “My father came out 

irch. Within a few minutes he had here thirty years ago and staked these 

ule arrangements for a plane to take claims, but we have never worked them. 
m north that day. Now I am staking them anew.” 
He set out to buy some supplies, food, Thirty vears ago this young chap’s 

clothing and mining tools. At the hangar father had invaded the virgin bush of 

it the appointed time, the airplane was northern Ontario around Red Lake in 

eady for him. He hopped in, the plane 

ook off and set its course northward, over t 

search of gold. He had found what looked 

like possible locations, had recorded them 
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hat time there was no 

a tew hundred miles, as 

the airplane a means of 

A trail which led ove 

portages and lake through heavy 

bush in a black-flv-infested country. there 

likelihood of those claims being 

cost of getting materials in 

would have been far in excess of the out 

aims were unworked., 

ota gold strike 

put SO the _» 

Chen, in 1926, came new 

n the Red Lake country. Prospectors from 

every part of the continent and even from 
ther continents lett ome and set out for 

he trozen north Phev arrived at Hudson 

nd Sioux Lookout the railway in thou- 

ands, old-timers nd ewcomers Dogs 
° ] : 1 

ere at a premium, and food sold at un 

eard of price eggs bringing $1 apiece. 

his in the latte part of the winter 

1 
Air] nes soon ide thei appearance, 

. 1 —— ’ 
everal compa ( cadeciade tO make a 

ciea 1D pe rlé O1 ese le ( 

ere oO 1¢ to ret oO l¢ rici un 

é cr ( | field ere TLV 

t to ( p é ( 1 i ¢ ve + + 

, 
rip ( tOOK Tt ¢ b ind I 

@ I té time é ivin bu 

¢ SAW) Te eac ) r | $1 
1 

pound tor baggage 

ihe p pecte ( e { ( é ( 

1S¢ I 2 D Tle to r 1¢ CCEé 

° 
ri¢ territol ( ‘ 

oung Ne \ ort tod el le t< 

Quebec earl n July or the purpose ot 

MECHANICS 

looking over some claims. They 

own plane, nN aking Cir WaV overa rat 

Wid section ot 

down bv engine trouble on L: 

some 200 miles northeast ot 
1 

x. Ca idl piane came to their res¢ 

; 
and the co tinued Y WOTK 

1 
As a meat Ot tast treight transport 

oraKe + > : 11 > led in t} L110 \ t ylarie unequaler in 

hh] ] . , Ia \ let) ort ( | ere Came one CaV a e 

to the office of the Western Canada a 

\\ 1 
avs Wi per \.ould the. compart 

ike an offer tot ort thirty-five to 
7 

( 1 ( €! d I 1 «Ct S food oO 

1 1 
ne and i te a é 5s 10 

¢ \ € the ) ould. and 

irted one of the t remarkable feat 
, 

Ori ie urpia OT it1oO to 1 

forbidding ds 

e mine cated at Cold Lal 
orthe ’ \lar ) Lin) + le nort ve 

? \ 4] or . | 
) \\ ey ¢ ’ C iCa i 

| + i ) om poin I 

nter-re ce te ou t« ( 

é t ¢ 31) ‘ 

e } ( ¢ (One | | 

\ ‘ \ 
\ ‘ CU ) t t 

) t ) t t 

He Cé ‘ a { | é 

¢ ¢ ¢ ( entu é 

¢ é ( oO 

t » iv¢ ¢ t 

r t ‘ ( 

} ] t 

: a. ce 

‘ ~ 

| ) ' 

1.0 no ( 

' . the Red 1 

; Tye e ] ‘ ‘ ‘ 

¢ 1926. ( ) ) 

»O rant nat é ( 

Cairo, | d Ww 

ol e best-kno of t 

| Cunsdinn trenesiettelte 
| tote that f] ne il t] ) 

nort country is bv no 

| means child’s play. 

Last winter he was en 

route with a load of sup- 

| plies for one of the camp 

at Red Lake Che thet 

mometer hovered around 
Capt. D. S. Bondurant with His Cabin Plane in the Red Lake Country; 

Scene of a Gold Rush Two Years Ago forty eight degrees below 
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he 
ther 

ree 
Vit 

cit 

Cue 

rta 

the 

tter 

air- 

any 

on 

iSoO- 

rt 

eats 

the 

ike 

y Cs 

The 
and 

los 
ile 

ie : 
R In Summer, Pontoons Replace the Winter Skis; This Is an American-Built Cabin Monoplane with Folding 
i Wings; Wheels Are Never Used in the North as There Are No Landing Fields 

gu ero, when he left. Gone about halfway, his number of small lakes in a hydroairplane, 
ord motor froze, and he brought his machine which had a wing spread of seventy-four 
bi wn in a ten-foot snowdrift. <A _ biting feet. The gears meshed, and he glided 

ed ind was sweeping over the desolate white down toasmalllake. Getting in was quit 
ni- indscape. It was cold, andthe thought of a feat, but it was accomplished by mean 

‘ing amush on snowshoes to the nearest of sliding and slipping. Repairs were 

imp, some twelve miles distant, was still quickly made, and the situation looked 
Pr more chilling. “But Bondurant determined over. It was asmall lake, blind at one end 

u » set out to get assistance. and at the other end a big cliff hid a curve 

ut “When I reached the camp I was black,” where the water flowed over a narro 

he tells us. “My nose and ears were frozen route into another lake, a little bigger than 
ike early in the trip. Then, when I took snow that where he now was floating. 

le) » rub over my ears and nose, my hands Paddling the plane to the farthest shore 

ice iroze. The whole of the underside of my from the gully coaaeaiine the two lakes 
5 ice was stiff and black, frozen. My feet Bondurant started the motor. She roared 

ol troze, and I reached my destination more — in that still wilderness, and her echo rolled 
ne ke a solid icicle than a human being. I between the cliffs. Then, giving her the 

he vas stiff for a week.” gun, she taxied for the opening, but would 
its But he got a crew together and the ten not rise. Again and again the attempt 

lat of them went out with tents and a small was made with the full load the machine 
no tove and all the necessary tools to bring was carrying. At last, when it looked 

the big ship out of the snowdrift. The if he would be stranded through lack 

en weather had become warmer. It was now — gasoline, she rose, and with one wing in 
p- only thirty-five degrees below zero. After the water as he banked into the curve, the 

ps several days of digging and warming the heavy plane made the passage, landing on 

T- engine, Bondurant flew his ship on to its the lake on the other side, from where it 
nd destination. was easier to take off and sail to the near- 

yw At another time he was flying over a est gasoline cache. 
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The Howey Mining Camp Typical Country over Which Prospectors and Supplies Are nin at Red Lake, Showing 

Re sularly Transported; Practically All the Planes Are Built in the U. S 

Phe ( 1m é 1 ut ye 7 oO 1 or « 

lin ¢ i ind without unde ( ¢ 

‘ t quen yodv design or art — - 

é oft su ces require killed made possible bv fl ( et 

pile ¢ La 1 0 et CI , , 
( } ( t ¢ } fay the i ¢ é 

( ire so ( ¢ ) d ¢ le ( f 

the oste e ed b e pi ( é 

P: ( 

iresagelgeap = Sage STUDY OF SPOTS ON THE SUN 
: Peggy seg AIDS SEARCH FOR OIL 

( ‘ eer oO ere se e ( e( 

case ( r et e oc ence ( 

AUTO BUS FOR ROAD OR RAIL or minerals, but scie believe er 

TO EXTEND MOTOR TRAVEL a definite relation and are making furth 

Wi er use I the 1 r bu promised ee ae EE TE 

through the introduction ot a vehicle that hos au , ; 

r ¢ eve t ) é 

etic P are . 1 t e + me d 

t hance e he erceived hv { 

enses but tha e detecte e acti 

ot cle ( r spe le« one VV he 

there 1 1¢ a sto ( i et behave 

{ ge its needle ofte eviating fre 

the true north to a far greater degree tl 

no il] 3) prospe Di who are wu 

¢ le magnetic vstem keep n tou 

ith coast nd veodetic surve observ 

tories where records are kept ot the m 

netic storms, and are thus guided t] 
Motor Bus with Flanged Wheels Adjusted to Travel on 

Rails; Traction Is Afforded by the Endless Tread 
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activities 
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and findings, 
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nest or be discarded. 
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{[AN-EATING ANTS Greater Comfort for the Flying Camera 
Man: Face Mask for Winter Picture Work 

PROVE TERROR 
AT NIGHT 

[n parts of Africa and 
er tropical regions, a 

ecies of ant that 
rches as an army, de- 
oying animals and in- 
‘ts as it goes and even 

acking human beings, 

viven more than one 

iveler an exciting ad- 

nture. Dr. Hanns 
vers relates one expe- 
ence he had with the 
irauders. They entered §& 

cottage one nigh 

led mice, spread over the carpet and 
owly came toward him. He took refuge 

a chair, then on a table and finally 

ounted a washstand and _ stood in a 
cher of water. He was horrified to see 
it the ants made a living bridge to the 
ind and would have reached him had he 

t jumped to the bed, which was stand- 
¢ in pots of kerosene, one to each leg. 
he insects will not pass through the 
juid, and he was safe. Naturalists re- 
rt that these ants have been known to 

vour alive horses, leopards, apes and 
her large animals. They work with in 
edible swiftness, march only at night and 

pparently the sole obstacle that diverts 

em from their path is a pool of kerosene 
r some such liquid. As in other ant col- 
nies, the division of labor is highly de- 

eloped. Besides 

he warriors with 
eir huge “jaws,” | 

he tribe has work- 

rs of various types, 

yrters that decide 
hat things are to 

be brought into the 

One of the few ef- 

fective enemies of | 

he ants is a kind of 

heetle which se- 

cretes an intoxicat- 

ing substance on its 

hairy body. When 

the ants are stupe- 

MASK FOR AERIAL CAMERA MAN 

AIDS IN WINTER FLYING 

Storms and cold weather are difficult 
for almost all aviators, but work particular 
hardships with the aerial camera man who 

must expose his face to the wind over the 

side or above the cockpit as the plane 
speeds along. To protect himself from 
this discomfort, an eastern photographer 

has devised a special mask which covers 
practically all his face and fits tight with 
out stopping the circulation 

EXAMINE TREES WITH X-RAYS 
TO FIND TRUNK DEFECTS 

Hidden defects and diseases in tree 

trunks are revealed by means of an X-ray 

~ outfit which shows 
— = _ an 

conditions that 

| not be detecter 

ordinary examina 

tion. The outfit 

lustrated herew 

is one of the first to 

be developed and 
has since been im 

proved i! to a nore 

compact form. The 
apparatus is also 

useful in inspecting 
poles that carry 
power or othe 

wires, to determine 

if any of them are 
fied by this, they are courtesy Eastman Kodak Co 
killed by ant lice. Taking X-Ray Photo of Tree Interior 

dangerously de- 

cayed inside. 

POPTITL_AR MERCH ANTCS 761 
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Fire Box of the Broadway Limited after a Run 

Boiler While Engine Is Still Hot 

HOTTEST JOB ON RAILROAD 
INSPECTING BOILERS 

Sor e fire is been dumped in 

ocomotive at the end ot a run, an 1n- 

pector climl into the fire box to make 

oroughe 1 ition ot flues and other 

His job one of the hottest in 

t] e ¢€ € worl ( Ta | Oo et atter 

pector can remain inside 

the tor chamber ir twenty ¢ thirty 

é harmtul re 
, < f r ot the vea he chiet 

Treaso that © 3 1 el I € box hen 

e ¢ ¢ t ere s t time t LLIO\ 

the eng e to cor betore : nN 

needed tor service 

Inspecting boilers 

1s ju t one of the 

unusual jobs around 

the railroad, where 

scores of different 

occupations are in- 

cluded in the diver 

sified operation ofa 

\ big 

railroad’s roster will 

large Svstem. 

include farmers, 

7, me. 6. 

taries and aviators 

secre- 
= 

besides the expected 

>. “ss. wawy ww — 4 

to Inspect 

Warning Bell at Crossing and Trap Bar by Which It 
Is Rung as Auto Passes 

new OZ, 

MECHANICS 

quotas ot firemen, engineers, cor 

ductors and the like. The Pen: 
sylvania railroad, for instance 

hires a number of deep-sea dive: 

in connection with the operatio 
of its ferries and other craft. 

AUTOMATIC SOS RECEIVER 
RELIEVES SHIP CREW 

Distress signals are now regis- 

tered on automatic receivers in 
stalled on several British boat 
so that operators do not have to 

sit constantly on the warcch witl 

earphones on their heads, await 
ing a possible SOS The auto 

changed the matic alarm has 

method of sending the signal. Be 

fore a steamer gives the di 

call, 

are tapped off the transmitter wit} 

stre 
1 

twelve four-second dashe 

a one-second space between eac 

dash. The automatic receiver re 

volves a selector apparatus on the 

receipt of these da hes, which causes three 

bells to sound, two int 

and the third o1 the bridge. 

1 } le wireless roon 

Thus aroused 

the operator listens for the familar SOS 

call and the position of the ship sending 

AT GRADE CROSSING 

To further protect grade crossings a1 

prevent automobile accidents at sucl 
places, an Illinois inventor has introduce 

a simple device whereby cars sound a 

alarm bell at the side of the road as the 

approach the railroad track : ‘| his is at 

1 complished by striking a small bar whic! 

projects partl 
across the pavement 

or road where it 

sure to be run ovet 

by an approaching 

car. The alarm can 

be placed suff 

ciently far from the 
crossing to provide 

an adequate warn 
ing, and is ex 

pected to be of spe 
cial service at night 

and when there is 

a 10g. 
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ENSES ON SCREEN GIVE DEPTH 
TO MOVIES 

lovies in three dimensions, a problem 
hich several fortunes have been spent 

ecent vears, is achieved in an entirely 
way by an English inventor who has 

eloped a movie screen which has for 

surface 900,000 tiny glass lenses, each 
rely a quarter of an inch across.- The 
een is made by first coating the usual 
face with a thick layer of white lead 
then affixing the glass globules by 

| to this coating. The steroscopic 

ect is then obtained with ordinary film 
a standard projector, for the myriad 

lenses split up the light into hundreds 
housands of minute beams which are 
idually magnified on the screen so 
each lens gives depth in relief and 

duces the illusion that the spectator is 

ng around the object photographed. 

e lenses themselves are not visible to 
e spectator unless he is seated almost 
rectly under the screen, looking upward 

Its surface. 

SAWDUST BURNER FOR HOMES 

REDUCES FUEL EXPENSE 
1 

Sawdust and “eee : , as 1 other mill waste are used 

fuel to heat the home in a burner that 

lust Burner Installed with Furnace; the Hopper 

Holds a Generous Supply of the Fuel 

can be installed in a short time and is said 

to be simple to operate. The grates are 
removable so that free access may be had 

to the interior, a large hopper holds suf- 
cient fuel for several hours and, if de 
ired, an automatic control may be em- 

ploved. It is made in various sizes. 

It Functions as a Clerk; Machine That Sells Stamps 
and Returns the Correct Change 

MACHINE THAT SELLS STAMPS 

ALSO MAKES CHANGE 

Dispensing stamps and making the cor 

rect Change at the same time, aco n-the 

siot machine recentiv introduced takes the 

l- = ’ ¢ +] ] bs na > +1] . “4 + . ’ place ot a cierkK and saves e cust ¢ 

trip to t} e post office Che outnt 

demonstrated a short time ago in Los At 
1 

ele swl ere t 1s } € v € 

BIG ROCK THAT MOSES SMOTE 

STILL GIVES WATER 

Explorers from the Field Museum « 

Natural Historv have come acré the 

famous rock in Horeb, vhicl lege | state 

was struck bv Moses and vielded iter for 

the thirsty Israelites crossing the desert 

A stream still trickles fo rms i 

creek, the Wady Musa or stream of Mose 

The rock is a large one 1 tl 

were unable to determine vhat part of 

Moses struck. To find the apparent source 
of the water, the travelers had to peer into 

a small cave in the center of a mass ot 

stone. The water spot is no urrounded 
bv a series of wells stretching to the north, 

toward Damascus, and another to the east 

toward Bagdad. 

@We want all our readers to write us 
freely and often whenever they wish addi 
tional information on articles published in 
this magazine. Address Bureau of Infor- 

mation, Popular Mechanics, Chicago, 

wisi WoewTrt Ww , Ta zAgcwywyY*+s7fftemeTrTwTrTftclc(<iéi eT Ue CU OO ~ 
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APARTMENT HOUSES OF BIBLICAL DAYS REBUILT 

E-Dublal- Mah , Hall of Justice 
-_ Se 

a1) “Tevipte 

Upper Wallis 

Mud Brick 

Bounded with —mS 
Maffing 

wer Walls 
irn! Brick 

rire Sola 
Stregrom 

erted Clay Larnax 

vUreave 

Copyright S. W. Clatwortl 

Reconstruction Drawing of One of the Homes of Ur, the Famous City of the Chaldees; They Were Built 

Much Like Modern Spanish Architecture, the Roof Draining into a Central Patio; Walls Were of Sun- 
Dried Brick and Interiors of Timber 
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HOME LIFE IN ABRAHAM’S DAY 
RECONSTRUCTED FROM RUINS 

How people lived in Abraham’s time ts 
more clearly understood as a result 

he discovery of a well-preserved town- 
te at Ur by the joint expedition of the 

tish museum and the of 
nnsylvania. The accompanying draw- 

University 

¢ shows one of the houses as fully re- 

red The lower rooms were for the 
lic; the upper, for private use. If the 

ner left for some time, he merely 
cked up the entrance doorway, proba- 

the only opening in the outer walls. 
al places were found under the chapel 

. where present; in their absence, un- 

inv floor. Vaulted tombs were used 
in and again, the previous remains be- 

ng merely thrust aside, one having as 
as ten. 

LIGHTWEIGHT ARMY MORTAR 

LAYS SMOKE SCREENS 

suited for 

lightweight 

specially service in rough 
ntTry 

portable mortar 

be fired at the rate of ten to twenty 
per minute. It is intended for lay- 

down smoke screens, spreading gas or 

ing explosives. It has an effective 

ge over 2,500 yards. In firing, a shell 
i] from the muzzle to the breech 

ere a firing pin strikes its priming cap. 

tes the propelling material which 

iced in rings at the base of the sheil. 

¢ inge of the ‘ 
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Naval Flyers with One of the Weather-Recording In- 
struments Used in Observations above the Clouds 

FLYERS GET WEATHER FACTS 
ABOVE THE CLOUDS 

In San Diego, Calify, a naval flyer goes 
aloft every day to obtain data about 
weather and flying conditions. One ot 

the instruments useful in securing the in- 

‘rmation is a special registering device 

ittached to one of the wings of the plane 

able a more accurate estimate and predic 

tion of weather conditions 

automatically records facts which e1 

next day 1or 

FALSE STACKS ON BIG LINERS 
USED AS STORAGE ROOMS 

ectiles mav be 

ered by changing 

e elevation of the 

7 ~~ 

rei or DV 1NnCTe@as- 

¢ or decreasing 
e number of rings 

used. 

be 

on the back 

losive 

e mortar can 

, 
pack animal or 

a special 

With the change 

to oil-burning 

equipment, not a 

of the tacl Oo 

some of the bis 

oceal li 1eT ire 

now used for smoke 

but have been con 

verted into storage 

space for tarpaulins, 
rope and other sup 

cart plies Even new 

ich has space for steamers built for 
supply of ammu- oil burners and 

tion. This unit needing but one 

vas first designed funnel, are com 

by the British but monly provided 

ite! adopted by the with two or more 

United States army for the public are 

some minor 
Light Mortar as It Is Packed on Mule Back, and the 

Truck Outfit Which Also Carries Ammunition 

used to seeing them 

and like them, 
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to one year of age, have been devised t 

show how rapidly the infant’s mind pr 

gresses and whether it is up to the norn 

standards. H. E. Linfert and H. M. Hier 
holtzer, of the Catholic University 

3ird Village of Tiny 

Homes with Its Com 

munity Bath and Flag- 

pole 

America, after many experiments rout 

that, at one month of age, the majority 

babies will grasp a pink ring placed at the 

finger tips. At the age of four mont} 
ninety-eight per cent of them responded 
to the test in this way, but none of tl 
one-month-old babies tried to put the rir 

its mouth. This was done when the i 

lant had reached the age oft two mor tl 

but only two per cent of them ‘did 

and, at four months, thirty per cent 

those tested placed the ring in the mout 

Because of the rapid mental progre 

the subjects, two sets of tests had to b 

devised. One was for babies up to fot 

months and the other for those from 

months to a year old. The investigator 

declare that the difference between a baby 

one month old and one twelve months of 

MODEL VILLAGE FOR WILD BIRDS oe eens aeeede of the publ 
HAS COMMUNITY BATH a pupi | gr he pub 

schools and a university student. 

Birdhouses have been arranged as a 

model village near a western tourist camp CLERK’S OFFICE ON WHEELS 
HELPS COLLECT VOTE 

The tiny town has a bungalow, a school 
house, an apartment building, a churcl 

and lodge hall besides a community batl Determined to arouse the eligible vote 

ing pool. \ flagpole is the feature of the of Centralia, Wash., to their civic dut 

commons at the center of the vill ize, ( ity Clerk Jessie 4. Ward, fitted up a te 

\ | ittracts mal bird orary office in a motor outfit dis YUISE 

a alway cab ose and toured the to 

INTELLIGENCE TEST FOR BABIES “'8* the voters to come out and to hau 
SHOWS MENTAL GROWTH nes es ey ce 

development babies, f 1 one onth up ugn was ¢ tinued to ites | 

Registration Special at Centralia, Wash. ; It Was Driven about the City to Haul Persons to the Booths and to 

Stimulate Civic Interest in the Coming Election 



How's this? The performer exhibits ‘ ‘ 
ee thimbles, colored gold, white and 

c He drops the three thimbles into 

He ( out the gold thimble 

ce ocket H ikes out 

f ert ¢ And. now, 1 t thim C4 

( ett the t lhe answer 1s, ot One Spare Thimble, Slightly Larger TI he Others 

e€, an ¢ phatic the white one but ms the Nest for a Fea f Legerdema 

the lver tl ble and not the hite e double thimble 1 ently the Iver 

hicl found in the hat, while the mble o 

te thimble and the gold one are re- And so the trick is finished Although 

ved from the performer's pocket! ou have openly taken the silver thimble 

Here's the equipment: One gold thim- from the hat, it is still there, while the 
le, one white thimble, one silver thimble, gold and white thimbles are removed from 

No.7. You will also need an additional vour pocket, leaving the extra silver thim 

lver th imble, No. Ss. This is concealed ble behind 

the lining of the hat. And now for the Did vou ever see a pair of thimbles 
trick. The three thimbles are dropped smoke? No? Well, trv this Place a 
nto the hat. The gold one is taken out, few drops of hydrochloric acid (spirit of 

and placed in the pocket. Then, appar- salt) into one of the thimbles reat 
ently, the silver thimble is taken out, but the second. thimble to a few drops of am 

tis not the original silver one at all; it monia. When the two thimbles are placed 
the concealed silver thimble nested over together, a heavy vapor resembling to 

the white one, in the manner shown in bacco smoke will pour forth 
the illustration. Nested in this fashion, In the next effect, the performer ex- 

sf 
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hibits three large thimbles and a dime, ple lhe dime used is prepared by having 

which he places on the table. When he a short length of hair fastened by bees 

turns his back. someone is asked to cover wax to one of its sides. The hair project 

the dime with one of the thimbles. The beyond the rim of the thimble, and, al 

performer, on turning around, points out theugh quite invisible to everyone else 
} the thimble under which the dime ts. it serves as an index to the performer in 

The secret of this trick is absurdly sim making his mystic divination. 

Se —__—_—_—— — And now comes a bit of ma 

WA 
- A nipulation. It’s really quite 

‘: easy. Don't skip it! 

| The performer exhibits a 
thimble on the forefinger of hi 

| right hand. He places his fore 

finger in the palm of his leit 

hand. He closes his left han¢ 
and carries away the thimble 

But no, the magician shows hi 

left hand empty, while the 

right hand reproduces the thim 

ble from the air! 

Here’s the how: The illustra 
tion shows the starting point 
the right forefinger with the 

thimble on it is placed in the left 

palm. Now, both hands swin 
in slightly to the position ind | 

| cated. In this position, the thim 

ble is carried back and clipped 

at the crotch of the thumb. The 

empty forefinger now resumes 
its original position, as pictured 

y The left hand then surround 

Picking the Thimble That Conceals the 
> 3 ‘a Dime, a Variation of the Old Shell 
=f, yy Game, Is Made Easy by Attaching an Almost 

/ om Invisible Hair to the Coin with a Bit of Wax 
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e right forefinger. The left hand ap- 

rently takes the thimble away, while 

e right-hand forefinger subtly serves 

misdirect by pointing to it. And then 

e left hand is opened. The thimble is 
ine! It is reproduced by simply insert- 

the right forefinger into it and bring- 

it to view. Try it! In the language 

the street: “It’s slick!” 
lhe following effect is one which can be 
orked equally well with a ball, coin, or 

er small object, but since this is an 

icle on thimble magic, we'll do it with 

thimble. The thimble in question is 

iced in a spectator’s hand. She is in- 
ructed to close her hand as quickly as 

ssible on the 

unt of one, two, 

ree, All right. one, 

three, close! 

ie thimble 

and as a result the 

thimble is trans 

ferred to the per 

former's hand, al 

though the specta 

tor may be quite un 

aware of the chang = 

oung specta- 

I s ersell 
- 4 

ding hstiul of 

t] 4 1 re nor 

oTn or! 
io 

( ¢ rs 2 

(On the count 

Here's anothet 

en anipulative et 

tect: the thimble 

Six Stages in the Popular and Mystifying Disappear- 
ing-Thimble Trick; a Clever Performer Can Make the 

Sewing Implement Vanish at Will 

right forefinger \ 

quick flour i 

made and the thimble is apparently placed 

in the mouth. In reality, however, 

it 1s thumb palmed while doing the pre 

liminarv flourish. and the empty fore 

finger is then carried to the mouth. The 

right hand follows the imaginary course 

of the thimble as it is being wallowed 

and then reproduces it from the region 

of the waist line. 

And now comes a little juggling co 

ceit. The performer takes two thimbles 

and, after some difficulty, succeeds in bal 

ancing them, one on top of the other, al 

though the rounded ends would appar- 

ently make this impossible. 

And, of course, it is impossible to any- 

one but the magician. He, however, has 

previously stuck a minute portion of 
chewing gum on the tip of his thumb nail 

and during the preliminaries he casually 
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Do You Know How 
to Swallow a Thimble, 

a } and Then Extract It 

4 ~ from the Region of 

4 | Your Lower Vest 
a Button? The Imple- 

ave” ment, of Course, Is 
" | 

Palmed, as at the 

Upper Right, and 
( Concealed in the 

ys Hand as the Finger 
f : Traces Its Course 

he mountains of Sier1 

county, California, on 

lanter there enjovs a crop 

eacn vear, for he has ip 

ble patch It is in boxe 

ihout six feet long, thre 

feet wide and a foot deep 

hich are placed on tl 

trucks of old mining cat 

gets this onto the end of one of the thim- When the nights are cool, the entire pate 
bles where it furnishes sufficient founda- is simply wheeled into an old mining tun 

tion for the second thimble to stand erect. nel where it is protected from frost. A 
the tracks of the mine still remain undis- 

turbed, this involves but little work. 
BERRY PATCH GROWS ON CARS i 

TO AVOID FROSTS @ Whenever you find that you wish to 
Although the climate is ordinarily too know more about any article in this maga- 

cold for the growing of strawberries up in zine, write our Bureau of Information. 
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QUEST FOR FASTER LINERS 
REVIVES CLIPPER SPIRIT 

Something of the spirit of the clipper 
when speed on the seas was the 

enest quest of the nations, has appeared 
iin in the five-party race for faster 

ners. The shipyards of England, Ger- 

iny, France and Italy, together with 
ose of the United States, are active and 
ans have already been announced for 

everal vessels to reduce the passage time 
‘ross the Atlantic and to provide greater 
imfort for passengers. According to re- 
rts, Germany contemplates, early next 

ear, the first vovages of the “Bremen” 

nd the “Europa,” which have been de- 
igned to lower the present speed record 
eld by the “Mauretania.” The _ 1,000- 
ot, 60,000-ton “Britannic” of the White 

tar line, is scheduled for launching be- 
tore many months, and six 1,000-foot ves- 

ls are planned by the Transoceanic cor- 
poration for four-day service from Mon- 

uk Point, Long Island, or New London, 

onn., to Plymouth or Le Havre. The 
ery latest ideas in ocean transportation 
ill be incorporated in these ships and 
hile present liners make fourteen trips 

vear, some of the new vessels, it is ex- 

ected, will make at least twenty-five. 

INSIDE CONTROL FOR AWNINGS 
SAVES OPENING WINDOWS 

Awnings may be lowered or raised from 
ide the house with a patented auto 

matic spring control 

that operates sim- 
ply by pulling asin- 7 
ele cord hanging 

trom a pulley on 

the interior wall. 

This arrangement 

aves going out in | 

the rain, raising | 

windows or screens | 

and eliminates un- 

ightly rods and 
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Two Practical Applications of the Health Lamp, Which 
Is Designed to Exclude Harmful Rays 

LAMP FOR HEALTH TREATMENT 
REMOVES HARMFUL RAYS 

Several interesting features are claimed 

for a health lamp now on the market, and 

one of the most important ts that rays 
which would be harmful to the body are 

filtered out before they can reach the skin 

oe " ’ =~ 
\ saving is also ef 

fected bv the 

method of adjust 

ing and feeding the 

carbon electrodes 

to reduce waste 

Che entire electrode 

is used up before a 

new one is needed 

and this is loaded 

by the simpl le turn 

of a thumbscrew. 

crank boxes. The The lamp can be 

pulley and the cord, 
which are the only 

inside fixtures, are 

both designed to 
‘ torm decorative 

set to give eithe 

the infra-red (heat 

ravs) or the ultra 

i“ violet ravs and is 

operated from any 

features, Lowering Awning by Manipulating Cord Inside electric-light socket. 



“A Terrible, Always Hungry Monster, with Long White Teeth, Is the Sea,” 

**Majestic”’ Here Is the Sailing Ship 

By CAPT. T. P. H. WHITELAW 

"RHE SEA is a smiling witch one day—a 

next. With 

incomprehensible to the man 

who has not fought it, the combined force 

of winds, 

terrible monster the 

strength 

currents and tides make 

piles of splintered wood and steel from the 
best of 

But, 

Waves, 

constructions. 

hold the 

jammer or the liner out of the grip of the 

man’s sea-riding 

though we cannot wind- 

sea, mechanical developments in the art 
of salvaging have brought us to the point 

at which, like surgeons, we are able to 

For ships, let 
me say, have individuality, each leading 
save life after an accident. 

its own life, sometimes against the will of 

man, Some ships survive almost incredi- 
ble disasters, as do some men, while others 
leave their wood and steel bones on the 
first reef against which they are thrown. 

Yet few ships, unless they are sunk in 
deep water through collision with other 

Says Captain Whitelaw, and 
Slowly Being Crunched to Death 

with icebergs, need be listed ~ ships or 

losses, provided the 

proper 

salvager is equippe 

with tool adequate barges ane 

tugs, and trained divers. A tug recent] 

completed a 4,600-mile vovage to pull a 
\merican steamer off a rock in the Sout 

seas, and succeeded in saving ship, cre 

and the greater part of the cargo. Mar 

vears ago, a steamer from San Francis« 

went to the northeastern coast of Sibert: 

released a lumber schooner frozen in 

huge ice floe, and both vessels returned i: 

safety. 

More than a third of a century ago, | 
sat on the hatch of a 220-foot freighter a 

she lay fast on the rocks off Point Mor 

tara, on the California coast. All of my 

men had There 
rending crash, and the after half of the 

hull, on which I was sitting, fell away from 
the forward half as cleanly as if cut by a 

gone ashore. came a 



ie. I leaped to my 
ran up the deck, al- 

stiffly in 
lide into deep water 

side of 

As the crack 

ly slanting 

the seaward 

ledge. 

veen the halves wid- 
1, IT put all my 

ength into a jump— 

| made it, across rather 

ter than fifteen feet of 

Yr space 

he second I caught 

feet on the steadier 

of the wreck, still 

x to the rocks, the 

all its 

crashing 

ird mast, with 

*, came 
; : 

n Phen the mizzen 

t tell on top of it. 

lf of the hull, released 

he parting of the after Cast. tT. P. Whitelaw, Eighty Years Old, for Sixty Years a Ship Saver 

Giving Instructions to One of His Divers 
ction, swung suddenly 

port, pivoting on the pinnacle of rock 

ch bound it to the shore As it rolled, 

reat weight hurled the masts 

and [| stood 

ned by so much as a splinter. 

and 

free, un 

This 

much of 

overside, 

and not 

That 

t idea of the dangers which be- 

the “Respigerdo,” 

saved. ip Was 

my firs 
escape gave 

e salvor of ships, the man who goes 

n to the sea after the sailors have 

ne their best, and puts them and their 

el back on the water again. 

he underlying principle of all victories 

over the sea is to compel the wrecked 

el to float. The hull cannot be lifted 

the sands or the rocks, because the 

recking ships cannot get sufficient “pur- 

chase” on the surface of the sea to give 

eir cranes enough leverage to raise sev- 

eral thousand tons of hulk 

herefore, the ship salvager must do the 
e thing that the shipbuilder does—he 

ust create an artificial buoyancy within 

water-filled 

yTY) 

the hull great enough to make the vessel 

lighter than the water she displaces, and 

he must do it under conditions far more 

dificult than those confronting the ship 
builder. In accomplishit 4 this result the 

ilvager is constantly confronted by new 

conditions, for no two wreck are alike 

Take the oil tanker “Rosecrans,” which 

went on a reef on the Oregon coast. with 

the loss of twenty-three men ¢ told 

me | could not save the “Rosecrans.” but 

I did. Though the distance from her top 

mast to her keel was 140 feet he white 

pped waves rolled their spra oOo com 

pletely ovel her that mmetit he 

was hidden entirely from the view. About 

six feet of rock, some ten feet de at the 

base, projected into the hull of the tanket 

This could be reached only from the in 

side, but the opening into this section of 

tl that a diver 

through it he 

only way to save the ship was to ren 

e hull was so small 
1 
dressed could not pass 
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while the tide we: 

out, and sucking it out as the tid 

came in [his equalized the pre 

sure until we got the plates do 
} 

and the ceme1 S Set. 

When virtually all the leaka 
was stopped, we passed chains az 
LAwonee tn the teatl 4 
nhawsel O il¢ lui Irom tne 

vage ship, “Greenwood,” a1 

started to pull the “Rosecran 

We had been worl 

ig on her for nearly twenty day 

and quite naturally, the tanke 

had settled somewhat. With t 

pring in the hawsers, the powe 

I the sa ige tug, and tne torce 

| of heavy waves which struck he 

just as the tug started to pull, tl 

tanker leapes from her bed like 

|} some living monster of the s« 

| and dashed straight at the littl 
“Greenwood.” 

Instantly, we cut the line 
| turned the tug hard aport, and the 

great tal ker dashed past, 1 

wenty-five teet trom the salva 

wou 
| ‘ ; 1.4 
| yvesse \ moment aeiay 

Nave seen usa in the water, w 

With Her Bow Torn Off, This Ship Was Saved, Floated and 
3ulkhead in Place Towed to Port, with a Wooden 

this rock. Sol puta all charge of dvna 

mite under one of the deck plates, blew it 
up enough so that the men could remove 

the bolt 

divers went down through this hole and 

blowing it 

up gently, inside the hull, vet without 

damaging the ship. Then steel plate 
bolted ac 

were 

ross the hole 

These plates did not fit tight owing to 

filled 

cement The tide, of 

course, was moving in and out of that hole 

all the 

against the bottom of the 

the difficulty of 

the jagged shape of the hole, so we 

the crevices with 

time, while the surf, pounding 

hip, added to 

both 

To enable the divers to 
work, we installed pumps, 

getting plates and 

cement in place 

forcing water 

our tug smashed to toothpicl 

Then we had to overtake 

Rosecr; ns vhic das ed out 

| sea ind ope het ucl i 

COWDO ODE 1 TuUnAaAWA\ tec 

She as to ed t< drvdock a 

thus S250.000 s] Dp is saved f 

the o ers 

| marked contrast to t 
et xd ot aging that ve ¢ 

t t th the si itill hich V¢ 

on the O at Cape | tter\ After be 

u pulle ) icCcé 11] he 

patched mecient to permit her be 

towed to the ] hbo it | qu iult } 

yvoner did she arrive. however, than 

r about sixty feet of water. W 
ther ulit co;re etely rou 

the 1 rising ) the ie or the gqec 

to about two tee a ve the Slit é ot t t 

ite! s cofferdam not only had t 

be water-tight, but it had to be 

from within that it ] 

external pressure when the water was re 

t ] e crumpled like s« 
‘ 

moved, or it would 

much cardboard 

Large tanks, filled wit! water t were 

sunk alongside the “Umatilla” and lashed 
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The ‘‘Blairmore’’ Turned Over in San Francisco Harbor; Captain Whitelaw Is Shown Standing on Her Hull, me 

Directing His Rescue Crew While They Prepare to Right the Steamer 

er with chains, passed by divers from 

toon to pontoon, beneath the hull. 

en we sucked the water out of the cof 

lam, the hull, and the pontoons. This 
de the ship lighter and caused the pon 

ns to lift her from the bed of the sea. 

oon as the water was all pumped out, 

e came to the surface like a cork It 

ok us 160 days to prepare for raising this 

ip, and twenty minutes to get her to the 
urface. 
Occasionally a ship is in collision in 
paratively shallow water, with either 

er bow or her stern stove in as a result. 
these days of ship construction, water 

cht bulkheads confine the damage to one 
mpartment, but in the older ships, it is 

necessary to send divers into the dark and 

langerous hold to put in a wall of planks, 

vo to four inches thick and a foot wide, 
‘ton end, to keep out the water. Then 

igain, by applying pumps to the interior, 
ehind this wall of planking, the water 

hich the ship has “swallowed” is sucked 
out, her buoyancy restoted, and she floats. 
But without the divers, the ship salvor 
ould be almost powerless. And the diver 
this work is a highly specialized man. 

He must be not only a competent diver, 
thoroughly familiar with all underwater 

work, but he must be a carpenter, a steel 

worker, a riveter and, to some extent, a 

shipwright. He also must have at least an 

elementary knowledge of hydrostatics, and 
be able to estimate the strength he must 
build into his bulkheads, patches and cof 
ferdams, while working in the dark 

Indeed, it was as an impromptu and un 
trained diver that I started this work of 
sixty vears, which has taken me into al 
most every port in the world, and given 
me salvage work on many oceans. When 

I was twenty, I was nearing the end of 
my apprenticeship as a ship carpenter at 
San Francisco, working on a drvydock 

The diver at the dock became ill, and I, 

though I never had put on a diver’s suit, 

applied for his place. I was permitted to 
try it, and found the hardest part of the 
iob was driving nails under water. I mas 

tered this, and in three weeks had the posi 

tion permanently. 
Then the schooner “Golden Rule” was 

hit by a steamer in San Francisco bay. 
The drydock owner took the job I re 

pairing her as she rested on the bottom, 
and I was sent down to patch several holes 

in her hull I did the job in six hours, 

though T was supposed to remain under 

water only fout, and my employer gave 
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me a $200 bonus in addition to my regular 

pay. This the turning 

life, and with the $200 [ 
suit and became what was then known as a 

“wrecket to the 

higher-sounding term of “ship salvor.” 

Not all t 

The “Blairmore.” 

British 

while in her berth at 

Was peint in 

yurchased a diver’s 

my 

afterward converted 

1 
n 1 e diasters to ships are at sea 

a full rigged ship of 

registry, once turned completely 
San Francisco over 

The stevedores, in unloading her, took out 

all the cargo, without putting in any bal- 

last, and her heavy masts, coupled with an 
unusually strong tidal current, tipped her 
upside down as neatly as if she had been 

dropped into the bay on her rigging in 
stead of her keel. Her deck was com- 

pletely under water, and only a section ot 

the bottom, near the keel, was visible. 

Here appeared still another problem in 
‘T his to be 

before she could be pumped out, and again 

salvaging: vessel had righted 

we made the ship save herself, as must be 

done in all ship-rescue operations. 

exposed part of the hull, we built a plat- 

form lengthwise of the ship, extending 
over the keel at an angle of about forty- 

five degrees, a kind ot huge lever, with 

which, if weight enough could be placed 

on the outer end, we could right the ship. 

At the outer end of this platform, we built 

four large water-tight tanks. 

Divers then attached lines to the “Blair 

On the 

MECHANICS 

the bed of the ba 

hese lines were carried to wrecking tug 

more’s” masts, on 

and, as these tugs pulled upward on th: 
masts, water was pumped into the tanl 

on the platform. Between the lift and th. 
lever, the ship slowly turned on her lo: 

gitudinal axis, and soon the tanks on thi 

platform were touching the surface of th: 

bay. Then it lor t 

tugs to hold up the ship, by the mast 

became necessary he 

while the platform and the tanks, emptie: 

of their water, were moved farther up the 
side of the hull, so as to repeat the lever 

age from a higher point 

This was accomplished, and, when she 
was upright, part of the water was pumped 

out of her hold, leaving enough to coun 

the lofty 

towed to shallower water. 

terbalance masts, and she wa 

There we com 

pleted the pumping out, stored her wit] 
ballast, and towed the ship back to he 

berth, where she was filled with cargo an 

sent on her way. Probably more than half 

of the ships rescued during my sixty year 
of this work are still some « 
them being sailing ships, 

In service, 

out on remote 

trade routes, and others iron and stee 

steamers, which, apparently, are just 

eood as they ever were 

are times, however, when the 

hand of the 

work of the 

Chere 

powertul sea reaches right 
1 int he 

Hit©) t and wrenche 

SO 

salvo1 

an almost saved vessel trom his grip 

Many Vessels Are Lost during fog Almost within Sight of Port; Here Is the Tanker ‘“‘Lyman Stewart” on 

the Rocks of Golden Gate, Only a Few Miles from Her Berth 
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fic is the pounding of [ 

and currents that a 

» driven on exposed 

will be aged twenty 

in a week or ten 

Take the “Drum- 

ton,” wrecked some 

een years ago on Point 

dro, on the California 

t. We were certain 

could save her, with 

and barges standing 

shore and a number 

men working on board, 

| at once, there came a 

ries of grinding crashes. 

e men leaped overside 
» their boats and 

lled to the barges. In 

than half an hour 

re was not even a 

nter of wood ora stee!} 

sas" a MECHANIC 

te remaining on the 

s to indicate that a 

ever had been there 

hour before, she had 

med perfectly solid, 

pt for a hole in her 

\ | ch, we believed, 

ld be patched with 
parative ease at low 

e, and the vessel litted Bell Tower at Tia 
high tide. 

hu such inanimate 

emies, tides, winds, currents, rocks 

. hard sands and quicksands, are more 
ngerous to the diver than all the suppos- 

It 
been my experience, and that of my 

vers, that 

threatening life beneath the waters. 

sharks are afraid of a man in 

diving suit, whatever they may do to the 

The octopus, how- 

is a real menace, though, fortunately 

the ship 

vilfi ar 
| ] . | , pias has been in the water for months. 

lressed swimmer. 
é er, 

salvaging business, these great 
’ 
1bOm 

‘ 

1 1 
il sel 

ey appear near a vessel un- 
1? 

AVIATION BEACON ON BORDER 
HONORS MEXICAN FLYER 

In honor of the late Capt. Emilio Car- 
nza, Mexican flyer, a powerful aviation 

beacon is to be erected on top of a build 

in Tia Juana. Its rays will be visible 
lor twenty-five miles on both sides of the 

border, and it is intended to serve as a re- 

in Memory of the Late Capt 

Juana, on Top of Which a Brilliant Beacon Will Be Placed 
Emilio Carranza 

minder of the friendly feelings inspired by 

Captain Carranza’s flight country 

He killed 

flight back to Mexico City 

was in attempting a non-stop 

PURIFY WATER WITH TABLET 

INSTEAD OF BOILING 

Army chemists report the successtul use 
a chemical to purify water when boiling 

lt 
about th 

Ol \\ 

' is not practical. prepared in the form 

of a small tube e size of a cigaret, 

and one tablet is sufficient to treat thirty 
have been SIX gallons of wate! ( 1¢@ Cals 

used for some time to purify water, but 
1 

the chief advantage of this preparation 1s 

that it is said not to deteriorate and affects 

the ot | taste the water but littl 

of Information will answer @ Our Bureau 
all questions regarding articles appearing 

in this magazine 
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Drawing of the Big Service Station for Boats, Showing the Rail Lines on Which the Craft Are Hauled from 
the Water and Launched, and the Repair Building in the Background 

SERVICE STATION FOR SHIPS 
PROLONGS LIFE OF CRAFT 

Not far from New York city, a com 
pletely equipped service station for repair- 
ing and storing boats has been established, 
along somewhat the same lines as an auto- 

mobile shop. Craft of 
be quickly hauled from the water up track- 

wavs that lead to the main building, where 
repairs and servicing are done. The beach- 

ing and launching apparatus is so conven- 

various kinds can 

ient that boats are taken from the water 

at the end of each trip. They are thus 
subjected to less wear and tear when in 

dry storage. The station has 
dations for 100 large cruisers and yachts 
and under-cover storage for at least 150 
runabouts. There are 300 feet of 

front, and the marine railways are capable 
of handling yachts up to 150 feet in length. 
At low tide, the water in front of the sta- 
tion is twenty feet deep, so that even the 

largest yachts can be accommodated. Boat 
owners patronizing this dock can step 

immediately after the trip, and 
when they wish to go out, they can tele- 
phone to have their craft launched and 

meeting them at some certain point and 

acconinio- 

water- 

ashore 

time, if they desire. At this yard ten 110 
and 150-foot 

produced 

foot submarine chasers ten 

steel were 

during the war. 

ice-breaking tugs 

NAIL HOLDER ON HAMMER HEAD 

LEAVES ONE HAND FREE 

Especially, 
adapted for ove 

head work, or for 

other places where 
it is difficult to 
hold the nail with 
one hand and the 

tool with the othe: 

a special driving 

hammer has been 

introduced. It ha 

a holder for the 
nail on the back 

side just above the 

The 

inserted betwee 

two metal points that are pushed back 

and return to position through the action 
of springs. The nail is driven in with the 

back side of the hammer, released and then 

driven home in the usual manner. 

claw. nail is 
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0 FACES REVEAL [ _ : 

FORTUNES? NO 
SAYS SCIENCE 

| 

elling fortunes from 

es is an unreliable 

od for practical pur- 
es, psychologists of 

sleyan University 
ve decided. Persons 

tined to become fa- 
as lawyers, sur- 

or in other fields 
enterprise, carry no 

ing mark upon their 

untenances—at least, 
ne that an employer 
ld safely rely upon. 

e findings were derived 
—— J m an interesting test. 

rty ph otog raph s of Typical Arrangement for the Basement Garage Which Insures a Warm Place 

Se : : for the Car and Saves Lots of Space 
graduated twenty- 

e years ago were shown to psychology BASEMENT USED AS GARAGE 
lents who were asked to judge as to SAVES SPACE AND COST 

e success or failure of each and the line 

ork for which each subject appeared Utilizing the basement as a garage be 

be best fitted. “In practically every coming increasingly popular th home 
he observers disagreed and the same owners who have small lots and do not 

on might be assigned from ten to fif- wish to go to the expense and trouble o 

een different vocations,” declared Dr. building a separate building. The | 
rie Landis and L. W. Phelps, who floors of the homes are of concrete, the 

lucted the experiment. The photo- plan utilizes space that often would not be 

were of lawyers, physicians, teach- occupied, and entrance to the basement 

nd engineers. The five most success- garage is gained by wav « 

ndividuals-in each profession as well 

Ne ee” ee RHINOCEROS PICTURE ON ROCK 
a. hae ea |CU*lCt(ité RE OP ee 
lents Who studied the portraits de- 

7 

d that one of the successful engineers \ glimpse of the ( ( tist 

clergvm i! Six voted that he h id worked ( rock t ( i ne 

icceeded in that line, while four con- when crude cutting toc r bri r 

ded that he am been re- 

nina mino 1 

eaching pos cture of 

rated as a te rh oO 

uccessful t on. b: i 

banker bv sip il outh 

of the judges é Africa, It 

One of the main elieved to have 

conclusions been carved by 

was that an ap- in artist fron 

plicant’s photo- 25.000 to 50.000 

graph should vears ago and 

not be the basis — se = is in excellent 
of employ ment An Artist's a 6 Ago: Rock Carving of a preser ation. 

. : inoceros Recently Found in Africa 



One of the Floodlight Bridges in Roxy’s Theater, with the Bat- 
tery That Produces Light Effects for Stage Spectacles 

By FAIRFAX DOWNEY 

i Wrdedtotig Then an 

\ green light flashes on the board 

beside the music rack. 

On the motion-picture screen 
before him, the \ 

The piano playet 
speeds up 

lain and his followers 

full flight with tl are in flig ie hero and hi 

cowboy s in hot pursuit. 

[Isolated up in the clatter of the pro- 

jection booth, the operator-manager of the 
little coal-town, one-reeler theater, S. L. 

ereen-light button 

answers 

Rothafel, presses his 

More headlong music again, 

from below, until the villain is caught and 

dulv baffled. 

Then a vellow and a blue beacon shine 

on the board. Music, soft and sweet and 

low, for the sentimental conclusion. 

The other picture, twenty vears later: 
On the screen, the hero still pursues, the 

The leader of a one-hundred- villain flees 

and-ten piece orchestra presse 

a button on his music rack. T] 

electrical impulse travels tl 

length of almost a city block u 

to the projection booth of tl 

largest theater in the world. A 

red light Che projec 

tionist retards the speed of h 

film a trifle. 

slow Be 

The music end 
with a triumphant burst exactly 

as the hero triumphs. 
But in this picture the opet 

ator is not the same man. Roxy 

known as such to the nation b 
radio, is up in his office on the 
sixth floor of his Roxy 
New York Citv. 

to the 

is equipped with three 

theate: 

Follow him uy 

projection booth, whicl 

proje 
tion machines. By automat 

shutter-control shifts, one ma 

chine follows another, project 

ing a second picture as 

the first has completed 

without the loss of a 

time. An 

the films until required. 

SOON a 

been 

econd 

safe hold 

A ven 

asbe Tos 

tilating system supplies cool air. 
microphone and loud speaker insure 

munication with the stage manager. 

Watch with Roxy the feature film a 
runs its length. The theater house light 

are turned up at its i 

find 

weary, smarting feeling which can be re 
called from the davs For that 

you have to thank Roxy’s invention of 

conclusion and vou 

your eves are minus much of tha 

earlier 

new shutter for the projection machine 

As the film strip passes before the lens 

the average rate of twenty) Pp ctures 1 sec 

ond, it is cut [ off one-half of the time by 

the opaque half of the shutter. For the 
open half, Roxy substituted a translucent 

shutter of the three primary colors, red 
creen and blue, overlaid, giving the white 

light which those colors make in combi 

nation, but a beam which showed on the 
softer and more natura! 

tone than the unfiltered ray. 

screen in a far 
Luminosity 



Roxy Himself Conducting His Broadcasting Orchestra, Which Has Made the Famous Theater Owner's Name 
Familiar throughout the Land among People Who Have Never Seen His Shows 

not impaired, and much of the ultra- ot light so neat eve that the mage re 

let light, which was so hard on the’ tain approximately the same _ brilliance 
es of the early movie goers, was elimi- from all angles 

ted Further softness he achieved by Also you will note the novelty of the 

ie edges to the shutter, which, at the projection booth, inclosed in the center ot 

off point of the opaque half, eased the balcony directly facing the screen, not 

e “pull-down” or passage before the set in the bacl ill or shoved off to one 

t rays This shutter device is now side. With the angles removed. the more 

versally used. parallel projection further does away with 

Say that you have not been to a movie distortion That innovation cost space 

recent vears, and a Roxy theater usher for 400 choice seats. But the Roxy rea 

ows vou to a seat well on the side. Past soning was: What's the use of 400 seat 

xperience would draw a demand for cen if customers who like to see thir on the 
or nothing, for you would expect a screen as they ought to look, won't come 

tortion of the figures on the screen; in and fill the other seats: 

ne of them would look as broad as they If vou are grateful for the fact that vou 

re long. But the side seat will do nicely enter the theater while the picture is rut 
Roxy’s instance, manufacturers devel- ning, not through the inky blackness of 

ped for him the first lens of increased vore, but rather through a mellow twilight 

diameter whereby the pictures keep their with colored lights glowing in the pro 

arpness and the optical illusion of their cenium balconies, accompany Rothafel 

depth without the necessity of an increase back several vears to a night stroll along 

ot light. By collaboration with the screen the Hudson rivet The powerful search 
anufacturers, he obtained a screen which _ lights of a fleet of battleships are playing 
e pictures fitted exactly, with a diffusion about the sky. The inventive spark burns 

449 
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How a Huge Theater Looks from the Wings; the Orchestra Pit Has Been Lowered to the Basement; the 

Cut-Away Section of the Upper Balcony Shows Spotlights and the Movie Booths 

too, and the stroller asks himself why 

these searchlight beams would not work 

inatheater. They would. The idea grew 
into the first employment of high-tension 

are lights, now generally used for pro- 
jecting motion pictures with a fiftyv-per- 
cent increase in luminosity, as well.as for 
stage-lighting effects. 

Once a week Roxy and his staff stand 
by while the next week’s show is jointly 

conceived in the conference room of the 

theater. Ideas all in, they are plotted on 
a blackboard. The Part 

of the raising of the voung hopeful vou 

show 1s born. 

may witness if vou sit with Roxy in the 
trial projection room of the theater of a 

Friday evening. There he has already seen 
and selected the feature picture and the 
bits for the news reel. 

Now the music. Roxy swears he can- 

not read a note, but his musical memory 

\ shot of Ital- 
“March 

a boat dive, a march with a 
sudden silence during the actual plunge. 

is a regular encyclopedia. 

ian aviators—that draws the 

Reale.” For 

lve 1s awarded an echo o 

Lord Geoffrey Amherst 

President Cooli 

his college days, “ 

An American Grand 

Prix—that is given a gallop with “Yankee 

Doodle” at the finish. The music libra 

rian hurries with the list to the long steel 

horse winning the 

files where music is indexed and cross 

indexed by title, tvpe, tempo, composer 

and nationalitv. He comes back with 
the scores, and a pianist plays the selec 

tions as the reels are run again, and eacl 
piece is fitted exactly to the film it accom 

panies. Then a third 

the amended 
orchestrate 

musician receive 

scores, for which he will 

parts for instru ment 

Monday morning the orchestra will be re 

every 

hearsed and ready for the news-reel mag 

azine when it flashes on the screen for the 

first show. 

Ready, too, are uniformed ushers trained 

by marines, in which corps Roxy has 

served. They are equipped with flash 
lights, answers to any question and small 
phials of spirits of ammonia for emergency 

treatments. Ina lounge on a lower floor, 
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hoemaker is ready to reaffix any high 

els which may be lost. 
(he audience moves through a magnifi- 

nt marble rotunda over a floor covered 

th a huge $35,000 rug. An organ in the 
er balcony plays people briskly into the 

86 seats. This organ is operated au- 

atically and plays rolls. In the pit an- 

er organ rises on an elevator. It has 

ree separate consoles played by three 
anists at the same time. 

lhose who enter the theater sit com- 

rtably in cool, fresh 
produced by the 

entilating and refrig 
ting plants which 

: noteworthy parts 

the equipment. 

In summer the r 

igerating machines, 

ith a capacity of 500 

ot ice, cool and 

h air sucked in of mud, as the re- 

hrough a duct in the sult of air impuri- 

of of the building at 

e rate of 275,000 cu- 

ties, 1s removed at 

weeklv cleanings. 

c feet a minute. The 1e audience, sate 

eating plant is located from distraction b 

eside the refrigerat- uff heat o 
, . 1 ] 
apparatus. It uses cold. the Ww ma 

e same outlets and is TOC Phe ( 

quipped with a filter ou ting face 

which sometimes I re to 
« , 

ive the 

14 1 
r e oO ‘lo f 

Na ‘ The a 

) t ee 

et in 

¢ ( ‘ \\ +) 

] 1 

ve e-tabie exactitude 

¢ ( Cr » Tt ( te! ) 

( tne « boxe on 

{ { t t d he yoices 

é n ] é oO! e 

— ( é e 1 ) 

tiie t 

1 O ive ¢ ul ri é 

nrs d dre é ( S © 

irsals R nre oe at | ig 

1 nit 1 ricate Ce rivance 

past midnig! 
, 

device iv¢ 

to human ingenuity \ 

At the huge power switchboard and the 
. sie : 

radio control board, men swiftly achieve 
The Orchestra Leader’s Film Controls; Compressed- , - 1 1 

the ettects Art conceals e€ at 
Air Effects to Reproduce Noises, and Section of Pipes 
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well that, last 

some of the roads were open dur 
ing the winter for the first time 
history. 

works So yeal 

MYSTERY OF RUSTING 
METALS PERPLEXES 

ENGINEERS 

While rust or 

familiar phenomenon, in iron an 
corrosion 1s 

other metals, the exact causes o 

its formation are not fully under 
stood, although oxidation is com 
monly accepted as a basis of tl 

causes process. It enormou 

damage in iron, but, in some i 

stances, it may form a tough pro 

tecting coating over aluminum 

while in trop 

film is 

temperate regions, 
ical climates, the porou 

and accounts for the unpleasa: 
taste often felt when drinking 

Sand Sculpture from Life; a Fisherman’s Head in Graphic Detail, 
the Work of a Skillful Beach Artisan 

FISHERMAN MODELED IN SAND 
SHOWS SCULPTOR’S SKILL 

Sand serves as clay for a sculptor at one 
of the ports alon he Baltic sea, and he 

demonstrates his skill bv modeling the 

heads of fishermen and of other human 

subjects. Considerable ingenuity is re 

quired in fashioning a base or armature 

for the pieces as the sand lacks the con 

sistency of customary materials 

SNOW ROLLER CLEARS ROADS 

WITHOUT SHOVELING 

‘| oO 

snow-clogged roads 

open the 

ota Colorado town 

to traffic, huge 

feet in 

diameter, run 

the drifts, 

rollers, seven 

are 

over 

packing the snow 

so hard that horses 

automobiles 

the 

with I:ttle 

and 
can pass over 

surtace 

difficulty. The out- 
fit is pulled by a 

from aluminum receptacles 

Zinc is also pi 
the thin white film tha 

hose countries. 

tected by 

forms in the 

carbonic acid, 

presence of moist air at 

and that is the chief reaso: 
Se ea 

why galvanizing—coating with zinc—pr 

metal beneath. Whe 

are cut by 

longs the life of the 

plates of metal shearing or ai 

punched, engineers have noticed that tl 

edges are more likely to become corroded 

than the rest of the area. This is due to 

the fact that the 
1 ee . ~ . “tj r the slightly alter the physical properties of the 

including the 

Hence, in the presence of moisture, the 

shearing and punchin 

metal, electrical potentia 

slightly dissimilar parts of the same piece 

of metal, act like the two dissimilar metals 

aati in a voltaic cell, and 

accelet 

ated by electrolysis 
In alloys, 

rusting is 

the same 

process is often no 

ticed. Durelumin 

an alloy of alumi 

num, is an example. 
| It contains numer 

cus hard particles 
imbedded in a softer 

mass. Here again, 

electrolytic action 

contributes to cor 

rosion, and_ starts 

four-horse team and 
Packing the Snow with Big Rcller Instead of Shoveling 

It Away; How Rocds Are Kept Clear in Colorado with minute pits. 
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MILLION-DOLLAR STEEL BALL IS “HEALTH HOTEL” 

z r Saal tte aN 
_- * ee — : 

a s= < ire 
os f — ~~ wel -~4 

LA 
ae a = es << 

Big Steel Ball and the Passage Chamber under Construction; in These Odd Structures, Oxygen Treatment 

Will Be Administered to Patients for the Relief of Diabetes 

esembling a huge balloon, a five-story hips and so arranged that the pressure 

ere which will serve as a “health hotel” the phere ealed and the person is not 

treating diabetes sufferers, is nearing exposed to a too sudden change. Cor 

pletion at Cleveland, QO} 10, at a cost tructing t] e big steel ball so that it we 

$1,000,000. It is made of steel and is he strong enough to stand the pre ire 

entially a big pressure tank in which thout leakage, and devising the spec 

tients will be subjected to an oxvgen air compressot humiditv and tempe1 

eatment at a pressure about twice that of ture-control units and other items, p ed 

e normal atmosphere at sea level. This to be difficult engineering proble 

ethod is not new, having been in use for 

¢ past eight years, but it will be prac- set p. ADJUSTING PIPE CLEANER 
ced on a scale never before attempted FITS ANY SIZE 

the big ball-shaped hospital. <A cylin- 

cal corridor joins the tank to a brick For the tobacco-pipe user, a reamer no 

uilding of conventional design and in this n the market has a sliding extension t 

ageway, on each side of a central i] h int 
sle, are treatment rooms for the patients. Phe de 

m1 
i} e first floor of the sphere is occupied by 

dining room, the next three are private 1 to the 

ooms, and on the top is a large recreation the bo 
hall. Entrance to the “tank” is effected ~ ha no springs or 

through a series of steel doors. resembling other parts to get out of order a1 d adjust 

those in the water-tight compartments of _ itself for the most efficient operation 
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Part of the Echo-Measuring Apparatus, and the Bomb 

Which Is Exploded to Help Gauge Depths 

ECHO OF EXPLODING BOMB 

TELLS DEPTH OF SEA 

One of the methods emploved for meas- 
uring the depth ot the sea while a ship is 

in motion is to explode a bomb of T N 1 
ind note the time consumed by the echo 

of the explosion in returning trom the 

ocean's bottom. \ microphone on the 

underside of the vessel picks up this echo 

and, with the speed of sound in water 

known, the depth can be determined. 

FAN ON AUTO HEATER HELPS 

WARM CAR QUICKLY 

Installed under the dash, an odorless 

heater for the automobile utilizes hot 

water trom the 

motor and is fitted 

with an electric 

fan that blows the 

warm air to all 

parts of the in- 

terior. The unit is 

compact, easily at- 

tached, 

b 

ho 

requires 

t little room and 

current 

than a tail light. 

more 

MECHANICS 

WOMEN’S WINTER DRESS MORE 
HEALTHFUL THAN MEN’S 

Man live 

women enjoy a cool, dry atmosphere lil 

that of the Alps, and all because of a dit 

the odds 

tirely in favor of the women, a 

S climate wh in a tropical 

ference in clothing, being et 

Germa 

protessor declares. He has made a care 
ful study of the wearing apparel of bot 

sexes and finds that the dress of wome: 
in winter especially, is far more conduciv: 
to health than that In the 
first place, the weight of man’s clothing 

worn by men. 

averages about four times that of 

man’s, the 

a WO 

temperature inside is near] 

with 
t] 

eighty-eight degrees Fahrenheit 

humidity 

under 

relative of while 

temperature 

seventy, 

woman’s clothing 
1 } t slightly more than eighty degrees and t 

humidity is but fifty-five. But the wor 
feature for the man is that his clothi 

is so closely woven and lined that tl 

healthful ravs of the sun cannot reach h 

skin while women’s light and porous gar! 

provides comparatively free access for th 

rhe 
ommends seeking protection trom the co 

garments to 

heated 

thicker 

beneficial radiations. professor re¢ 

with heavier outer be 

moved when coming into hou 

rather than wearing underweat 

POP VALVE FOR AUTO TIRES 

PREVENTS OVERINFLATION 

be 

the 

fires can 
inflated to 

proper pressure in 

c 

the dark, or with- 

out using a gauge, 

with the aid of a 

special pop valve, 

lately introduced. 

It is so arranged 

that, when enough 

air has been let 

into the tire, a signal sounds and any fur 

ther air is by-passed and runs outside in 

stead of into the tube. 

@ Popular Mechanics Magazine does not 
publish the name of the maker or seller of 

any device described in its pages, but this 
information is kept on file and will be fur- 

1 
hnisiee | free upon application to our Bu- 

reau of Information, 
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FLYING FORT LIFTS FIVE-AND-A-HALF-TON LOAD 

L.’ Aeronautique 

in This Huge Army Plane of French Design Are Started at Once and, If One St ps in \ll Three Engines 

Flight, the Controls Are Automatically Corrected to Compensate for the Difference 

tarter for three-engined airplanes settled, Actually it does both. It starts from 

h starts all three motors at the same the cloud and the ground at nearly the 

e has been developed by a French in- same instant, and about one seven-thou- 

tor and tried successfully on a five-  sandth of a second later, the two ends 
half-ton military plane, virtually a unite in mid-air. These interesting obser- 
armored fort. The inventor also vations have been made bv Prof. C. \ 

perfected means of automatically cor- Boys, a British physicist, who has beet 

ing the controls if one of the wing en- measuring lightning flashes for twenty-six 

s stops. After being flown successfully vears. His camera is equipped with two 

number of tests with three 180-horse- lenses, mounted on a disk that whirls rap 

er engines, the center motor was re- idly while the instrument is pointed at a 

ed anda 600-horsepower engine sub cloud that promises good lig] , flashe 

ted The ship made one successful te t When one occurs. the camera is closed and 

but on the second it crashed and the plate developed. Two pictures are ol 

pilot. Maurice Drouhin, one of the tained through the double lens, the image 

t famous flvers in France, and his me- in one being slightly displaced i direc 

ic W eré both killed. tion opp site to the other. B ( etu 

ee comparison of these two pictures and ac 

MEASURE SPEED OF LIGHTNING apy —_ i. ents, the rate ot ¢ 
the fiash Ca e aete ea WITH TWO-LENS CAMERA 

Science has put the stop watch o1 
htnine flash in the form of a camera FOOT-PROPELLED ICE SLED 

two whirling lenses and reports that DEVELOPS HIGH SPEED 

kes about a sev- 

hou ndth of a He ¢ 

cond for a flash ( 

col plete itself ) ¢ 

1 no part of it elled i 
ore than ap t t l 

tel one- » cle r et 

tv-five-hun- twenty miles a 

( of a second. ir under ora- 

Idition, the old e conditio It 

pute Léa SO 1 ble fo idult 

ether lightning or childre d co 

trikes downward lapses int ism 

1m the clouds or undle, easily car 

ps upward from ried b one 
, Foot and Hand-Propelled Sled with the “Pusher” Arn . 

e ground has been at the Rear; Note the Lightweigft Constructior en rotin use 



The *“‘Loud Speakers” of the “New Mexico”; 

- 
Ree oor 

= 

the Six Big Guns in These Two Turrets Are to Be Elevated 
When the Ship Is Modernized, to Bring Their Range Up to Its Limit 

By THOMAS W. KUNE 

‘Oh lin the Pacific, where the battle fleet 

of the 

steams 

American navy maneuvers, 
throughout the 

in preparation for any emergency, an un- 

usual event has taken place. 
One ship has captured all of the naval 

efhciency trophies in the battleship class. 
She is the only battleship in the navy that 
ever has accomplished this feat. She is 

and shoots year 

the first electrically driven battleship our 
navy-placed in commission, She is one of 
the older vessels, having been commis- 

sioned in 1918. The ship that wears all 

these honors is the “New Mexico.” 

I’very year there is keen competition in 
the navy for three trophies: the gunnery 
trophy, awarded to that ship which excels 
all other ships in her class in the various 
target practices; 
presented to the ship which steams more 
efficiently than other ships of her type, 
and the communications trophy, given to 

that ship which stands first in visual sig- 

nals and 

the engineering trophy, 

radio. And to the ship which 
has the highest average in gunnery and 

736 

engineering goes the kingpin of all 

battle-efficiency pennant, known throug 

out the navy as the “meat ball.” 
For winning the 

“New 

bronze plaque, which has been the nav 

prize for the best-shooting battleship si 

1902, in the days of the famous old “Or 
gon.” <A large white “FE,” standing t 

excellence in gunnery, adorns the shi 

gunnery trophy, t 
Mexico” now possesses a beautii 

conning tower, where her guns were 

effectively controlled during the past cor 
petitive vear. “E’s” also decorate variou 
guns about the ship, significant of scor 
made at target practices which measure 

up to the navy department's standard f 
excellence. There also are “E’s” on tl 
sleeves of many of the men who manne 
these guns and prize money has been pai 

to the men who helped win the gunnet 

trophy for the ship. 
The honor, however, that the ship as 

whole prizes most of all, is that in th 
most difficult practice of the yvear—long 

range battle practice—her four three-gun 



The Chief Engineer Holds the Paint 
mi | Pot for the Youngest Firemen as 

He Paints In the Big White “E ie 
Emblematical of the Engineering 

Championship of % Fleet for the 
urrent ear 

Catapulting a Big Amphib- 

— ian Plane into the Air to 
; Act as Eyes for the Ship on 

the Target Range; the “New 

Mexico” Carries Three Air- 
‘ planes for Scouting and Ob- 

ae | servation Duty, in Common 
4 with All the Battleships in 

Uncle Sam’s Navy 
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ourteen-inch turrets established a world’s | 

record, and one which will last for many 

years to come. Steaming at full speed on 
a course convergent to a target represent- 

ing an enemy battleship, the “New Mex- 
ico” straddled the enemy with salvo after 
salvo of 1,400-pound projectiles, register- 

ing enough hits to put her antagonist out 

of commission in less than five minutes. 

For winning the engineering trophy, the 

“New Mexico” was given a bronze tablet 

of magnificent design which has been the 

navy’s prize for the best-steaming battle 

] 1910. A block E hip since letter “E,” six 

feet in height, standing for excellence in 

engineering, is painted on each side of her 

slee\ es 

of the 300 men constituting her engineer- 

smokestack. “E’s” decorate the 

ing force. The black gang also has been 

awarded prize money. It ts 

that the 

significant 

present engineering force has 

SAFETY BRAKE SET FOR LOGGING 
SAVES WORK AND COST 

For handling loads of logs downgrade, a 

brake set anchored at the top of the hill 

and controlled by a hand lever has been 
found efficient. It permits working areas 
at a comparatively low cost, as fewer ex- 

pensive roads have to be built and the 
work of sanding hills is also saved. The 

MECHANICS 

raised the “New 

to first in the fleet 

Mexico” from last p 

engineering 

exactly eighteen months. 
race 

The highest honor, the battle-efficie 

pennant, is a bit of red bunting wit] 
black ball in its center. It resembles 

red pennant flown on navy ships at 
vardarm during meal hours, and recei 

its sobriquet of meat ball from a bluejac! 
in the early days of naval competition 

cause it resembled the meal pennant 
closely and because, at meals in those da 
the favorite meat dish was a sort of h 
made up in the form of a cannon ball. 

The navy has established these trop! 
in an effort to progress along scient 

lines. The spirit of striving to excel | 

been built into the fleet. Progress al 

scientific lines has followed research a: 

experiment. The race for the meat | 

has been responsible. 

tpeed of the load is under perfect cont: 
of the operator and the line can be mark: 

to show the exact location of the load. 

ARC WELDING TO DISPLACE 
CAST MACHINERY PARTS 

The electric are welder will soon displa 

the foundry as a source of machine part 

according to a recent announcement 

the Westinghouse mai 

ufacturing compat 
in opening what is said t 
be the largest arc-weldin 

laboratory in the worl 
The has bee 

experimenting for sot 

time with 
buildings, 

company 

welded ste 
replacit 

rivets, and has complete 
ten such | structures, 

| well as two large welde 

The new lab 

| ratory will turn out tu 
frame 

frames, ele 

bridges. 

| bine-generator 

locomotive 

frames at 
spiders, machinery base 

floor plates and tanks, 1 
dustrial heating appar: 

tric-motor 

tus, steel pipes and sho 

Controlling the Speed of Logs’ Descent down Steep Grade with Braking 
Appliance at the Top of the Hill 

furniture, all welded 11 

stead of being cast. 
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GRAND CANYON AIR TRIP LATEST TRAVEL THRILL 

fe a oe ) 
Seeing the Grand Canyon from the Air; Train Passengers May Enioy This Thrill without Interrupting Their 

Schedule, as They Are Returned to Their Train at the Next Station ‘light xt Sta fter Flig 

ravelers in the west may leave thet takes but thirty utes. A ride of nearly 

n. take a huge three-motored airplane three hours’ duration leads to Phoenix by 

nd enjov a ride over and down into the way of Sunset peak, the lava beds, Oak 

nd Canyon of the Colorado, The ship) Creek canyon, Roosevelt lake at d the 

en flies to the railroad and lets them out \pacl e trail tro the terminal it the 

point where they catch the same train) Grand canyor e fiving time for 

ey left, thus not interrupting their jour train and back to train trip is less thar 

ev and providing a delightful side trip by two hours. 

they can see more of the canvon in 

1 hour or so than thev wot 1 J aays THUMB CUFFS FOR PRISONERS 

PREVENT ESCAPES he usual methods of travel. Contrary 

) expectations, the flvers have found that 
e air over the canyon is remarkably As a substitute r the 

iooth instead of bumpy, and the trips the Evanston, Ill., police 

re accomplished with complete comfort encanta 2 been te umb 

passengers in the large planes, which ep! 

ive room for several persons, toilet fa- ire 

cilities and ample space for baggage. Be- tly 

des the special trip for train passengers, mb 
other journeys are made, from fifty to 240 ite 

miles long, over the scenic district of the 

canyon. One of the popular shorter trips 
over the “north rim” country. Occu- ¢ 

ints. of the plane can see the mysterious .' —— without sullerimns 
Navajo mountain, the painted desert and vreater pain than when tl 

many other scenes of interest. This hop the wrists. 
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A Boy's Inven- 

tion for the Play- 
ground; the Fer- 

ris Wheel That 

Carries Four 

Riders at Once 

BOY INVENTS FERRIS WHEEL 
FOR CHILD’S PLAYGROUND 

A seventeen-year-old boy is credited 
with the invention of a revolving wheel 

for the playground. It operates on some- 
what the same principle as the famous 
Ferris wheel, the “cars” being supports for 
the riders who cause the entire frame to 

make a revolution by “pumping” as they 
would in a swing. While it is intended 
chiefly for children, larger models may be 

made for adults, and it is said to afford 
helpful exercise as well as amusement, 

WATER SPEED IN HYDRO PLANT 

EXCEEDS FASTEST AUTO 

The man has ever traveled on 
land, slightly better than 200 miles an hour, 

is far exceeded by the speed of the water 
jet that drives the waterwheels in the new 

Big Creek plant of the Southern California 
Edison company. Falling 2,300 feet down 

the mountainside through a big conduit, 

the water jet, passing through an eight- 
and-a-half-inch pipe, strikes each bucket 
of the wheels with a velocity of 255 miles 

an hour, exerting an impact force of 
90.000 The waterwheels, the 

fastest 

pounds. 

MECHANICS 

largest pair ever built, are rated at 560 

horsepow cre 

unit are 

The two bearings on e 

the 

They are seven fe 

long and have a thirty-two-inch bore. 1 

said to be 

bearings ever built. 

largest oil-rit 

total load carried on the bearings is ab 

700.000 pounds. 

SPIES TO DETECT PLANT ILLS 
TO PROTECT HOME CROPS 

In order to detect the presence of 
jurious diseases in plants of foreign cour 

tries before domestic growths are expos: 
to them through importation, the natio 

plant board has planned to send “spice 
into lands abroad to make a study of pla 

ills. It is pointed out that most of o1 

worst plant pests and diseases are of fo: 

eign origin and there are potential 
abroad that have not vet been brought 

America. It is therefore considered 
economical move to determine what the 
diseases are, what plants are infected at 
so prevent their being sent to this count: 

An initial move in the campaign has bee: 
proposed with reference to a citrus blac! 

Hy that is now troublesome in parts 
Central America. It is planned to seari 

Asia for a natural enemy of this insect, 
that its inroads may be curbed before 
crosses our borders. 

OILCAN SEAL PREVENTS WASTE 
AND AIDS LUBRICATION 

Attached to the tip of the oilcan spout 

a soft-nosed sealing unit keeps the oil fro: 
running out the sides and directs it int 

the bearings an 
other places 
where but littl 

usually penetrate 
with the ordinar 

oiler. It fits an 

oilcan, is especial! 

useful with pres 
sure oilers and 

adaptable to cup 
of practically evet 

kind. The seal can 
be put on in a sec- 

ond or two and i 

popular among 
mechanics, as it eliminates the spilled oi! 

that generally has to be wiped up. 
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‘CAY OF APPLES 
(iS RETARDED BY 
GAS STORAGE 

keeping them in an 
sphere containing 

it eleven per cent 
en and ten per cent 
bon dioxide, apples 

been stored for 

er periods without 
English investiga- 

report. The treat- 

is said to be espe- 

effective with ap- 
ick” witha disease 

led “brown heart.” 

maladv spreads to Foot Pontoons for the Soldiers Who Patrol the Danube River; Waterproof 
ie my Sacks Inside Keep Their Feet Dry 

er apples in storage 

use those afflicted as well as the WATER SKIS FOR SOLDIERS 
. continue to live and breathe after SUBSTITUTE FOR BOATS 

have been picked and the air soon be- 

; contaminated from those that have Austrian soldiers who patrol along the 

hrown heart.” Danube river, have been equipped 
foot pontoons with wl ic] they can walk 

MODEL PLANE AS BILLBOARD on the water or propel themselves alo 
with a double paddle while seated Inside 

TURNS TO SHOW SIGNS toga seagate am 
the “skis are waterprootl ic to ee} 

terest in aviation ‘has been turned to the feet drv. 
ing purposes in a California city a 

ere 4 full-size model of lane ha _ 
, ee Pacr eel OVAL CYLINDERS FOR ENGINES 

mounted on a tall standard and is 
“ee om TY TO REDUCE VIBRATION 

ned Va concealed MOLol rhe side 

e tuseiage are used to bear legends ot Several advantages are ¢ LIN ¢ 1 if) € 

iriou products advertised. vine cvlinders of oval cross section instead 

of round, according to experts who have 

been testing them a developm«e 

sh st Sugvested d i or I { \\ | \\ 

’ , 
iid they WOTK qu ¢ \ \ < ) 

erreater cCle¢ nce 1 r¢ ( 

motors o e co ‘ tv1 " 

+ sct ? | ] 
at the pis ri I ( 

de ot 1 ¢ d to creep | N 

1 
e 1 ) I { { eS eo © © ( é 

oO are bo y re t 

the < i] p ) lhe » Of 1 le 

1dinal mace dd ( ¢ 

ae 
i e¢ ii tne Case 0 r 

tors in ( ‘ 

] ; ] ] + ngle crank t 1 t 
irteen ( ( ¢ } 1 

, 
mace than nine round one 1 ¢ in 

3) e1 less hrpt ne 1 b ( ind 

1 99 
0 Aaa = “ * 7 A TYVerTr Vaives Lown TIi¢ e < 1 ete 
Advertisers Capitalize the Public’s Interest in Avia- 1 , } ] tion; the Model Plane That Serves as Billboard Ing and QuickKe ¢ t ol -'s a 
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The Aurora Borealis, or Northern Lights, from a Photograph by Prof. Carl Stormer; the Electrical Displa 
Apparently Has Some Connection with Storms on the Sun 

By JAMES NEVIN MILLER 

W'!! LL science ever olve the mivstery 
F of 

1e earth’s magnetic attraction, 

which is closely bound up with the steer 

ing problems of the mariner and aviator 

and is related with those strange and mar 

velous manifestations of nature known as 

the Northern Lights, or Aurora Borealis? 

This great earth of ours, with its more 

than 80,000,000 square miles of land, and 

something like 120,000,000 miles of water, 

is in effect a giant magnet possessed of 

imaginary poles that have a tremendous 

drawing power. The fact was discovered 

’wav back in 1600, and since that time the 

world of science has sent explorers to the 
most remote corners of the globe to probe 

new theories on the subject 

To William Gilbert, famed Englishman 

goes credit for the original discovery He 

pointed out that there is a marked parallel 
between the action of an ordinary magnet 
and the widely separated poles of the 
earth. It will be found by trial that there 

are two places in a magnet, near each end, 

at which the attraction is greatest, and t! 

there is a neutral line near the mid 

where the effect of the attraction dwind! 

to zero. 

Of course there are no actual magnet 

poles within the earth’s confines, but tl 
imaginary poles, mentioned by Gilbe 

have been computed on the basis of exp 
ditions conducted throughout the worl 

so that authorities now agtee that t! 

north magnetic pole is about a thousar 

miles from the north geographic pol 

just inside the arctic circle and a little d 

tance north of Hudson bay; whereas t! 

south magnetic pole is down on the sout 

polar continent, below Australia. 

Fairly recent exhaustive tests have i 
dicated that the sun likewise has a ma 

netic field, substantially like that of Moth 

Earth. Daniel L. Hazard, expert on, ma 

netism of the geodetic survey, even gor 

so far as to say that it is probable that a! 

celestial bodies are surrounded bv suc 

fields. Indeed, it has been suggested that 

——————— 



NORTHERNWOGIsG 
rv large rotating mass, suchas the earth, 

manner not yet determined is an elec- 
magnet endowed with stupendous mag- 

c torce, 

vas first observed that a 

rnetized piece of iron would assume 
lv north-and-south approximately 

if permitted to move freely, navigators 

Inver since it 

posi- 

e experienced diffi 
ltv in shaping their 

irses, The trouble 

been that at cer- Tot 

times and in dif- 

ent places the com- 

points considera- 

away from an ex- 

north-and-south 

This varia- 

is due to the fact, 

observed above, that 

rection. 

e magnetic poles do | 

Institution 

Observing Magnetic - Dip at Sea; a Magnetized Iron 
Sphere Demonstrating Possible Cause of Northern 

Lights, and Scientists Burying Electrodes 

‘ 

“tee 

not coincide wit tne 

geographic poles 

This 
made by 

discovery was 
none other 

than Christopher Co- 
lumbus. Today, the 

fact is borne out even 

more strikingly. \t 

points along a line run- 

ning through eastern Kentucky and Ten- 
nessee and thence through South Carolina 

the compass points directly north, At all lo 
i United 

ine, the compass points 

calities in the States €ast ot 

| west of nortn: at 

i les r +} 
all places west of the 

north. 

ine, it points east of 

The extremes of compass varia 

this country are found in Maine 
Washington, t 

west ol! 

tion in 

inging and in the state of 

from twenty degrees north in the 

one locality to twenty-fiy e degrees east of 

in the other. 

Not only does the north magnetic pole 

north 

lie about a thousand miles from the north 

geographic pole, but it seems to lie tar be- 

neath the earth’s surface. Consequently 
1 

in the northern hemisphere the compass 

does not come to rest in a horizontal posi- 
tion but dips downwerd. Along a line 

running near Washington, D. C., and St. 

Louis, thence northwest to a point near 
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and South America; difficult trips into tl 
interior of Asia Minor and Persia, and ex 

tensive expeditions by canoe into the littl 
explored regions of British America, 

In 1899, a systematic magnetic survey « 
the entire country was begun by the g& 
ernment. It has now been completed. ‘J 

1 meet the needs of local surveyors, the 

work was based largely on the county sub 
division of states, with a magnetic statior 
at every county seat. Most of the statio 

were marked in a permanent manner, 

that they would be available for futur: 
use. At i1 tervals of about five veal 

observations have bee 

repeated at selected st 

Seattle, it dips Ssev- tions distributed ove 

enty degrees. In the whole country, 
veneral, as one goes keep track of change 

rthward, the dip, Closely allied to tl 

or angular distance 

trom Mother Earth, 

ncreases until it be- 

consideration of thr 
earth as a great magnet 
is the study of the p 

. me mnetv le- “4 liz - slectrical +t1 comes ninety ae Cullar electrical situa 

rrees over the mag tion in the space sur 
netic pole, rounding the globe 

4 

Besides this curi- Magnetic storms, whicl 

tus tact, itis known mysteriously cripple ou 

t magnetic con- telegraph and telepho ( 

itions are slow] vstems, arise from w 

changing throug! known electrical cause 

ut the world \t and scientists are work 

ing overtime these day 

y 1S increasing in an effort to shed light 

slowly in most parts 

tf the United States 

art 

on the subject. Instru 

ments have been de 

ile the north end vised which work on the 
+ or the compass nee- 

e is ever moving 

lowly westward. 

It an endeavor to 1 if completely the 

earth’s magnetic field, the Carnegie Insti- 

tution has sent out no less than 170 land 

peditions. Observations covering more t 

na million miles have been made at 

5.700 points, The experts have penetrated 
| 

remote portions ot the lobe, oftentimes 

| great difficulties and dangers. Among 

he most notable of these expeditions may 
e mentioned: the complete crossing ol 

2 
ie Sahara from Algeria to Nigeria: a 

caravan trip from Peking to Turkestan 

m1 across the Himalavas to Ind > pe the 

crossing of central Australia: the crossing _ - 
ot Atrica in the equatorial and southern At Top, Model Showing Earth’s Lines of Magneti 

: ee Te rp spall zaeiies ; 2 Force; Center, Scientist Studying Atmospheric Condi 
regions: hazat dous jwurnes in Central tions, and, at Bottom, Model Explaining the Aurora 
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itomatic principle, continuously record- 
the strength of the atmosphere’s elec- 

-al discharges at different points. 

\While the origin of the electrical cur- 

ts on and around the earth is not 

vn, there is abundant evidence that 

mm some source or other the charge is 

stantly replenished. Certain investi- 

tors have made tests which they claim 

licate that the sun is the cause of the 
newal, while others say lightning dis- 

irges may be the cause. However, one 
nt meets rather general approval—that 
mewhere high above the earth’s crust 

ere exists a laver of air possessed of an 
lectrical conductivity enormously greater 

n that of the air we breathe. Observa- 

ms from balloons and high mountains 

ick this theory, which is further substan- 

ited by thorough investigations of the 
ehavior of radio 

ves many miles 

ve the earth. 

Then again, it is 

known that 

ransatlantic radio 

ransmission is bet- 

ter in winter than 

1 summer and that 
listant stations can 

be picked up more 

readily at night 
han during the day. 
In their attempts to 

discover the why of 

hese conditions as 

well as the reasons 
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— 

Top, an Eclipse Station in Far-Away Tibet; Center, 
Magnetic Study in Australia, and, at Bottom, Workers 

under the Burning Desert Sun 

for the fading of ra 
dio messages, inves 

tigators. likewise 

have endorsed the 
theory claiming the 
existence in the up- 
per air of a belt in 
which electrical 

conductivity i 
much greater even 

than has been found 

in the highest bal 

loon observations 

Various theories 

have been offered to 

explain the exist- 
ence of the earth’s 

great magnetic field. 

Certain scientists 

believe that mag- 

netism arises from 

the earth’s habit of 

continuous rota- 

tion. They point 
out that tests have 

shown that a piece of iron may be magnet- 

ized by rotation. 

As for the Northern Lights, the highest 

visible natural phenomena in the earth’s 
atmosphere, their study, in the words of 
Charles F. Talman, of the U. S. weather 

bureau, constitutes the most romantic 

chapter in the history of upper-air re- 

search, Certainly their characteristic man- 
ifestation is so colorful and luminous as 

to hold the imagination spellbound for 

long moments. Most of us tend to think 

of the auroral displays as being charac- 
teristic only of the northern United States 
and sections of Canada. But Mr. Talman 
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Scientists of the Carnegie Institution Making Magnetic Observations Aboard the Famous Ship “Carnegie 

Because of Its Construction, Is the Only Non-Magnetic Vessel Afloat Which 

explains that the Northern Lights are ac- 

tually more common in Europe than in 
Often the 

Too 

take a distinct arch 

they 

\merica, 

but 

light up almost the entire sky with their 

shape, then, are liable to 

varicolored beams and massive curtains. 

Well up in the arctic 
ular belt in which 

regions there is 

more or less of an irreg 
+} the display Ss occur WV ith some frequency, 

sometimes being visible south, rather than 

north, of the observer. People in the tor- 

see the aurora, nota- rid belts occasional] 

and the blv the East 

miricans. | 
nilar ] 

sinliia aispia 

Indians northern 

he southern hemisphere offers 

oecurring with like fre- 

quency, and known commonly as Aurora 

\ustralis. 

Notable among the scientists who have 
1 ee } 7 ifie made careiul probes of the magnificent 

Northern Lights have been the Norwe 

gians, particularly Professor Birkeland of 

the Universitv of Christiania, and Prot. 

Carl Stormer. As a result of their inves- 

tigations, they have agreed on at least 

one substantial point—that “an auroral 
lisp! ‘s an electrical discharge in the Gisplay is an electrical discharge Itk CLile 

arefied gases of the upper atmosphere, 

probably produced by the absorption ot 
cathode ravs in the upper air that were at- 
tracted to the earth’s magnetic ‘i poles. 

Professor Birkeland goes on to exp'ain 

Courtesy Coast and Geodetic Surve 

that cathode ravs trom the sun are at 

root of the aurora, setting up electric cur 

rents in the atmosphere which in turn give 

rise to more cathode rays. Not long as 

he supported his theory by the feat of p: 
within his ow: ducing artificial 

laboratory. 

aurora 

Using a magnetized steel ball to repre 

sent the earth, he suspended it in a tul 
almost entirely exhausted of air and ¢« 

po ed to cathode ravs. Professor Birk 

hly pleased wit land’s colleagues were hig 

the tests. 

closely the 

l 

the results of particularly since re 

thev resembled so conditior 

under which the genuine auroras probabl 

are produced by nature, master magicial 

The steel ball was given a phosphorescen 

coating so that the sphere glowed in real 

istic fashion in two zones located in min 

iature relation to the earth’s auroral belt 

PORTABLE ALARM ON RAILWAYS 
PROTECTS SECTION GANGS 

Portabilitv is the essential feature of a: 

alarm bell for railways to warn sectio! 
gangs of an approaching train. It is elec q 

trically operated and consists of a switcl 
which is clamped to the flange of the rai 
is closed when the train runs over a can 

projecting slightly above the rail 
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is opened again by coil springs after 

heels of the cars have passed the 

Electrical connection, to a _ bell 

1 at the place where work is going on, 
us established and broken, causing 

‘ll to ring intermittently as long as 

iin is running over the switch. By 

ng the switch at a suitable distance 

section in either direction 

single track 

tracks of a double-tracked 

rang, 

the crew and } on 

oth 

a 
road, 

orkers receive warning of a train’s 

ich in ample time to seek safety. 
vitch is sturdily constructed to stand 

, and all parts are protected against 
eather. Instead of a bell, a light can 
talled or both may be used to make 

levice more effective. 

EVEL GAUGE AND RULE IN ONE 
ALSO SERVES AS COMPASS 

‘yeral useful tools are combined in a 
le pocket unit for the carpenter, me- 

other worker. It consists of a 

attached to an angular frame, the 

of which are shaped to aline the rule 
fferent angles to the right or left for 

cuts. By placing a pin 
ugh a hole in the point of the frame, 
unit can be swung about as a com- 

s, and under the ruler is a spirit level. 
most any rule, two feet long or so and 
too wide, can be used with the holder, 
ch has a socket and screw for keep- 

the rule in proper position, 

ic or 

¢ bevel 

The meas- 

al Uses of the Combination 

Level Showing 
Bevel, Gauge and 

Ease of Adjustment 

quickly removed when the gauge is 

» placed in the pocket. 
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Behind Four Large Lenses Are the Photo-Electric Cell 

That Change an Image into Electrical Impulses 

FOUR LIGHT CELLS ARE USED 
TO BROADCAST FACE 

Four photo-electric cells, receiving light 
from huge condensing lenses, were used in 

a public demonstration of television at the 
recent New York radio show. By dividing 

the burden four light-sensitive 

tubes and then combining their output, 
a more sensitive televisor is obtained. 

among — 

RUBIES CARRIED BY AIRPLANE 
TO FOIL JUNGLE THIEVES 

To avoid the animals and robbers that 

have menaced convoys through the jun- 

Burma, still 

rich although worked for many centuries 

to the 

rong guards have to 

he rubies are 

ly 

gles from the rubv mines of 

engineers are planning transport 

gems by airplane. St eI 

be sent with the porters as t 
ot 

pigec n-blood \ 

valuable 

and although the 

journey is not a long one, it continually 

difficulties to mine 

Should the plan be executed, the use of 

the planes would seem a curious fulfill 

the famous and exceeding 

arietv, 

presents the owners 

ment of a native legendary superstition 
which holds that sometimes in the dead 
of night, a mysterious white bird swoops 

the and 
gem in its beak 

down on mines carries away a 

priceless 
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NIGHT COACH PROVIDES NEW HIGHWAY LUXURIES 

| PORT HOLE 

| VENTIL te YVPPER Sy ell 
| SEATS /N POSITIO 
| LAVATORY \ FOR OAY Teaven WASH Basie 

Se OBSERVATION 
Pw 3 

Z 

AN 
\ THERIICS JUS IN acH STEWARD / OM PARTMENT $F war ——\ eat a 

AA a 7, S@HCE PR/IVER 
Le “a - 

REMOVAGLE | 
giteda aed 
MeTorR 

/ 

AISLE IM CENTER OF CAR 
SERVING ALL (2 COMPARTMENTS 

IMPARTIVENT SHE ov] “ ~ 

UPPER AND LOWER BERTH _ nS 
"OR NIGHT TAVEL Se 

r=) 
OPEN SEPARATE 
PUTCHNEN FROA 

ENTRANCE WAY 

MAIN ENTRANCE 

The Motor-Coac! 

Sleeper, Showing the 

Arrangement of 
Berths at Night and 

| Seats by Dy, and, 
at Top, a Diagrem 

Illustrating the Pos 
tions of the Driver 
Chef, Steward and 
Passengers; the Car 

Is First of a Line 
Which Will Run 
from Los Angeles to | 
Vancouver, and 

Later May Extend 
across the Continent 



PULLMAN OF ROADS INCLUDES 
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BERTHS AND DINER 4 3: i 

\ Pullman of the highways, with berths i 
twenty-six passengers, kitchen and 

ing facilities, and all the other features 5 } “a s 2 

a de-luxe railroad train, has been com- . i a i Oa 

eted in California as first link in a coach -: ¥ ae isi 
e that will reach from Vancouver, B. C. 

» Los Angeles, and later may be extended 

ross the 

ner is 

1 
it treet 

ches high, being exceptionally low for a 

suble-deck coach, because of its unique | 
mstruction. The 

1 (MM) pounds and cost $30,000 to build, 

no chassis in the ordinary sense. 
tead, a heavy 
ir just beneath the lower-berth windows 
rovides means for carrying the under- 

and also furnishes protection 

in event of 

ung body 

the passengers 

he driver sits above the engine instead 

{ behind it, and the engine itself, a special 

\0-horsepower motor, is so mounted that 
can be removed and a new one installed 

twelve minutes. 

continent, 

thirtv-four and 

wide and stands ten feet 

steel 

POSITION 

The motor sleeper- 

a half feet long, 

three 

car, which weighs 

[n- 

I-beam around the 

accident. 

Using the Electric Hedge Trimmer, and Drawings to 

Complete engine as- Show Positions to Which It May Be Adjusted 
mbhes are to be carried at the terminals 

for change in event of trouble. 

teen two-passenger compartments, 

like Pullman berths 

are reached by a step down or a step up 

rom the central aisle. 

feet four inches long. 

GAS-TANK CAP FOR NEW FORDS 
PROTECTS COWL IN FILLING 

To keep 
line from spilling 
iver, when one is 

hlling the tank of 

the new Ford cars, 
a combination 
tank cap and drip 

pan has been de- 
vised. It is at- 

tached in place of 
the standard cap, 

with a large collar 

gaso- 

nut, and, in ap- 

pearance, is sim- 

ilar to the cowl 

ventilators on many cars. It also prevents 
splashing fuel on the windshield, 

, become seats by day, 

ELECTRIC TRIMMER FOR HEDGE 
PROLONGS LIFE OF VINES 

Besides saving time and work, an 

introduced, 

The thir- 

which, 

elec- 

: ; ‘ tric hedge trimmer, recently 

Each berth is six is said to leave the plants in better condi- 
tion than when using a hand cutter, a 

a smoother surface and cut 
The unit 

it produces 

with a natural drawing stroke. 

is operated on either alternating or direct 

current from anv convenient lighting 

socket, has 100 feet of blade 

that revolves past slotted points that draw 

cord and a 

the vines to cutting position. 

INVISIBLE RAY TO PIERCE FOG 

GUARDS OCEAN LINERS 

Among the equipment on two Germai 

apparatus liners recently launched, is an 
for projecting an invisible ray that pene- 

trates fogs. The beam is said to increase 
by twenty times the through 
which the human eye can see, is as efficient 

by night as it is by day and retains its 
It is expected to play 

distance 

' 
i power even in fogs. 

an important part in promoting greater 
safety at sea. 
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Placing Pigeon in Its Berth for a Trip on D« Back 
to Soldiers at Distant Point 

PIGEONS CARRIED BY DOGS 

TO HELP IN TRAINING 

irrier pigeons acquire the abilitv to 

eturn home largelv through training, and 

one of the methods used in the army 1s to 

d i po I ere tiie yirds € el€ ed 

and owed to flv bacl Do ive been 

taught to carry the pigeo one army 

unit \ ¢ \ ide cke 

strapped about the do he pigeo laced 

in one ot the pockets i 1c take te dl 

col irtablv to its dest tio 

RADIO PHONES ON WHALERS 
KEEP FLEET TOGETHER 

] a 
Science ha een Changing many ot the 

time-honored methods tollowed bv _ the 

whaling fleets. Harpoons are no longet 

hurled by hand but by proved guns, 1m 

wavs have been developed for liting and 

' , cutting the whale . en they are caugh + 

MECHANICS 

the fleets are installing wirele 

telephones to help keep the 
se oe 
losing mother ship. 1 

and now 

boats trot 

their lis reduce 

wasted time while e1 

more efficient 

anxiety and SAVES 

abling a movement ot thi 

fleet when on the hunt Radio directio 

finders are emploved with the telephone 
to help guide the ve sels. 

WIRE WHEELS DISPLACE DISKS 
IN AUTOISTS’ FAVOR 

mt 1 7 2 6 1 

ihe steei-« KX hee ~s iCll a I¢ 

ivo threatened to eclip e the a 

1 #311 ] } 
wooden artillery type, has in tut Ve€ 

disp aced by wire wheels iccol l 

production figures for the first {192 
rhe output ol wire wheel , On the ba 

figures for the 

will exceed one million tor the fir 

time, while the disk wheel output will « 
‘ ’ 

below the lion mark for the m1 veal 

preliminary figures show an increase 

vire-wheel m ufacture of re than o 

per cent since 1925, while, in the 
period, the disk-wheel output has 
to one-third of what it 

cl 

Was 

The changing fashion in wheel 

uted partly to the general introduction, o1 
high priced cars, of the practice of c: 

ing two spares mounted on either fende: 

as practically all cars coming equippe 

with six wheels use the wire-spoke type 

Another contributing factor has been th 

reduction in cost of wire wheels throug! 
rovement in Mm Wp inutacturing 

PISTON SETTER SAVES TIME 

AND FITS ALL SIZES 

, = 
Lo S np 

task of setting 
pistons in the « 

inders, a ri 
| 7 

ITrame hoide Kee 

the Yl s place 

and enable the 

operator to ust 
. ¢ ; 

both hands 

holder accommo 

all SIZES. dates 

@ Whenever vou find that you wi 
know more about anv article in i 

ot zine, write our Bureau [Information 
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POCKET RADIO TRANSMITTER 

HELPS TREAT DISEASE 

+ }y treating them with ultra-short radio 

es, a German investigator reports that 
has successfully kept mice from dying 
tuberculosis. Thirty of the animals 

re inoculated with the germs of the dis- 

Fifteen of them were subjected to 

radio waves and the others left unat 

led. After a month, the former group 
re alive and well, but all the rest died 

hin a short time. There is considerable 

rer in using the rays, the experimenter 

they increase the temperature 
uman body one degree centigrade 

second and also cause the disintegra 

some of the cells of the bodv. In 

nection with his tests, he has devel 

ed a radio transmitter, smaller than a 

ir box, and has used it in sending wire- 

messages a considerable distance even 

| He is able 

with ultra- 

rt waves of but three meters length 

1a small amount of energy. 
J send telephone messages 

PEEP GLASS IN HOUSE DOOR 
HELPS FOIL INTRUDERS 

So that the housewife may see who is 

icking, a glass lens, set in a metal frame 

the door, has proved an effective means 

preventing the entrance of tramps or 
her undesirables. It is placed so that 
e person inside can see the one outside 

1 
eariv W ithout opening the door 

Making Sure Who Is on the Other Side of the Door; 

the Peephole Helps Bar Intruders 

MECHANICS 801 

= 
Every Car a Road Sweeper with This Set of Magnets 

That Gather Nails and Other Metal Hazards 

MAGNETS ON AUTO BUMPER 

CLEAR ROAD OF NAILS 

Automobiles are being fitted with mag 
1 

nets attached to the front bumper a tew 

inches above the pavement, to gather nails 
and other bits of metal that m 

ture the tires. 

ght punc 

Current is supplied from 
the car’s generator, and the magnets are 

placed sufficiently high to prevent damage 

over bumpy roads. With this arrange 

ment, individual cars perform much the 
ame function as the special road-sweepet 

magnet trucks that have been used by 

automohile clubs and other associations 

PAPER SUITS FOR FIREMEN 

SEEN IN NEW PROCESS 

As a result of the process he has devel 
oped for fireproofing paper, a German 
chemical engineer predicts that firemen 

will be equipped with paper suits when e1 
tering burning buildings, that sates can 
be made of the material in compressed 

form 

be made which will not burn, 

which will books ca 

and many 

substance other uses will be found for the 

In a recent test, he wrapped a newspapet 
in a covering of the fireproof paper and 
held the ball over a flame that would have 

melted glass or burned a hole in a plastet 

Che 

and the 

wall. wrapping was not damaged 

paper inside Was not even 

scorched after a few minutes’ exposure to 

the blaze, according to report 
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Electric Barbecue for the Lunch-Roon Counter; 
Knife Sharpener Is at Extreme Left 

MEAT ROASTER TOASTS BREAD 

AND SHARPENS KNIVES 

For drug stores, lunch rooms and othe 

places serving meals, an electric barbecue 

occupies little Space on the counter and 

can be used for frying or toasting. [It also 
1 
has attachments for sl larpening knive O1 

polishing silver. 

PLANE RUN BY REVOLVING WING 

FLIES WITHOUT PILOT 

1 

roreign aviation expert fave been 

; ] 1 . rl WA } ere ed 1 € r¢€ 11le \\ i LIT Porcine 

rope r lb i ub crew TeEVOLN 

’ 
meg \ twenty-three teet O1 W 111¢ 

as 
U1 | zontally ests have beet 

the 

a Pilot . the Long Wing Revolves Horizontally 

MECHANICS 

DIESEL ENGINES MAY DISPLACE 
SUPER-POWER PLANTS 

Super-power, the hooking together ¢ 

electric generating plants throughout tl 

country with long transmission line 

development that seemed assured a 
| as two vears ago, may be abandoned a 

result of the latest developments in. tl 

For Diesel-er 

ors proving 

ficient that t installe 

ly in the southwest lhe reaso 

electrical industrv. small 

vine-driven generat are so ef 

hey are rapidly being 

rticulas 

tor super-power was that 
team-hoiler, olant and the eficienc steam-bouer plant and the efthciency o 

increase with their 

to 

steam turbine S1Zé 

It was cheaper, therefore build one 

giant plant and then transport the output 

for long distances over high-tension wire 

ian to build a number of smaller plant 

the fi 

the small 

Kot first time in 

ever, 

prime mover as efhcient as a large one 

Hence, in communities wher 

oad is not strung out along miles of line 

small 

irge generator station 

Diesel plant is cheaper than on 

nes to widely sepal 

FINE DUST FROM VOLCANOES 

AFFECTS WEATHER? 

Doe 1 pig Vo e 4 t1oO 

( ettect Ipo the eatiie Stu 

ide by Pro \\ | é of t 

t ¢ é é Cle 

, , 
4 t = ‘) { Ti¢ 

oO ¢ ( ( 

1 
eatner Co ) ( ¢ ireé pt 

) t t ¢ t crt le Te 

‘ ys ‘ - 
) lieved to be Tt t 1 e voicanoes, noot 

¢ ) quat TIT 16 

ies t high into the a 

erepv torma veil whic] 

, 
ha a marked effect o1 

| the degree otf heat that 
| . , 

eac Ss the earth tro 
| 1 ‘ ’ 

| the sun’s rays. In 1816 

the “year without a sum 

mer,” there was a marked 

change in weather condi 

tions the world over. Just 

the year before, a terrifi 

. explo ive eruption of the 

volcano had 

Again in 1883 
Odd Plane Which Is Reported to Have Flown Successfully in Tests without 

| omboro 

occurred. 
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East Indian voleano Krakatoa shat- 
| the island on which it stood and killed 

Three vears later, Alaskan 

Zealand volcanoes were active, 
he low-temperature period that fol- 
| this group of volcanje explosions 

econd only to that of 1816. Four 
ons of note have occurred this year, 

ugh none of them compares with the 

turbances already mentioned. Scien- 
point out that there is no way of tell- 

whether they may be merely the pre- 
iry bouts of a really huge outburst 

may again bring us a vear without 

K) person >. 

New 

lmmer 

CAT SERVES AS LIVING BRUSH 
TO HELP CLEAN PIPE 

Until recently, the pet cat in a western 
tory lived a life of ease and indolence, 
the animal is now hard at work help- 

to clean the interiors of long pieces 

pipe and apparently enjoys its occupa- 
the shop managers report. It had 
the custom to roll a small bowling 

ill, with a string attached, through the 

enty-foot pipe which was ten inches in 

meter, but this proved a slow and of- 

hard task even for the shop’s best 

ler. After the string was passed 
suugh, it was attached to a small rope 

vhen this was -hauled through the 

pe, a cable was connected and a plunger 
forth the pipe 

. the pipe man saw the cat dozing 

by He He 

zed the animal, tied a string about its 
neck then placed 

ed back and to clean 

was struck with an idea 

e cat in the pipe 

he outside was 

d rently 

th a hammer and 

he eat scurried 

hrouch tothe other 

nd, emerging with 

string, which 

is quickly at- 

tached to the rope 

1 the cleaning 

ccomplished in a 

iction of the time 

irmerly 
1 he cat 

required 

NOW does 

pipe dash several 
: , Tricycle Propelled 
mes daily, 

MECHANICS 

by Rowing; It 

Develops Considerable Speed 

803 

ELECTRIC WINDOWS FOR INSIDE 
GIVE OUTDOOR EFFECTS 

To brighten gloomy interiors, a false 
: Lantesaatt . | : window, electrically lighted and showing 

False Window with Electrically Lighted Background, 
to Give Outdoor Appearance to Basement Room 

what appears to be an outdoor scene, has 
been introduced. It is portable, can be set 
up ina few moments and electricity is ob- 

tained from The 

basement 

a wall socket window is 

intended especially for restau 

sales rooms and other places where 

Where 

it is said the 

rants, 

a natural view is lacking these 

stallaticns have been made 

depression felt by orkers 1n such sur- 
’ 1 ‘ 

heen evreatly < eviated rowundines has roun igs t 

TRICYCLE OPERATED BY ROWING 
AFFORDS GOOD EXERCISE 

Rowing on drv land is the healthful ex 
ercise derived istevete walt intra 

duced in France 

The main wheels 

are oper} ited bv two 

‘oars” or handles, 

vhich in turn work 

achain and sprocket 

eear. A small guide 

wheel in front facil- 

itates steering, done 

by pulling harder 
on one handle than 

Coil 

prings attached to 

on the other 

the 

the 

oars facilitate 

strokes 
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Movie Players Inspecting the Wreck of a German F 

during the Filming of a War-Tin 
k 
€ 

ker, Whi 

Aerial 

By J]. ZLAND S. JAMIESON 

Ow ce 1 dl ( iflave: Spa 

airplane The pilot was talking with the 

director of the picture From time to 

time he looked up and examined the 

ground in “no man’s land” appraisingly. 

‘Tu tt il e 1t e@as' * the ¢ rector was sa 

ing. “If you can't get free of the cockpit 

and down into the shell hole 1 ht after 

you crash, just take it easv and don't spoil 
the shot. I'll have plenty of men out there 

to help vou after the scene is made. You 
don’t need to be atraid of fire; I'll have a 

Whole fire department right there.” 

“But, Bill, vou've got vour camera men 

in such a position that I'll have to fly over 

no man’s land down wind. I'll have ninety- 
miles-an-hour speed when I hit the wire, 
can’t you put them on the other side of 

where you want me to crash?” 

“No,” said the director, “the light’s bad 

that way; vou'll have to do it this way 
The pilot shrugged his shoulders. “AI 

right, but vou be ready to pull me out.” 

&04 

j 1 

\\ ¢ \\ ¢ 1 yi¢ ( 

pe “ e( Nn t 

MIOT ¢ ibe ¢ ¢ a ¢ i e ort 

os ST 1 ‘ 

I movie r ( er ra ite 

1 
t ¢ ¢ ( ¢ 1 

ung irou r | 
: ‘ F 

p thundere € ¢ M4 clo 

ot aritt 1st aa | 1 ( rrehe 

ve men ‘ € 

The Sy ( r raled up 
| 7 

cle 4 << ( Ci¢ 11 1 ired 1 

i fluffy w te clou f eappearet 

rut t] 1S time there i plane on 

$93)” « lane which hare hiack e alt cine 
la a Pp ane \ ( ore IaCK CTO é ( 

each wing a  (sermat Phe Ysermat 

ship was persistent, it could not be shake 
by the Spad; it banked and turned and 

whipped through the maneuvers of the 

dog fight with deadly precision Phe Spad 

rolled over on its back and started eartl 

ward in a sickening vertical dive Phe 

Fokker rolled over likewise and_ started 

down. Both ships dived 2,000 feet and 

leveled out. The Spad was still in front; 
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Dick Grace, Movie Dare-Devil and Stunt Flyer, Standing beside a Plane Which He Crashed into the Ground 
at a Speed of Ninety Miles an Hour 

German ship still maintained its posi- plane, apparently undecided as to where 
of advantage. to take refuge from the spray of “bullet 

\ thin gray wisp of smoke spurted from from the German Fokker. The figure 

Spad The ship seemed to pause for dived into a shell hole and lay still. The 

ment, then headed directly toward the Fokker dived at the \ reck ivain and 

ttervy of cameras. The camera men stood again; then, with a flaunting zoom, it sped 

th hands on their cranks, waiting tor the iway toward lines Thus one of 

rector’s order to start grinding The the greatest crash scenes in motion-picture 

lane came on, lower and lower; it skim- historv was made 

ed the wire of the “German Lines” and It is placing vreat strain on the lay- 

tarted across no man’s land. man’s credulity to expect him to believe 

“Camera!” the director shouted through that the crash shots ot the moving picture 

megaphone. A dozen men commenced “Wings” are not “faked.” Never betore 

eir Slow grinding. had such crash scenes been attempted; 

doubtful whether The plane floated out its speed. Sud even the producers were 
lenly it dipped, the landing gear hooked they could be consummated successfully. 

ver a rugged cedar post, the nose Yet they Were, and with only one excep- 
mashed into the ground with violent tion, and that on account of the unavoid- 

torce. There was a crunching of wood able destruction of one of the crash planes 
nd a ripping of fabric. The nose of by awindstorm, and the scenes were real— 

the plane buried itself in a fury of dust. in all essentials actually performed as 

lhe tail rose like a whip, careened over shown in the finished picture 

he buried nose and fell onto the ground How these things were accomplished 

th an ominous crash has baffled the public. “How.” many have 

\ figure scrambled out of the wreckage asked, “cana pilot intentionally completely 

| BEE paused a moment at the side of the wreck an airplane and escape being hurt LTi¢ 
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In one scene, the scenario called for the suddenness of the impact when he ramme 

shooting down of a German plane just as the ship into the ground 

it took off in pursuit of an American pilot The batteries of cameras were placed 

who had stolen a Fokker plane from a the proper position and the scenes pre 

German airdrome. It was impossible to ceding the take-off were shot. The pilot 

use a model airplane on this shot because Dick Grace, cranked the plane and took off 

of the evolutions the craft must perform as nonchalantly as if he had been going o 

just prior to the crash. Besides, a model a hundred-mile cross-country flight. Hi: 
does not possess the speed and the inertia jockeved the plane into the air; ther 
to simulate an actual crash with realism when about ten feet above the ground and 

unless it dives straight into the ground directly in front of the cameras, he shove 
So it was necessary to use a real airplane the control stick forward and slammed thx 
flown by a real, live pilot nose of the plane into the ground. The 

The stunt pilot who crashed the Spad landing gear collapsed, the plane rice 

earlier in the picture, volunteered for the cheted a few feet and skidded to a stop 

job. It looked easy, compared with the To those of us on the ground watching 
first crash, for the ship would not vet have it seemed a very ordinary and undramati 
attained great speed and, in all probability, crash. But Grace did not climb out of the 

would not turn over when it struck the cockpit with his usual celerity, and att 

ground. But the pilot went about his the cameras had stopped their grinding 
preparations with the thoroughness which he was lifted out. His entire right sick 
had marked his previous crashes. He was _ paralyzed \ subsequent X-ra 

padded the inside of the cockpit thickly showed that the fifth vertebra of his bacl 

with cotton and leather; he removed all bone had been dislocated and that on 

harp instruments and parts of the plane’ vertebra in his neck was broke: I 
which would be a menace to-his safety, _ 
and he built a special belt which could be gem 

placed around his shoulders to prevent his 4 

body from being snapped forward bv the = y 

‘ ce 

Grace, in Center, before the Wreck of a German Fokker, Which He Crashed; After He Was Lifted Out of the 
Cockpit, It Was Discovered His Neck Was Broken 
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a / fi ; 

| . 

‘race Was injured ina | 

ee » months he wore 

ter cast 

h which 
* 

was “mild” 

omparison with a | 
manv others he had 

formed for moving | o 

tures, The fault was ; 

the material of the | 

t: it had broken under 

strain and his head 

shoulders had been | 

pped forward with 

ficient force to break 

neck. 

One of the great diffi- 

lties encountered in 

hing airplanes for the 
vies is that the exact 

Its of the crash can 

er be known until 

er it is all over A 

h which to the eye 
pears to contain all the 

ential thrills for the 

ne, may be, when re- 

oduced upon. the 

reen, a complete “tlop.” 
e cameras may have 

een taking the scene \ 
mm a bad angle: the \ 

ht may have been poor 
because of 

| ° 

a passing 
ud; the pilot may have 
lvertently let the ship get too far away 

m the cameras before crashing it—any 
ne of an unbelievable number of things 

iv ruin the shot. And a 
is been completed, the equipment has 

been destroyed and there may be no more 

when crash 

» take its place. Hence directors must 

e utmost care in preparing the scenes. 
In one picture it was necessary to have 
German Fokker crash into the side of a 

tone house while in full flight. Naturally 

he plane and the house both would be 

[ft the shot out badly, 
ind a retake was necessary, it would re- 

quire days to rebuild the house and pro- 

cure another plane. lso, 

recked turned 

it was a fore- 
sone conclusion that the pilot of the plane 
vould have only a remote chance of es- 
caping the crash with his life. Therefore 
it Was necessary to have the plane fly pilot- 

less, into the side of the house. 

After much calculation and discussion 

MECHANICS 

An American Plane Shoots Down a German Sausage Balloon in Flames as 
One Thrill for the Film 

with his staff, the directo1 hit upon the 

idea of constructing a high runway, from 

which the ship could be flown. Expert 
ments were conducted with the plane, to 
determine exactly hi long a run would 

be necessary to get it into the air, and the 

plane was rigged so that it would fh 
straight ahead rather than to either side 

17 With all 
1 

the runwa 

the available information at hand, 

Vv was constructed at a distance 
1 

of about 300 feet from the house. Grooves 

were built which would hold the wheel 

and t iil ] 

the 

skid in place until the ship got 

air. 
The plane was then dragged to the top 

of the runway and the controls lashed in 

a position to maintain normal flight 

Chocks were placed in front of the wheels, 

the motor started and tested. A dozen 

camera men were stationed on the ground 

at various positions and, at a word from 
the director, began to crank. \ mechanic 
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One of the Most Spectacular Shots Ever Made 

It Was Turning Over on Its Tust as 

bv the side of the plane opened the throttle 

wide and tepped back another mechanic 

ierked the chocks fre n front of the 

wheels The plane leaped forward and 

down the rut \ 

It vained peed » qui A 

into the air betore it reacl ed the bottom 

of the runwa Heade ( ect to re 

the house, if eemed about to climb ove 

the building. If it should m the house 
it would ( O1 t< ice¢ l vandert 

pilotle uggernaut of ( 1! Just be 

lore t reached the ho ¢ t < nd 

thre the sl p di na te leet | ll er 

into the house at te ne peed halt bur 

Ins itself 1 the re B t or the pl ne 

and liver oO! od ( 1 the Ouse tle 

high in the ais S] ind calculation, p 

| done the trick a whim of nature, had 

One scene in the same movie cde Dp cted a 

German Fokker falling i 

hill The 

several thousand feet i 

1 flame behind 

a burning lip dropped from 

: + 

yu na tailspin and 

before it struck the ground, a hill hid it 

from the view of the cameras. Immedi 

ately after it had disappeared, a great 
cloud of black smoke and a sheet of flame 

flared up over the brow of the hill To 

those in the audience who had seen an ac- 

MECHANICS 

+ 1ot this sl] 

tic 

tual crash, 

just as reali 
t } 

I 

as the re 

ing. Thev could almo 

ear the crunching of tl 

ound plane as it g1 

nto 11 

muffled « 

} ijame 

waited for the 

plo On before tne 

1 .d: they appears could see 

the mass of twisted meta 

and wires. 
This shot was obtaine 

by placing the cameras o1 

one side of a high hill an 

hav ing the plane crasn oO} 

the other Ju t overt the 

crest of the hill awa 

irom. the cameras, \ 

placed a pile of wood an 

brush, which |] beer 

heavily soaked { Fast 

line An electri deto 

nato is hooked up t 

be operated trom one « 

the Camera Caught the Plane the camera tand rl 

Back burnt o-piane etrect 

obt ed b rele ‘ 

eam ol npb ( 1 i pper < 

the ship as it fell in a spin t = L poit 

back of the hill w cl direct] n line 

th the brush pile and le ¢ 

before rea @ tiie ro a d he 

out os t of the ca ¢ i the pik 

kicked the plane out Cine 1 dive 

i Acs oon a Ol (  . 

etonator v et off id the t ‘ 

pparent 1 t ere the r ¢ 

It anothe ( ¢ yt he 

uge Ger} n Ci i | ds nb 

\n CT1¢ 1 }1 T ) f (50 ) 

down to the ound d « ed { 

Hame Frenc pe ts and Ameri 

oldie1 | up to t ( bu ec} a 

ooked o1 1le the ctoriou Ame ( 

prot made repe ed « r ind 1 ped 

full of machine-gut ite 

For the purposes ot the picture Ge 

man Gotha plat ¢ i ctu built t the 

fiving field. It was not to be flow: but 

all respects it exactly d iplicated the fa 
: : , 

mous German ship planne¢ | he directors 

it i from a runway mannet 

the Fokker, but 

windstorm 

crash 

to 

before, a 

to In a 

similar a dav or two 

came during the 

thor- 

up 

night and blew the Gotha away, 

oughly wrecking it. 
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Flying Low to Inspect the Damage; an American Plane Swoops Down to Look Over the Burning Wreck 
of a German Gotha, Shot Dowr 

With weeks of work ahead of them un- 
they could in some way utilize the 

ecked plane, the directors hit upon the 
‘ 1 

lia¢ cheme of using a model airplane for tha 
rticular scene. They constructed one, 

nd built a miniature landscape duplicat- 
the spot where the Gotha was to have 

Very 

1e model down 

been crashed ingeniously they 
1 +} 

‘ - 

from a height of 

or seven feet into the miniature set, 

hen it struck the ground a dyna- 

te cap exploded, setting off a small 
e of powder, thus simulating the 

i real crash. 

By trick photography the camera met 

the 

like the real one would | 

from flight. 

ere able to make miniature scene 

look exactly lave, 

had the Gotha been crashed 

lhe wreckage of the full-sized Gotha was 
soaked with and ignited, and 

while the American plane dived furiously 
at the blazing mass, and French peasants 

American soldiers ran frantically to 
ward the wreck, cameras ground out their 

film and preserved the continuity. 

gasoline 

and 

In man-made crashes, as one pilot ex 

“Vou get hurt if 

what you are trying to do 

pressed it, won't 

know 

you 

just 

You've got to crash your plane the way 

But a Moment Before in an Aerial Dog Fight 

vou want to crash it: vou've got to fly the 

plane from the minute vou hit the ground 
until the last bounce is over d the ship 

] as stopped.” 

FOLDING TABLE FOR PICNICS 

HELPS CURB INSECTS 

For the convenience « sts and 
campers, a folding table rol up into a 

mall bundle whet t se e top 

comes off and fits about the leg Che 

table will support consideral t 

Folding Table of Convenient 

Height for Picnic Use the 

Top Is Detachable and Rolls 
into Small Bundle 
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Nail Picker in Operation, and a Close View of Some of 

the Magnets, Showing Objects Gathered from Road 

MAGNET RIDS ROADS OF NAILS 

TO PROTECT AUTO TIRES 

Nails, pins, bits of steel and other metal 

objects that might cause punctures, are 

removed from roads with the aid of a 

magnet comb the army signal corps has 

been using. Che teeth of the comb con- 

sist of a series of individual magnets ener 

gized from apparatus carried in the truck 
which draws the comb over the road. 

SOLOMON A DEALER IN HORSES 

STABLE DISCOVERY SHOWS 

That King Solomon was a lover of fine 

horses anda successtul dealer in them has 

been further proved by the 
1 the ruins ot his tamous 

discovery ot 

Arma 

an expedition 

tables at 

eeddon, in Palestine. where 

of scientists from the Oriental institute 

of the University of Chicago has been at 

work for more than two vears, exploring 

Accord 
ing to a report of the find from P. L. O 

the debris of this historic spot, 

Guy, field director of the expedition, tl 

stables were laid out Systematically, th 

stalls being arranged in double rows. The 

horses, about twelve to the row. stood fac- 

ing each other with a passage between the 

MECHANICS 

two rows for the grooms to feed and co: 

trol them. In front of each horse wa 

manger and the rows of mangers were d 

vided by massive stone hitching post 

which still contain the original tie hol 

for the insertion of the halter ropes. D 

Henrv director of tl 

institute, believes that the discovery is 

James Breasted, 

great historical importance and reveals 
interesting side of Solomon’s life which 

suggested in the First Book of Kings 

follows: “And the horses which Solom 

had were brought out of Egypt and tl 

king’s merchants received them in drove 

each drove at a price.” Solomon's mai 

Pharaoh « 

ith tl 

therefore enjoye 

riage to the daughter of the 

Egypt gave him close connection w 
Egyptian court, and he 

opportunities for securing the best horse 

on the markets, Dr. Breasted points out. 

MODEL AIRPLANE AS WIND VANE 

HELPS FLYERS LAND 

lo show pilots which way the wind 

blows, a vane in the shape of a mono 
plane, twenty feet long and with a wit 

spread of twelve feet, has been mounted 

Oakland 

At night, it is lighted wit 

neon lamps which can be seen at an alti 
tude of 5,000 feet, flyers report. 

in a conspicuous place at the 
( alif., airport. 

| 
Dummy Airplane That Serves as Wind Vane; It Is 

Brilliantly Lighted at Night 
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LUMINUM PLATING 

ON METALS WILL 

SAVE MILLIONS 

for plating 

iminum on mv°‘al by 

\ process 

ectricity has at last been 

Prot, De B: 

eves of the University 
veloped, 

Illinois announced re- 
ntly to the American 

emical society institute, 
(| scientists are predict- 
that the discovery will | 

ove beneficial in many 

es of industry and will 

elp in the saving of mil- 

House- 
instance, can 

ns of dollars. 

ves, for 

aluminum- 

with the 

rength of steel, but at a 

than the 

Pro- 

or Keyes pointed out. 

ow have 

ited utensils 

ce cheaper 

ire aluminum, 

e plating can also be 

plied to machinery 

rts in the manufacture 

fuel, in generating 

ver in locomotives and 
many otl 

el places. 

d that the 

e univer 

Professor Keyes 

new plating process 
al application to all metals. 

may 

ong them he named boron, the hardest 

tungsten, which etal known would 

eatly lengthen the life of electrical 

uipment, and titanium. 

SPRINKLERS ARE SET IN GROUND 
TO ELIMINATE HOSE 

Watering the lawn is a simple task witl 

e aid of a system of sprinklers set under 
ground,and where es 

he nozzles will , 7 

not interfere with 

the lawn 

Simply 

mower. 

turning a 

valve sends anum 

ber of sprays into 

action, insuring a 

thorough water 

ng without drag- 

ng the hose about. A special nozzle gives 
a whirling motion and falls back when the 

water is turned off. 

Streamline Design of Fast Motorboat That Has Ma“e Seventy-Five Miles ar 
Hour and Is Expected to Exceed That Mark 

RACING MOTORBOAT SPEEDS 

SEVENTY MILES AN HOUR 

During a recent test run, the “Miss Los 

Angeles.” a sixteen-cvlinder 750-horse- 

power motorboat ma le a dash at the rate 

of nearly seventy-five miles an hour in 

Long Beach harbor, Calitornia his ap- 

proaches the world’s record tor craft of 

this kind, the high mark, at the time the 

test was made, being slighth 

eighty miles an hour. 

WATER CURTAIN HIDES STAGE 

IN OUTDOOR THEATER 

As a substitute for the usual curtain, 

an outdoor theater in Philadelphia has 
been using one of falling water, illumi 

nated with colored lights. The water 

pours in a concealing sheet from an over! 

head pipe and falls into a trough at the 
When the cut 

“raised,” all the 

bottom where it runs off. 

tain ts to be “poured” or 

operator has to do is to turn the valve ot 

the water supply on or off. 
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SECRET OF AFRICAN ANTS’ WATER SUPPLY SOLVED 
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SCIENCE DISCOVERS TERMITES 
DIG THEIR OWN WELLS 

The mystery of how the termite ants of 
irica keep up their water supply during 

irs of drouth, a problem that has per- 

exed science since Dr. Livingstone first 

the little must 

from the atmosphere, 
olved by accident. 

iggested insects extract 

has been 

Exploring a sixty- 
ve foot dry well, a naturalist discovered a 

termite shaft which 

ater some distance below. 

iter 

down to 

The ant nest, 
vhich is frequently built up for many feet 
hove the plain, rose alongside the well. 

n digging the shaft, the workers had un- 
overed the ants’ well. The ants had 

closed up the breaks, but by reopening 
them, the naturalist could watch con- 

tinuous files of workers going down for 
vater and coming back up. He colored 
occasional ones with dye, and found they 

veraged one-round trip every half an 
our. The termites live mainly on fungus, 

and maintain fungus seed-beds far un- 

lerground, near the water supply, bring- 
ng up fresh seed daily 

went on 

to replace that 
estroyed by heat in the nest gardens. The 
rtist’s sketch on the opposite page shows, 

the left, the termite well in relation to 

the dug shaft, while the larger drawings at 

he right give a section of the nest. 

BOOK CONCEALED IN RING 
CONTAINS LONG POEM 

So small that it under 

ie setting of a ring, a tinv book contains 

he complete Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam 

ith pictures. — 

While this is said : 

the 

books in 

there 

are thousands of 
midget volumes in 

can be carried 

one of 

smallest 

1o be 

the world, 

and a 

collectors’ society 

existence, 

has been organ- 

ized to gather and 

study them. Dur- 
ing the war, the * -_ 
sritish government had half a million 

copies of the Koran printed in a size so 
small that Mohammedan soldiers could 

wear them over the breast as an amulet. 

MECHANICS 

Where Modern Architectural Ideas Have Been Given 
Full Sway; the Church of New City near Paris 

LATE STYLES IN ARCHITECTURE 
FEATURE FRENCH CITY 

Examples of architecture are 

Paris, the 

city 

modern 

seen in jlaces, but near 

French are building 
emplify the latest ideas in ornament and 

many 

an entire to ex 

design. Its church illustrates how radi 
cally the modern architect has departed 
from some of the older ideas. The main 

entrance is behind a single arch that span 

almost the entire width of the structure. 

Figures used for decorations on the ex 

terior are unusually large, and the steeple 

is a tapering “shaft of angles. 

CRYSTAL MINE YIELDS LENSES 
FOR ULTRAVIOLET RAYS 

Cast aside during the gold rush of ‘49, 

large crystals taken from a California mine 
are now sought for the making of lenses 

and fused quartz for ultraviolet-ray instru- 
Several vears ago, a single crystal, 

out of 

ments. 
weighing 2,200 pounds, was dug 
gravels, where, it is said, more than $2, 
000,000 in gold was taken during the fa 

mous rush period. Many of the crystals 

weigh 100 pounds and more. 
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Candle Shaped Bulbs for 

Wall Brackets Glow with é 

an Even, Mellow Light ; 

throughout Their Entire 
a Length; They Are Made 

in Different Sizes and 

Colors and Produce In- i 
teresting Effects in Va- 

rious Styles of Fixtures 

Seti cae 2S" 

Operated from a 110- 
Volt Lighting 

Socket, an Electric i 
Ironing Outfit Folds i 
Up into a Handy 

Table on Casters | 
When Not in Use; : 

It May Be Rolled i 
under Kitchen Sink j 
or Table When It Is 

Collapsed 

Long Handle for the Scrubbing 

| Brush Saves Getting Down on the 

Knees, and Brush Clamps On with 
Setscrew That Permits Quick Re- 

| newal; at Right, Sanitary Container 

for Scrapings Swung under Table 

S16 POPULAR MRERCHANICS 



Reader This 

tects the Eyes, 

the Hands Free 

While Read 

Vacuum Attachment to This 
Carpet Sweeper Makes It Work 
More Thoroughly, Eliminates 

Dust and Helps Keep the 

Brushes Clean 

Handy Table with Concealed 
Ironing Board Saves Time and 
Space; It Has Porcelain Top, 

Drop Leaf and a Drawer 

'T 

For the Convenience of the 

Combination 

300k Holder and Lamp Pro- 

Is Adjustable 
tc. Many Positions and Leaves 

Especially 
Useful When One Wishes to 

Reclining 

PO] >ULAR MECHANICS 81 

To Hold It in Position, This Hot-Water 

Bag Has Vacuum Cups That Keep ths 
Bottle on the Body without the Use 

Straps or Ties 

of 
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Completing the 
Model of the Ca 
thedral of Ulm; 

Carver Fashioned ™ 
the Replica in ih 
Wood with a Jack- +o 
knife and a Few ms 

Other Tools 

NINE-FOOT CATHEDRAL MODEL 
CARVED WITH JACKKNIFE 

Using a jackknife as his only carving 

Los has com- 

pleted an accurate model of the cathedral 
tool. a Angeles craftsman 

of Ulm. It is nine feet high, eight feet 

long and more than three feet wide. The 

small wooden pieces were put together 
after being carved separate. About two 

vears were devoted to the work. 

SCIENCE TO WEIGH HEADACHES 
FOR BETTER VENTILATION 

In connection with tests being made on 

different methods of heating and ventilat- 

ing, experts are seeking a way whereby 

a reliable measure can be taken as to the 

severity of headaches. 

cur in stuffy, 

These troubles oc- 

poorly ventilated rooms. Per 

sons complain that the headaches become 
worse or better, as the case may be, but 

so far, science has devised no way of actu- 
[f this effect on 

be 

ally measuring the pain. 

human could 

rately 

of it 

regulate 

the system more 

than the sufferer’s opinion 

to 

ventilating conditions more effi- 

accu- 

gauget 

| 
! allows, engineers might be able 

“We want a com- 

indicator of 

ciently, it is believed 

fort measure or discomfort 

S18 POPULAR 
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some sort,” said Prof. J. E. Emswiler, 

the University of Michigan, who has be 
conducting f “We wa 

to go behind what the subjects say. V 

must discount 

stitute the 

some of the tests. 

their temperament and su 
findings of 

statistical 

The relation between stagnant air and 

an instrument a 

basis for a headache report 

comfort was established by a series of 
periments in 1902. Persons became ne 

vous and developed headaches when 
up in rooms where there was no air st 
ring. When circulation was resumed, t! 

unpleasant effects disappeared shortly, 
though the temperature of the rooms w 
unchanged. 

nents, 

By these, and other expe 

engineers have proved that 

sential requirement 

an e 

of adequate ventila 

tion and heating for health is to have tl 

air in motion. 

CLIPPER TO CUT TALL WEEDS 
IMPROVES LAWN 

Weeds that spring up rapidly and ma 
the the between regula 

mowings are easily cut down with a speci 
the market. It is not 

meant to replace the mower, but to d 
work that the usual cutter will not do, toy 

looks of lawn 

clipper now on 

ping the taller growth and snipping ot 

long stems that the mower passes ovet 

> 

Clipper That Cuts Wide 
Swath and Mows the 
Taller Grasses and Weeds, 
Difficult to Reach with 

the Regular Lawn Mower 

MECHANICS 
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W GEYSER IN YELLOWSTONE 
SPURTS HUNDRED FEET 

psing all other known geysers as ‘to 

nee and size, a huge volume of hot 
nd steam broke out in Yellowstone 
park recently, and because of its 

ity of eruption and its spectacular 
it bids fair to become one 

e chief points of interest in the park. 
ches an average height of sixty to 

rinance, 

tv-five feet with occasional spurts to 

't, and from a great 
ical in shape, 100 by 120 feet in its two 
ters, and eight feet deep. The erup- 

t three hours or more, coming in 

of fift seconds. 

these long eruptive periods are 

“lL every twenty-four hours. The vol- 
of water ejected is enormous. The 

if comes as suddenly as the 

fee rises crater, 

or s een twenty 

ot 

a “play” 

ning and the last of the violent steam 

sions seem as energetic as the first. 

INDIANS USED SLATE AS MIRROR 

RARE RELICS SHOW 

1 
hough they knew nothing of glass 

ig, some of the Tsimshian Indians 

ived on the extreme west coast of 

Columbia and in the valleys of the 
and Skeena rivers, enjoyed a crude 
of mirror when they wished to make 

ilets. These articles w ere fash- 

| from a dark-gray slate and only 
1 specimens of them are known to 

t. Evidently wo- 

en of the higher 
- +1 vore them 

he 

cs .¥ 

ind t 

om cords 

ted fiber 

bark, and 

late was made 

necks 

oO { 

or 

ir 

reflect an image 

wetting it or cov- 

ing it with a thin 

it of oil or grease. 

sme of the mirrors 

id two polished 

MECHANICS 817 

HUNDRED-FOOT ARROW ON ROOF 
GUIDES AIRPLANES 

So that aviators may find their way to 
Lowry field, in Denver, Colo., Van Schaack 

& Co. have erected a huge wooden arrow 
on top of a downtown roof. It is sixteen 

a Tene 

[ft &e 
- we — 
-F -— = * 

rr ee 
re oe ws 

rene oe . eee - 
* se « 

To Point Airplanes to Landing Field; Arrow on Roof 
of Denver Store Is Visible at Altitude of 5,000 Feet 

ide and 100 feet long, painted white 

le at 

feet w 

and visib an altitude of 5,000 feet. 

PHONOGRAPH RECORD FOLDS UP 

IN CIGARET CASE 

Phonograph 

hat 

rec 

be 

jumped on 

ords t 

burned 

Can 

or folded up in 

cigaret case wW1 

appeared in 
England, 

of 

ness, 

that 

be 

them w 

Thev are 

filmlike thick 

so durable 

lle 

but 

the nee: can 

drawn 

it 

across 

hout ill et- 

les, but most were fects, it is said. Ac- 

oothed on the cording to one re- 

ce only and the port, a record was 

ck carved with plaved repeatedly 
iple conventional ae ' for twenty-six hours 
“OP It Served the Indians, but Would Hardly Suit a Mod- | AT 
ens. ern Miss; Slate Mirror Used by Tsimshian Women ind Wa OO 

* 
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raphy. The messages are written 
thick ink which, when it dries, leave 

characters in relief. The message i 

relaved through a special transmitter t 
» — . 1 » } 2 Bee . 
receiver where a photographic rept 

tion of the writing is made. Before 

I ethod was devised. tele: y 
~ Tams were 

Chinese with the aid of a numet 

code which had to be deciphered and 

right characters substituted for the 
} vers sent by wire. 

MYSTERY OF BROKEN GOBLETS 

TRACED TO VIOLIN 

One aiter another, four choice cry 

roblets in the home of Zlato Balokovic d 

veloped long, disfiguring cracks althou 
no one touched them. The mystery 
finally explained by the vibrations of 

: ; ; : musician’s violi ) ic] > acti 
Looking into the Fuselage Framework of the Airplane wsICcian violin on which he pra 

Constructed for Wilkins’ Proposed South Pole Flight In a near by room. The impulses set 

PLANE FOR SOUTH POLE FLIGHT 
MODELED AFTER “BLIMP” 

sympathetic vibrations in the glasses 
being too fragile to withstand the st: 

they cracked. The phenomenon has bee 

\ special airplane is being constructed known for some time, but scientists ¢ 

for Sir George Hubert Wilkins’ proposed pressed surprise that the violin tor 
light over the south pole next summer should cause the effect at such a dista) 

and one of its chief characteristics is the from the instrument. Caruso could bre 

development of the streamline effect to de goblets by singing a certain tone tl 
crease wind resistance. The fuselage is would cause them to shatter under the 

patterned after the bodv of a dirigible, brations set up in the glass. 

being of a tapered cigarlike sl ape. — 

7 CIRCUS DISPLAY IN BUTTER 

TELEGRAMS SENT IN CHINESE SHOWS MOLDER’S SKILL 

WITH RAISED LETTERS 

For the first time in history, Chinese circus camel palanquin in butter wa 
An almost life-size reproduction ot 

vriting is being sent by telegraph. Service interesting exhibit at a recent Florida 
as recently started between Peiping and The butter was molded upon form 

Mukden with the system operating suc- wood which were built from sketche 

cessfullv. It is a form of picture teleg- the original display 

A Bit of the Circus in Butter; Realistic Model Prepared from Camel Group and Exhibited at Florida Fair; 

in the Foreground Are Pound-Packages to Show Comparative Size 
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ET EPHANT WRECKS 

;. AILWAY IN INDIA 

a solitary “rogue” 

nt wrecked part of 
railroad line con- 

ted to a mine in My- 
India, was told re- 

by an engineer 

had returned from 

ungles. The line was 

built through dense 

erness where animals 

numerous. Natives 

ted that a solitary 

ant was lurking 

but none of the 

truction crew en- 

tered it. One night 

the workers’ had 

back to their camp, 
lephant strode out of 

jungle and_= started 

the new ly built Panel and Smaller Tables against 
, avy Tie sre Wall; Set as Single Table, and 

rT we ‘ es W ae 
: * ‘ Vie _ Removing the Panel from Hook 

d up, rails bent and 
ted and other equip- 

destroyed. When the builders ar- TABLE THAT HANGS ON WALL 
the next morning, they found a SERVES AS PICTURE PANEL 

k like that left by a tornado, they re- 

ted. Operations were not halted, how- To save space in small rooms and apart 

the damage was repaired, and the ments, a combination table top and deco 

id was finally completed. rative panel has been introduced. It 1 
made of plywood, ornamented to form a1 

AUTO-SPRING GREASING VISE attractive wall piece, and is hung 

SAVES TIME AND WORK 

rom 

concealed hook when not in use as a table 

= Small handles on the sides afford a con- 

venient grip when the panel is to be taken 
1 ee ] 

down and placed with the decorated side 

| down, upon two smaller end tables. I 

this position, there is ample space for si: 
persons, The panel and two maller t 

bles form an attractive group for the room. 

The change from wall panel to large table 

may be made in a few seconds, and the 

j plywood board can be decorated in a wi le 

-. —— — J variety of designs. The accompanvyvi! 

ieee yee holy ees _ illustrations show one ornamented with a 

| special clay composition which does not 

\utomobile springs are given a thorough chip or mar and forms an attractive frame 
easing in one operation, with a viselike for a gaily colored picture. 

paratus introduced by a western in- ~-—- 
entor. It has small wedges that force @We want all our readers to write us 

| leaves of the spring apart and these freely and often whenever they wish ad 

drilled to permit the flow of grease, ditional information on articles published 
‘ed from cups on the body of the clamp in this magazine. Address Bureau of 
t of the vise. formation, Popular Mechanics, Chicago. 



Vy BES will radio television al d radio 

, be availab] +1 
novies avalliabpie to the average 

home reception 4 

That question, asked by 
radio fan for 

untold millions, 

has provoked more and a wider variety of 
answers than has been evoked bv anv sin 

gle phase of the radio industrv's de velop- 

ment. 

Dr. Lee De Forest, inventor of the ra- 

dio tube, says, “this development may be 
a matter of ten years or more.” 

Dr. C. Francis Jenkins, famous movie 

and television inventor, savs “radiovisor 

receivers will be available for Christmas 

presents this year,” and, “we expect to be 

broadcasting baseball and like entertain- 

ment bv this time next summer.” 

David Sarnoff, 

eral manager of the Radio Corporation of 

vice-president and gen- 

America, estimates four or five years are 

yet needed for perfection. 

H. P. Davis, vice-president of the West- 
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing 

company, declares, “anything so far dem- 
onstrated in television in my y opinion 

would be premature if offered to the pub- 

lic as a service.” 

And the manufacturers « television 

kits say television has already arrived. 

820 

Sitting before a Battery of Photo-Electric C« 
This Subject Is Being ‘‘Televised”’ by the Be 
of Light from the Powerful Arc Light 1 

Rear; the Beam Is “Broken Up” by the Ray 
Revolving Scanning Disk Immediately in | 
of the Arc Light; the Cabinet in the Foregr 

Contains the Transmitter 

here are five different views, rang 

from right now up to ten years—and pri 

ably every one of them is absolutely c 
rect—a paradox that arises not thre 
disagreement, but through different int 
pretations. 

Forest and D Messrs. 
; ey 

see television as something that shou 

Sarnoff, De 

be offered to tl 1e public until it is as « 

plete, as simple, as perfect and a 
proot as radio broadcasting is today 

vears of experimental development. 
Dr. Jenkins and the various manut 

turers of television kits and parts beli 
there is a host of radio fans who got a 

of joy out of tinkering with crystal s« 

coherers, fancy home-wound coils, and 
the other accessories on which radio 

raised from a pup, and who will get equ 

if not greater, pleasure through a vicar 
association with the development of t: 

vision. 

Anybody with an 

ance with the insides of a radio set, 

fair mechanical ability, and $45 to inv 

average acqual 

can buy one manufacturer’s kit, includ 

an electric motor, disk, ne 

lamp and other parts, fit a television 
batte1 

scanning 

ceiver together, hook on some 



Television Offer 
his existing radio re- 

er, insert a few tubes 

| start receiving pic 

may be, in the 
Dr. De Forest, 

all, poorly illumi- 

They 
Is of 

ed, coarse-grained, un- 
ote silhouette and half- 

But they 

either 

effects.” 

be pictures, 

rored images direct 

m life, if vou 

stations, or ra- 

tune in 

some 

movies, if you are in 
re ot 

be pictures, and they 
others. They 

come through the air 

ou, and if you got a 

lla few years ago out 
DX - 

reals, there is a bigger thrill in Pim Ss 

a jumble of 

seeing 
mage in the frame of a homemade tele- 
on receiver. 

t is true that the image may be a tiny, 
ck silhouette, about as 

watching 
clear and 

the fat 

oss the street doing his setting-up exer- 

in a lighted room behind a drawn 

in other 

ex- 

gentleman 2° as 

words, it’s a shadow pic- 
re, but it does move and live. Or it may 

rather sketchy half-tone effect requir- 

considerable exercise of the imagina- 

to smooth out the blobs of dark and 

ht into a mental picture of the face. 

the first photographs transmitted by 
re and radio were not perfect, either. 
he companies that see millions in tele- 

ion as a regularly established commer- 
product are not interested, naturally, 

th vho wants to tinker with a le fan w 

memade apparatus. When 

ey do go on the market, it will be with 

mplete outfits in fine cabinets—press a 

piece of 

tton, turn a dial and the set does the 

rest. Popular asked 
en who have been intimately associated 
ne 

Mechanics seven 

1 television and broadcasting for their 

pinions. Those seven included four who 

e been active in developing television 
? 

radio movies, one famous radio engi- 

zyvasvriwwrewTr wy a Ye 

cial Motors, Photo-Electric Cells and Neon 

Some of the Apparatus Now Available to the Amateur; Scanning Disks, Spe- 
Lamps Are All on the Market 

] 7 + 1 . 

neer, and two who are leaders in radio 

manutacture and broadcasting. 

inventors of televi 

are Dr. Herbert E. Ives, who pert t 
apparatus demonstrated by the Bell Tel 
phone laboratories; Dr. E. F. Alexa 

son, inventor of the General Electric cor 

ision set; H. P. Davis, vice 
the Westinghouse compat 

pany ’s tele 

president of 

and interested in the radio-movie outfit 

created in their laboratories; and Dr. ¢ 

Francis Jenkins, of Washington ry} 

€ David Sarnoff, of 

tadio Corporation of America; Merli: 
l president of the National 

v,and Dr. De Fore 
the inventor of the radio tube. 

sworth 

Broadcasting compan 

From their replies listen to the followi: 

extracts. H. P. Davis of Westinghouse 1s 
1_° 

speaking ; 

“Both television and radio movies are 
2.3 pa Bin ste te ere accomplished tacts in electt cal engineer- 

ing laboratories, and, so far as laboratory 

research is concern d, there are 

involved V hich today 

However, 

these developments leave our laboratories 

mental principles 
| 
' ave not been solved. before 

a | ° 
and are offered the pub ic in the manner 

in which radio broadcasting now offers 
public service or as adjuncts to broadcast 

Q>7 

~Aecwreetewyerte* Teec ov? 
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This Apparatus Transmits, by Means of Recently Developed Photo- 
Electric Cells, Pictures ‘“‘Taken”’ in Daylight 

1 
programs, a considerable period will ensue, 

during which various elements entering 

to television and radio movies must be 

perfected and co-ordinate¢ about 

“Leading scientists and engineers all 

ver the world are now working on 
roblem. There is an overwhelming pub- 
c interest in its solution. Thus we have 

a supply of engineering talent and a pub- cere 

lic demand which should hasten practical 
not hesitate to state 

1 hat the dav is coming when television and 

levelopment. I do icky 

radio movies will be at the service of the aged. 

radio public. 

“Since radio broadcasting is on such a 

igh plane, serving a public which expects 
lv the best from those organizations in- 

believe that, in 
1 

LoOoGd I cannot 

faith, we should offer 

volved, 

‘ — ae anything which, as 

It is of 

my belief that the development period in 

television should be passed in the 

vet, is In an experimental condition. 

labora- 

tories and that, when it is offered to the 

public, it should be 

Anvthing so far 

a finished product. 

televi- 
opinion would be premature if 

demonstrated in 

ion in mv 

offered to the public as a service.” is going in for talkies on a large scale, 

Now for the views of Francis Jenkins, were asked their opinions. Says M1 

inventor himself and one who believes Warner: 
letting all the amateur inventors in: “Dr. De Forest is absolutely correct in 
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amusement 
illuminated, 
houette and half-tone effects. All this tall 

motion pictures by 
home and color by television, etc., 

and on 

purveyors of 

tainment, some of whom are actually pat 

concerning the future, such pipe 

dreams should be conscientious 

“Real 
but will always be much more satisfacto1 

over the wire than 

this development may 

radio 1 
picture industry raises an interesting poi 

Harry M. Warner, president of Warne 

Brothers 
satisfactory 
brought out the Vitaphone process, and 

Carl Laemmle, of Universal Pictures, who 

MECHANICS 

“Radio movies on torty 

meters are broadcast Monda 

Wednesday and Friday eveni: 

from our station and regular 
1 

received in many homes alread 

Our transmitters will soon be 

tached to stations now broadca 

ing music and radiovisor receive 

be available for Christn 

From this be 

ginning the art will grow rapid! 

We expect to be 
baseball and 

by this time next 
Lee De Forest has frequent 

presents this year. 

broadcasti: 

like entertainme: 

summer.” 

warnings against bei: 

overoptimistic about 
pointing 

will 

\ oiced 

televisio 

repeatedly out that 
when it comes, it alwavs 

better over telephone 
from 

wires, be 

cause free static interfe: 

ences. He repeats them now 
“Satisfactory television in tl 

home is a very long way off. Fi 
the next few years radio fans wi 
however, derive much interest a1 

small, poor] from receiving 

coarse-grained, unclear 

radio in the 

as being 

just around the corner is the veriest bunk 

and, in the interest of fact, common sen 

behalf of theater ov ners and 

motion-picture ente! 

1 

ly discout 

television will some time arrive 

by radio. conside 
be a matter of te! 

years or even more.” 
Dr. De Forest's opinion on the effect 

novies on the present motio1 

to produce 

when he 
Pictures, Inc., first 

talking movies 

1 
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statement that theater 

to fear from 

will no doubt | 

owners have 

ing Televi- 

ye an advancement in 

smitting photography, but to affect an 
ustry which supplies entertainment is 

of the question. On the contrary, 
uld this invention be successful, it will 

television. 

he greatest help to places of entertain- 
nt by stimulating interest direct in the 

1e ss 

Ir. Laemmle is equally emphatic in his 

s, for, “in the twenty-two 
rs I have devoted to motion pictures I 

e never see! 

he says, 

1 the time when science and 
ention damaged the industry. On the 
er hand, | hay e seen the business ele- 

ted-to an art largely through the help 
inventive genius. Therefore, whether 

sion and radio movies are years away 
just around the corner, I predict that, 

n they do come, will 
ing and not a 

they prove a 

and I sincerely 
who may be panicky to re- 

t progress cannot possibly 

Che very thought that these 
may 

Ccurec, 

ose 

nbet tl 

+} 

la 

m them. 

wonders 

ted fives 

at some time be per- 
me a thrill of pride and 

eater confidence in the moving-picture 
lustry.” 
So much for tl le great argument about 

location of the corner which television 
+ turn to enter the public’s street. 

‘ut what is the situation today ? 
Francis Jenkins, as he has stated, is 

ulcasting radio movies three times a 

eek from his station in Washington on a 

elength of forty-six meters. He uses 

vstem of forty-eight lines to a picture— 
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more will be said about that a little late: 

The General Electric station at Sche 
nectadvy, N. Y.—WGY—is broadcasting 
television images of twenty-four lines to 

the picture on several days each week. 
In New York city WRNY is broadcast 

ing television on a system employing th. 

ty-six lines to the picture. 
Before this article can appear in type, 

it is probable that several other broad 

casters will be on the 

Each 

air, 

broadcaster so far, regardless of 

the number of lines to the picture, is pro 
ducing pictures one and one-half 

square. If you look directly into the pic 
ture frame in front of the revolving scan 

ner disk, that is the size image you see 
Obviously the amount of action and detail 

inches 

that can be crowded into a picture only an 
hit inch and a half square is limited, hu (one 

be 

to attempt t 

man figure, or at most two, may pro 
duced with fair results, 
crowd a ball d 

or a political convention into that 
space would mean complete loss of detail. 

but 0 

base iamond, a prize-fight 
ring, 

Jenkins has improved on other systems 
ass by installing a large magnifying gl in 

front of the picture frame, giving the illu 
sion of a picture some four inches square 

Enlargement beyond that size, at least b 

any means known today, is impossible. 
The reason lies in the scanner disk and 

the number of “lines” employed by it 

transmitting the scene. The great diffe: 

ence between ordinary r 

music 

idio broadcast o! 

or voice and the broadcast of tel 

that a one-dime: 

sional, straight-line affair, and the secon 

vision is the first is 

AMPLIFIER AND 
MODULATOR 

% — . -" & 

RECEIVER AND SYNCHRONOUS 
> AMPLIFIER MOTOR 

GND THE RECEIVER 

| 

> PHOTO-ELECTRIC 
\< CELL — 

SCANNING 
DISK 

LENS _~— —~te 
ee oe = Se 
— 7 “a. 

~~ ™ . 

ae SUBJECT 

{| PHOTO-ELECTRIC 
= CELL 

i" im ae \ 

ae fp, ab 
LENS ™~ 7/7 ~— GROUND-GLASS 

PLATE ON WHICH 
PICTURE APPEARS 

_— 
is Diagram Shows, in the Simplest Form, How the Light Waves from the Subject Are Transmitted by 

Radio and Converted Back into a Picture at the Receiver 
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-dimet1 sional. hav neg both vidth 

and length. The music is a series of suc- 

cessive signals, transmitted one after the 

other. The picture must be a complete 

No one has ever found a means of trans- 
mitting an entire picture as an entity. In- 
stead an optical illusion is utilized, the 

h same optical illusion which makes the 

movies possible. It is called the reten- 

tivity of vision. When the eve sees a 
thing and telegraphs the intelligence to 

the brain, the image 

lingers for a fraction ot 

a second. Because of 

this lingering, if approx- 

imately sixteen pictures 
are shown the eve each 

second, and each _ pic- 

ture is slightly different 

from its predecessor, the 

eve is fooled with an il- 

lusion of movement. 

In television the radio 

engineer farther 

than that. 

goes 

He cuts each 

picture up into a nun 

ber of sections, trans- 

mits each section 

through the air as a 

straight-line radio Ssig- 

nal, and then pieces the 
sections together before 

the eve so rapidly that 
the Images of all linger Doge ae ai 

as one picture. 
The cutting process is done with a scan 

ner, a large metal disk, revolving at high 
speed and containing a series of holes, ar- 

} ranged inaspiral. In all disks so far used, 
the distance between the outer hole of 

the spiral and the inner hole is one and a 
half inches, and the result is a picture one 

and a half inches square. 

The number of holes that can be used 
and the number of picture hich can be 

ransmitted each second—in other words, 
the speed at which the disk can be re- 

volved, for each revolution transmits one 

depend entirely on the 

sensitivity of the photo-electric cell, which 

light 

holes in the disk and transforms its vary- 

complete picture 

receives the passing through the 

- | : “trie 4 ] . - ing strength into electric impulses of cor- 

responding intensity. 
tric cells are improving Photo-elec rap- 

© v4 eas ae aS 4 vy 

The Above Illustration Shows the Exact Size 
of the Received Image with Approximately 

TSB Rak + a Ve a fa? 
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idly. Hardly a year ago the best cell 

would not respond rapidly enough for 

disk of more than twenty-four lines. 
better cell made the thirty-six-hole di 

still better brought the forty 

and lately the Westing 

has demonstrated radi 
movies using sixty lines to the picture. 

What a picture look lik 
Tr} e oe - - . ; he average newspaper half-tone illustra 

possible; 

eight-hole disk, 

house company 

does such 

tion has sixty-five lines to the inch: i: 
other words, sixty-five dots each way 

That rati 
is to the inch, 

its screen, 

and 

television images to dat: 

have been an inch and 

half square, so the be 

transmission yet, wit 
sixty lines, has beer 

spread over an area fift 

per cent greater ea¢ 

way than the newspaps 

| illustration. 
The illustrations 

| Popular Mechanics have 

| 110 
against forty to the inc! 

for the best 

experiment, with t!] 

Westinghouse ap 

paratus., 

lines to the incl 

televisio: 

new 

Engravings fé 

reproduction on fine 
calendered paper ma 
be made with 120 line 

133 or even 150 lines 

| From these the inch. 

figures it 1s easv to estimate the relative 

and Definition 

clearness of a television image. 
Remember that each television picture 

consists of a series of lines—twenty-four, 
thirty-six, forty-eight or sixty, as the case 

Put an enlarging glass in fro1 

t 

may be. 
of the image and you get the same resul 
as when you hold a magnifying glass 
front of a illustration. En 

large it a little bit, and you see the dot 

Keep on enlarging it, a1 

newspaper 

quite plainly. 
the dots spread so far apart they cease .O 

That’s the 

television, as vet, can’t be thrown life-size 
form a picture. reason why 

on a screen, like movies. 

Scientists expect to solve this problem, 
and all the other problems of television 

The experimenter who wants to get in on 

the fun can buy a kit and build a set, but 

finished television, has not yet arrived. 

a EOC T Sr wes ee 



Tone Filter for Magnetic Pick-Up 

That Anyone Can Arrange 

he magnetic phonograph reproducer 

rs the radio owner an opportunity to 
ten to music perfectly, through the ra- 
amplifier and loud speaker. All that 

necessary, having the radio set and 

form of phonograph 
ntable and the magnetic reproducer or 
k-up, which rides the record instead 
he old reproducer. The pick-up is con- 

ected with the a.f. amplifier in the radio 
et by means of an adapter placed in the 

Such a unit usually in- 
volume-control 

eaker, is some 

etector socket. 

les a resistance, and 

filter” to eliminate 

The magnetic pick-up 

nges the vibrations of the record into 

ectrical impulses, 

etimes a “scratch 

e needle noise. 

corresponding to the 

It is 
simple matter to play tricks with these 

mpulses, one of which uses the tone filter 

trated in the diagram. 

und waves ordinarily reproduced. 

his simple filter permits the operator 
» obtain any desired balance between the 

and high notes; the unit may be as- 

embled in a small box and placed where 
can be changed at will. The choke coil 

sists of the primary winding of an old 
!. transformer. The secondary of the 
ransformer is not used and the ends are 

it open. Any type of a.f, transformer 
An 0 to 200,000-ohm 

‘le resistance is connected across the 

ivy be employed. 
rial 

mary winding as shown in the diagram, 
he choke acts as a retard coil for the a-f. 

currents passing through the unit. With 

the maximum resistance in, this tone filter 
will offer an impedance at 5,000 cycles— 
a very high note—or about fifty times 
more than at 100 cycles—a very low note. 

Thus, with this resistance, the bass parts 
of a record will be much more prominent 
than the high notes. With only half the 

resistance in, the bass notes are still fa- 
vored, and when entirely out, the music is 

reproduced faithfully without 
either bass or treble. 

favoring 

As the resistance is 

increased the volume must also be in- 

creased by means of the control for the 

PICK-UP 

. 

— + Oo 

VOLUME 3 f = 
CONTROL 

VARIABLE a ‘ > > 
RESISTANCE — | $ Qs 

CHOKE 

TONE FILTER 

Magnetic Pick-Up Mounted on Phonograph Tonearm; 
Connections for Volume Control, and Filter 

latter feature —H. R. Rawson, chief engi- 

neer, Station WOS, Jefferson City, Mo 
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Homemade Trickle Charger 

TO 110 VOLT A.C. 

192 ae 
LAMPS 7 

STORAGE 

-~ALUMINUM+ A-BATTERY 

Completed Trickle Charger Mounted on Wood 
and Wiring Diagram Showing Connections 

Base, 

\ll that is necessary to make an efficient 

trickle charger for vour storage A-battery, 

lain fruit jar, a strip of al inum, a 
t for ordinary 

and a little borax and water. 

lake a piece of aluminum, 

can get it, drill a hole th: 

mount a battery 

as pure as vou 

ough one end in 

which binding post ora 
> I 

brass machine screw and nut. Bend the 

aluminum strip over so that it will hang 

on the edge of the jar. Do the same with 

the lead strip, hanging it on the other side 
of the jar so that the two strips will not 

| other. direct contact with each 

two strips 
and anv tl 

make 

These should be about 1 in. 

wide, lickness between % and 

in. The aluminum strip is the positive 

electrode and should be connected to the 

positive terminal of the storage A-battery 

through a pair of ordina electric lamp 

connected as shown in the diagram and 
rr ; 1 <a 
Che negative terminal of the sketch. l t 

side of the terv is connected to the other 

110-volt a.c. lighting circuit. This device 

will not work on d.c. lines: therefore be 

sure to check the type of current you are I 
using before attempting to build the de- 

vice. The pint or quart fruit jar should 
be filled with a saturated solution of 

borax and water, the two strips placed in 

MECHANICS 

and the connections made to t] 

Addit 

position 

battery and the lighting circuit. 

more lamps or higher watt: 

will the current flow 

the battery to charge at a 
Howey i if t 

tion will heat 

lamps of 

increase and cau 
faster 1 

his rate is too fast, the sol 

and crack the jar, or cau 

sparking. A charger of this type 
not be suitable for a battery that is co: 
pletely discharged, but will keep the bat 

tery up if used continuously when the 
is not in operation.—W. F. 
neer, Wireless Radio Corporation, Broo 
lvn, New York, 

Crosby, eng 

Amplifier for Crystal Set 

loud 
, 1 1 1 

distortion appeals to the | 

Crystal reception on a 

without 

experimenter and a number of sets ot 
type are now in use in this locality 
diagram shows a simple circuit t ( 
very little to operate and will worl 

speaker on stations several hundred n 

away if a long outside antenna u 

For locals, a short aerial will do, but 

longer the aerial, the better the volu 

and distance. \ diamond-weave vat 

coupler with seven taps, a variable c 

denser provided with a vernier dial 

fixed condensers of the mica type are use 

Make all leads as short as possible and u 

two a.f. transformers of either three-t 
1 t} one OFT Tt iree-and-one nalt-to-one rat 

ATOM o 
saa . 

eeeeseeeea ROTOR MPQWINIEE © ! ' 
tol ano a2 

onnenin 

LL QK QL QQM LY a) » < uw “+ b r k 
7 

I). 
= 1[0005 

MFD 

a Simple Method of Amplifying t! 
Crystal Detector 

Diagram Showing 

Two 45-volt B-batteries supply the nece 

and the connected s¢ 

according to whether 201A or 1! 

The 201A tubes will 
ha _ e ] Ne -: 1 are preferal the greater volume, and are pretera 

Minne- 

Sar\ plate voltage 

ries, 

tubes are used 

Collins Pentz, designing engineer, 

Minn. apolis, 

@ When operating receivers of the rege: 
erative tvpe. the detector tube may be kept 

the spilling-over 

back the filament rheostat. 

below point by turning 
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Hints for Set Builders 

\nnoying situations frequently crop up 
try the patience of the amateur builder 

radio receiver. The following hints 

help those of little experience. One 
mon annoyance is the dropping of a 

or screw in some awkward place 
re it cannot be reached with the 

ers or pliers. A simple way to recover 
part is to place a strip of tape over the 
of a screwdriver and press it against 

This will make it stick 

he tape and it can easily be removed. 
e same idea may be applied to starting 
all bolts, screws or nuts in difficult posi- 

ns. Never use a metal tool, such as a 
ewdriver, in a set unless the tubes and 
tteries have been removed. If a repair 

ist be made after the set is installed, use 
vood spudger or insulate the shaft of 

e screwdriver with tape or rubber tub- 
») as to prevent short circuits. Fre- 

ently a builder will discover that he has 
t a drill of the right size for the work 

hand; in cases of this kind, a tapered 
mer is an excellent substitute. Long 
und-hole lugs may be bent together to 
rm short connections where 
red connections are difficult. Always 

plete all wiring possible on the sub- 
nel before screwing on the front. This 

| greatly speed up the assembly.—E. H. 

eg, service engineer, Red Wing, Minn. 

nut or screw. 

soldered 

Reducing Line Interference 

[-lectrically operated household devices 
e an increasing source of radio interfer- 

ce. The simplest method of reducing 
eliminating this is shown in the sketch 

d merely consists in placing a suitable 

condenser 

across the 110- 

volt line from 
which the ap- 

pliance takes 

its current. It 
is, of course, 

necessary to 

use a heavy- 
duty filter con- 
denser of 

either 2 or 4- 

mid. capacity. 

Noises caused 

PLUG FOR 
APPLIANCE 

CONDENSER 

MrCHANICS 827 

by small motors may also be corrected 

in this manner. The condenser is wired to 
an ordinary plug for insertion in a two 

way socket as shown, making a handy ar 
rangement that may be moved from one 
appliance to another.—E. S. Capron 

suffalo, N. Y. 

con 

sulting engineer, 

Homemade Panel Saw 

Cutting holes in radio panels is a rather 

difficult task unless special cutter and tools 

are used, For 

large round or 
irregular holes 
for meters, 

bezels, drum 

dials or simi- 

lar apparatus 
the small saw 
shown will do 

very well. A 
hacksaw blade 
is cut down to the shape indicated by 
grinding on an emery wheel. The blade 
may be made of any size, but one 4!% in. 

long is about right. A small hole is drilled 
in the blade at the wide end 

— a, = 

bean —— ex 
HACK-SAW BLADE 

a piece ot 

dowel being used for a handle. A screw 

or rivet is driven through the handle and 
filed flush with it. To cut a large hole. 

first scribe the outline with a pointed tool, 
then drill a series of ™%4-in. holes around 
the inside of the circle; the solid portions 

between the small holes are then cut 
with the saw and the rough places around 
the inner edge of the large hole 

off—Herman R. Wallin, commercial op- 

erator, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

away 

noothed 

Repairing By-Pass Condensers 

The service man frequently encounters 

that be re 
placed without considerable trouble or loss 

a } wat) 
cases, GIscol 

by-pass condensers cannot 

such nect the 

from the set 

of time. In 

condenser and connect it 

across the 110-volt a.c. line for a second o1 

two, after first making sure that there are 

fuses in the line. Nine condensers out of 

ten, burned open in this manner, will stand 

up indefinitely on battery voltages of 135 
volts or less; the idea is not practical, how- 

ever, if much higher plate voltages are 

used.—Chas. Middleton, chief 

Station WRAF, La Porte, Ind. 

eng.neer 
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TRHE BOX consists of a framework 
a d : 

figured walnut. 

d of three stiles and two 

in, three-ply 

Build each e1 

made from 1 by 2- 

When the glue 

rails halved together, 

is dry, rabhet the 11) pine, 

front stiles 144 bv % in., and smooth the 

joints. 
my 1 
ne bottom is prefer ibly made from 

44-in. five-ply pine, but two widths of 1 
bv 10-in. solid stock. doweled together. 

mav be used. It is dimensioned in Fig. & 

Assemble with the ends, bracing them at 

right angles with diagonal strips tacked on 
the edges. Reinforce the joints with two 

¥¢-in. dowels in the back stiles and one in 

the middle 

Cut a back upper rail 
and front. 

from 1 by 2-in. 

—— - a a 
i HIN il WP iN HO UTS ALDD i 

bored in t 

a lal 

he back rail in place 

ing a clamp lengthwise to hold 

while a couple of dowel 
he corners. In the 

place the front rail, putting one dowel into 

he thick part. 
"T 

[wo walnut door stiles are cut fri 

rough stock to sizes given in Fig. 5 

16 one side rabbeted 44 by 46 in, on 
" 

by 14 in, on the other, and notched on t { 
upper ends, to fit around the upper rai 
Size the ends. 

The shelf, of three-ply pine, is dimen- 

sioned in Fig. 5. The ends are marked b 

with the 
around them. Che front 

contact box end stiles and are 

notched 

of the ends are flush with the ¥Y in. rab 

bets, but the front edge of the shelf i 

otched back 234 in, farther for the cente 

section, terminating 7'% in, from the end 

Force the shelf into place with the ut 
derside 714 in. above the box bottom 

Support the ends with 3¢ by 1-in. cleat 

elued and brass-screwed to the box stile 

\ couple of screws through the shelf into 

each cleat will suffice to hold it in place. 
Joint the door-stile edges to allow for 

the end panel veneer to be glued in front 

Set them with the inner rabbets 7% in 

from the corner-stile rabbets. Puta dowel 

into each end. Glue a shelf-support cleat 
] 

to the back edge ot each stile, a stop strip 
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along the bottom, flush with the rabbets 

in the panel spaces, and a walnut stop, 4 
bv 1'46 in., to the bottom, flush with the 

backs of the rabbets. 

lo complete the tone cliamber, fit three- 
ply partitions between the shelf and the 

top, the back edges coming flush with the 

shelf and the iront ones being 4 in. back 

from the shelf edge, forming backing for 

the grill, 

the insides of the box-end frames. 

The outer faces are 734 in. from 

Tem- 
porarily nail the lower edges through the 
shelf, and the upper 

nails through the rail. 

back corners with 

The front of the door desk and the two 

end panels are made from the same piece 
of walnut veneer, so that the grain will 

straight through. Fit the panels 
tightly to their rabbets, making them a full 

._ wide, 

match 

Rabbet the stile edge on the 

—s =~ ~ face of each, paring away the inner 

veneer and core until the front veneer is 

stripped. Glue in place, laying the box on 

that the panels can be 
weighted. The veneer must be held tightly 
to the stile edges with strips of wood well 
clamped. 

its back, so 

When dry, the projecting ve- 

i 

HALF OF END PLAQUE 

ae 
HALF OF SMALL 
— 

| a Se 

eee 
nee is trimmed flush with these edges. 

the box. Glue a piece of 

walnut plywood to the top with the ends 
Next sheath 

projecting 3g in. Secure with bolt clamps 

with the 

flatness. 

under 

other means available, 

well 

and any 

insure 
When dry, chisel away the 
pressure back to 

wood 

MECHANICS 

from the veneer projecting, cut the e1 

pieces, and glue them on, making sure t] 

the veneer joins perfectly with the upp 

ends. 
triangular cleats inside the fou 

corners of the tone chamber, and squar 
cleats at the tops of the 

against the partitions. 

Make the arched upper 

speaker grill of walnut plywood.  (S¢ 
Fig. 6.) 

Glue 

compartment 

section of 

The arches are centered % 
above the lower edge. 

i4-in. walnut, 7@ in. 

and a lower rail %4 by 

1 fit. 634 in. A front rail, 1% in 

1 ft. 8% in, long, an upper rail, 134 

wide and 1 ft. 65g in. long, 
wide by 12% in 

clued over the others, as shown, to mal 

The front lower rail shov 

Make two e1 

W ide by / 

Mg in. b 

posts ot 

in, long, 

W ide al 

and a pair 

stiles, 34 in. long, 

the assembly. 
a %g-in. margin on the one behind, while 

f 4g in. on thr 
wide, 

the stiles give a margin of 

posts. Fit 
stiles, letting them project Me in., to corre 
spond to the caps of the turned pilaste 

caps, ‘46 1n. over the 

QUARTER 
OF LOCK 

QUARTER OF _ 
CENTER PLAQUE 

DETAIL OF PATTERNS 
FOR BRASS PLAQUES; 

LAYOUT IN I-iNCH 
SQUARES 
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pletes this. Joint the front edges of the 

box and glue a Mg-in. veneer over them. 

mitering the corners. 

Glue up the door, using walnut plywood 

outside and in, with a center core of three- 

. u 1¢ AZ le — Jd 1" le— 3s =o or, | 

aa C=... 4 , 
a JPPER ~— 
atl © . BACK 

RAIL 

BACKING 
~ STILE 

. | maa | 

$= 3 
ee oe be 
i \} 
3") 
é 

irn the latter as a single spindle, to be 
pped down the center. 
Stretch brocaded silk over the back of 

he grill, placing the design with respect 
» the arches and holding it in place with 

icking stiles and rails, 4 in. thick. Two 

in.-wide stiles are added between the 

ches to carry the pilasters, which are 

iled from the back with brads. 
Install the grill in front of the tone 
amber, with the lower front rail bearing 

ainst the shelf. Make two walnut side 

ps, 3g by % in., notch them to fit against 
- grill, so that the back edges line with 
back of the grill rail and the bottom 

and tack in place with three brads 

ch. A stop at the top, % > - in. wide, com- 

DETAIL OF SPEAKER 
SPINDLE 

Fic. 7 

set _— — 
Fig. 8, Box End Frame; Fig. 9, the Desk Open; Fig. 10, Veneered Box with Glued-Up Desk Door 

ply pine. Bind with wire, force wedges 

underneath, and add clamps to the edges. 
When dry, fit it snugly, screw on the piano 
hinge, and scribe the edges with a clear- 

ance at sides and top of “46 in. Glue ve- 
neers on these, to hide the plies, and sur- 
face with sandpaper. 

The back of the case is closed with a 

cane panel, the frame being built of 1 by 

2-in. pine, halved together at the corners. 
(See Fig. 5.) Wet the cane webbing be- 

fore tacking on. Trim the edges and tack 

a flat molding in the rabbets. When dry. 
the cane will be stretched as tight as a 

drumhead, and the panel can be fitted into 

the box. Put a stop along the top, and 
secure the panel with four brass screws, 
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so that it can be quick removed to get 

Cut down the hasp hinge as required, 
mortising it into the upper door rabbet, 
and mortise the staple into the door. Have 
them plated to match the plaques. 

Halt and quarter patterns tor the brass 

plaques are given on page 830. Cut the 

plaques out and paint one side of each 

with asphalt varnish. Heat them to the 
moking point, and allow to cool. Coat 

the reverse sides with. wax. Trace the 

patterns onto the asphalt, aifterwat 
h scratching through the paint with as - 

il point. Build a dike around the me 1 

edges with wax, to hold dilute nitric acid 

in the proportion of one to five, 4% in. deep. 
Some parts may be eaten through ahead 

of others, spilling out the acid; but the 

others will be so thin that they can be 
ean off the paint 

Give them 

“4 
easily knocked out. ( 

and smooth the rough edges. 

an antique finish, or 
etch the surface | be — 

lightly with acid, 

POPULAR MECHANICS 

catcher, and a coat of magenta lacquer 
will be found much more satisfactory. or 

the finished wood itself will vive a rood 

effect. Use small round-headed escutch- 

eon nails to attach the plaques. 
Sandpaper the cabinet carefully before 

filling. The amateur will find oiling and 
waxing the easiest finish to apply, and it 
is much to be recommended. Repeated 
oiling, from time to time, combined with 
“elbow grease,” will result in a fine finish. 

and coat with clear 

lacquer. 

The old Spaniard 
were tond of red- 
velvet backing un- 
der the plaques, but 

velvet is a dust 

Fig. 12, Measuring Acid for Etching; Fig. 13, Squar- 
ing the Stand; Fig. 14, Trying the Back Panel 

POPULAR 

~BRACKET 

STAND MADE OF FLAT 
z STOCK, END ELEVATION 

AND HALF FRONT 

MECHANICS 
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} if > lat nf Wt of . + 5 ho i H ' + oC) | hi i | ] 7° t tt oe  H- yt eh, ot ‘ 
+ oe ---=+4-41) % y Sf? 7 | ry « A l > Dd 

Sanaa 4 Lt i : > - a 1 improvised e. t 
| = pan —_ Me yi j / t 

[pacer TAINO |S ge ae tAi'4 stand desig 
i A < > 

i | | pe } is given in I , 
t H 4 : ae 
i k ms | mner 1 + 

H Y a t St ipper ra 
i Hi | mD | iterial 134 11 | 

eel {! | j ” ; 

{ 5 le 
2 Se ee ee | ee ee a ee 

a0 WA , 5 x. es re “ie al ‘ om stock 6 ‘ 

SECTION THROUGH CENTER HALF CASE,FRONT ELEVATION Ea eee ts Wit ‘ 
Fic .15 

. l 

eee eee ———— — quired for the lowe 

g. 16, Carving the Flower Ornaments; Fig. 17, Shell Ornaments in Process nd § " 1, the 

of Carving; Fig. 18, Outlining the Carving Y ' ; 
prac et ] t 1 ¢ 1 » 

, | re 2 tit ae oe ' we Si usatuton 
nore beautiful trom an artistic standpoint are attaches O e legs YUL TE 

in the gloss of polished varnish. tenons, Sa e parts rou vy to profile 

_ 

MATERIAL LIST 
| . 
| For Cabinet 

ee] ngure wa pane ect 

d e side, 18 by 6 ft i 

ece t ee-p hgured walnut panel ve 1 
é good i 4 in. by 4 ft ( 

| ece, 4% ne panel veneer, good one l t. light 

| ece, five-ply pine panel veneer, good one 1 aN n | S 
| > 89 ) \ 
| . _ si - arty ™ . 

ry in. by 5 ft., rough walnut For Flat-Stock Stand 
( ? by 9 ft... rough walnut 1 piece ] t “ t 

j ni eB by 10 ft... rough walnut 1 pre i 

| 1 piece, 3 by by 3 ft., pine or fir, 54S 1 piece tt re wa 

| c by 4 by 4 ft., pine or fir, S4S 1 pie t wa S45 
I by & ft., pine or hr, S4S 1 pie S48 
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smoothing them when thev are assembled 

A 1 by 6-1n, pine stretcher joins the upper 

rails, being housed in and further secured 

Is lhe lower ends of the 

doweled to 

the 

in the 

with 3 dowe 

brackets 

while 

in 

are the lower rails 

tenons on upper ends fit into 

through mortise stretcher. 

The radio installation is made entirely 

New Speaker Employs Double Diaphragm 

rhe 

consists 

speaker shown in t illustration 

of two vibrating diaphragms, 

[f LARGE FRAME 
2 . 

LARGE SKIN 

n 

MECHANICS 

trom the back, but the grill must be 

moved from the front. 

Full-sized blueprints of the halt 
quarter patterns tor the brass plaques m 
be obtained from Popular Mechanics rad 

department, 200 E St., Chicas 
4 to cove Tor 25 

Specify blueprint No. 

Ontario 

cents cost and packit 

137. 

the tubing and allow it to dry thoroug! 

then place it in a warm oven for halt 
hour Pwo holes are punched in the tul 

ing, 34 in. from the starting end of 

coil then the wire 

threaded through the 

holes to anchor it. lea 

-ing an end about 6 

long. For standar 

broadcast wavelengt] 

wind about 250 turns « 

No. 32 d.c.c. wire on ti 

tube and secure the fi 

through t 

small holes as at the start 

ishing end 

,oth ends of the coil 

then connected to t 

small binding post 

Fahnestock clip at tf 

finishing end, the starti: 

end being brought up 

side the tube Che mount 

ing block col 1st OT 

piece ot by In, Wor 
Top, Left, Speaker Installed in Cabinet with Tapestry Front; Right, Rear ; — ‘ ' 

. ~ r ) 7 { { © View; Below, Construction Details and Front View of Large Diaphragm rounded at the ¢ | 

nto t] ¢ botto } oO}! 1 

tightly stretched upon two frames, the tube his wood strip is drilled at 

center point of each diaphragm being con center to take either a wood or machi 

nected to the other. Che pin ol the re screw tor mounting the coil upright 

produce unit is fastened to the balanced the subpanel or baseboard. Choke coi 

center point The speaker may be used of this tvpe may be used also in short-wave 

with all 210 and 171 power amplifiers and 
is suitable for all 

50 watt power type 

types of amplifiers in 

It is said 

from 50 to 
10,000 cycles, reproducing with practically 
equal facility all notes from that of the 

cluding the 

to give a uniform response 

bass viol to the highest note ot the piccolo 

Homemade R.F. Choke Coils 

Radio-frequency choke coils are a neces- 
sary part of most modern receivers. These 
coils are not costly, but if you prefer to 

make vour own, cardboard tubing from 

tissue rolls is about the right size. Shellac 

transmitters, but in that case the wir 

should be No. 26 The number of turt 

BINDING POSTS ----¢ necessary | 

wavelengtl 

11K) me 

Ss \ 
WINDING 

below 

ters shou | he 

about 130. No 

26 Is oO} 

WOODEN 
/ BLOCK 

W ire 

sufficient 1Z¢ 

to carry the 

> TACK plate current 
y - - SS woonscREw of a 500-watt 

transmitter, vet small enough so that the 
necessary number of turns mav be wound 

on the tube. 

' 
' 



cNew-Perlect<jone Six 

tHE PREVIOUS perfect-tone SIX 

eceivers have proved to be among 

ost popular instruments ever de- 

| in Popular Mechanics radio 

ttory, and resistance-coupled a.f. 

fication owes some of its present 

larity to these particular sets. The 

of the new screen-grid tube with 

emarkable r.f. amplifying qualities, 

her with improved coils and tun- 

offered possibility for further . 

1 
° 

, - « 

ment. Laboratory experiments 

hat the tonal quality cannot be 

oved without going into expensive 

er amplification; therefore we have re The rear views of the completed instru- 

| the original resistance-coupled a.t ment. together with the simplified dia 

nd have taken advantage of the latest erams, tell the story of construction so 

ical and mechanical devices to 1m plainly that little comment is necessat 

e the circuit. Wider range, owing to lo prevent confus n the limited space 

ter amplification of weak distant sig available in the large diagram for the de 

better selectivity, due to improved tector and r.f. stages, an additiot | 

ling methods; simplified tuning and eram of these stages, showing the 

enerative detector under control, to in detail, will be found on page 839 rhe 

le greater sensitivity, make this new wires are numbered on both diagrams, so 

teresting to the critical circuit fan. that no difficulty will be encountered in 

tone is all that the name implies, when tracing the circuit, and a large blue 

ith any good modern speaker. print of the entire wiring in one umit and 

iv¢ 

‘ 

] 

1¢ 

hye 

if 

oO 

‘ 
, * 

n 

At 

he 

nd 
' 

' 

' 
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-00025 MFD. SOCKET 
DET. TUBE 

Above, Tapping Socket for Mounting 
Grid Condenser as Detailed in Diagram; 

Right, Gear and Shaft on Reassembled 
Bracket; Below, Completed Receiver 

eee Fe SE 

| 

| 

| L SS _ | 

built-up assembly of the a.f. amplifier then mounted on the shaft No change 

re available. Drilled and engraved panels is necessary in this bracket; it is mounted 

| iv be had if desired, greatly simplifying just as it comes from the carto1 he 

e work of assembly. bracket at the left. for the range conde sel 

The instruments on the front panel are however, must be reversed and reassem 

| ounted first, and the photos on pages bled. Remove the shaft and take off the 

837 and 838 clearly illustrate the method small brass gear, replace it with the extra 
mounting the variable condensers and gear provided with the unit and remount 

rum dials. The single variable condenser the shaft in the lower slot on the bracke 

screwed to the bracket shown at the This makes the condenser dials rotate in 
J ght on this page, and the drum dial is the same direction with similar rotation of 

eS Le ee ee eS ae . 
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the control knobs. The gang con- rear directly below the cabl 

denser is next screwed to the connector-plug and the Ni 

bracket; a small right-angled 4 choke coil Mount. the 

bracket supplied with the unit 
+} 
‘ 

1S shield bases of the detects 

ien fastened to the rear and rt. Stages Wit 

of the condenser frame short brass machi 

© that, when it rests screws The tube 

against the subpanel, sockets are set at thi 
the condenser will be reat! directly on these 

supported in a horizon- bases, and the co 

sockets fitted above 

OW mounter O1 the the bases on the bra 

iit S own 1 the brackets supplied Wit 

photo on t page the the shields See tha 

2000-OHM 
+B t 

-00035 MFD. -. VAR. RESIST.S 
GANG CONDS. =3 TICK $ am ~~ wn 

m4 ST.RE / 2NO.RLF. 
Cx- ‘322 

5 e 00! 
fe ; oh > : ofp MFO 

@ 
VOOC0e— 
CHOKE 

fl X= RHEOSTAT OR 
{ z BALLAST SHOULD con 

= 3 | | BE USED HERE S2 6 = WHEN 5-V a is 
GND ¢ - 

. soo san! 4) =| TUBES ARE USED S32 - 

OHM V.R.|CHOKE; 1 
Sw A.F. OUTPUT . TRANS. OR 

I Z SPEAKER FILTER 
9 wee So; 

- @ a, + 4510673 +135 -Ci5 - Cov 
RED YELLOW +C BLU BROWN GRAY GREEN 

BLACK 

\ 

dial being pressed on the shaft and tight- all socket filament posts face the rear. The 
ened by means of a small setscrew contact plate for the tickler coil come 

The filament switch is mounted between ith this part and is mounted on the top 

the dials in the position shown. In the of the socket in the detector stage rhe 
original model, this witch is mounted di evridleak bracket is placed on top ol hi 

rectly on the escutcheon plate between plate, and the entire assembly is thet 
the dial knobs, and, as no hole tor the screwed to the brass supporting brackets 

vitch is provided on the plate, a %4-in. The grid condenser is screwed directly to 

hole was drilled and enlarged to the cor the grid post of the detector-tube socket 

rect size with a tapered reamet If the as shown on page 837. A No. 6-32 bras 
builder does not care to do this, the switch 

may be mounted directly below the plate. and it may be found necessary to drill and 
The subpanel is supported by three retap this hole for the 6-32 screw 

brackets, the center one being fitted at the The 

machine screw is used for this purpose, 

filament-control units are fastened 

4) 47) s 2a Dawes wa a 2% ere wy 

on 
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sugh holes in the shield bases by means 
a single machine screw through the 

ter of each mounting. Unit 1-A is the 

amp. type for the detector tube, and 

ts No. 622 (see diagram below) are 

ecial types for the screen-grid tubes. 

okes Nos. 1 and 2 are fastened on the 

eld bases, as shown in the illustration. 

Wire the circuit with standard, flexible, 

ibber-covered hookup wire throughout, 
th two exceptions: the leads from. the 

reen-grid tube plates to their respective 
terminals in the next stage. These 

ids have a braided metallic covering 

hich is grounded to the negative-A line. 

e wire used is the armored flexible igni- 

wire used in airplanes. 
Connect the batteries, as shown in the 

vram on page 838, and test the filament 

rcuit by placing a tube successively in 
ich socket; if the tubes light as the. 

ould, the set is ready for operation. 
‘e the caps at the ends of the flexible 

s (which come with the coils) on the 

»p of each screen-grid tube. 

] 
| ( 

lo operate the set, connect the aerial 

ground leads, plug the loud-speaker 

NOTE-MOUNT ALL COIL 
AND TUBE SOCKETS 
WITH FILAMENT POSTS 
FACING TOWARD REAR OF 
SET 

6 FIXED CONDOS 
4 MOUNTED BELOW ‘ 
NN %, COIL SOCKETS 7% 
XX  % P or, 

sor7oN-2-- 3 = 358-- 4 —- —-— Y.--- 32. ese 

cord tips into the small jacks mounted on 

the cable connector, and turn on the fila 

ment switch. To balance the ganged 

condensers refer to the instruction sheet 

that comes with the condenser unit; this 

is a simple matter and well covered in the 
instructions, Facing the receiver, the vol! 

ume control is at the left, the sensitivity 

control at the right. The dials are tuned 

in step, and when the set is balanced, 
should tune about alike, but there will be 
some variation in the setting of the dial 

controlling the single condenser. Grid 

leaks from 2 to.8 meg. should be tried, as 

the best value will be found by experiment. 

[In this particular receiver it is advisable 
to use no other parts than those specified 

in the material list, except where the in 
struments substituted are of exactly the 

same type both mechanically and electri 

cally. A postal card will bring you this 

list tree of charge. 

The blueprints of the combined wiring 
diagrams and drilling templates can be 
obtained from Popular Mechanics radio 

department for 15 cents to cover cost and 

packing. Specify blueprit t No. 138 

~~. TO $00,000 OHM 
ir> “i §5==). VAR. RESIST. 
‘ a it 
4 ~! oSMFD. 1 |! 
:1(B): MOUNTED ; ‘ 
' U R, 

| SUBPANEL! :! CHOKE NO. 3 
' \ 
immaeal 

a 3) “4 
Sy ! a’ 

pt 1) ‘! COND.CONNECTED 
\ t" 4 TO SHIELD SCREW 

! 

a 
"ST WIRESHIELD 

i! || (ENDS HERE 
\ 

S 
w B TICK. 

‘ 

+8}, PLATE 

" CotL 

i? © \ no, 
‘\e @/564 

Q GRID\\ A 
@) “a, TICK. 

2 Ng? 
ai 
al)” 

We a] 4 ( 

BUSBAR S Ree 
CONNECTS ALL DL) Seem [Hee it THREE FIL. — (esi pri T 
CONTROLS / ry TOP SCREW iv 

Ath TOM ‘ef 
ing 4 i’ 

sacle Set et ud J 

A-l FIL. _ ff ted! 6 P Hey 
CONT. " —y/¢ 

' " } 

/ " ' 
if hy 

/! -F +F 
P " CxX- 301A 
(527% a) DET. A) 

~A LINE 

“ah M.-2. 
WIRE SHIELD! 
GROUNDED '; 

<—_——""—— +t A LINE ——_—_—_—_—_—_—_> 
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Drilling Template for Variable Condensers 

ilensers. « LINE INTERFERENCE W het mounting variable cone 

FILTER similar apparatus requiring accurate] 
cated holes in the panel, a template 

LINE MOTOR GND GROUND ' } 

SOs, type necessary {o1 ecoad —_ 

i al pp ed with the part a 

1 } ] ; . ‘ 
EEN if ! Lci¢€ rom a eet ¢ ane 

Cu ' round hole in the proper pla 

lO tne ce cle ser shaft. 1 aki o t} , 

tnne s to insure a tight ft Ma, 

+ € paper over t ¢ itt i! ad forces d 

= over the mounting holes in the condense 
MOTOR a ca 1) singe it firr ve] GROUND } € li OvVel { ( ¢ ) 

eave a LOOT I! re oO on the ape! 
, 

ove the pape ind place it oT t é ) 

1 centering the shaft hole in the prope 
‘ 1 1 . : 
won: ther with at ic€ pick oO1 the 

1 ; “We Cee 1 ‘ 
sharp tool, locate the cente1 or the re 

nalning holes —R ] Plaisted Cleve and 

Above, Simple Diagram of Connections; Below, Inter- 

ference Filter with Cover Removed 
R.F. Transformers for Screen-Grid Tubes 

Device Reduces Motor Interference 
, 7 = 

Radio Irequency transtormer 

A new device for reducing interference with screen-grid tubes should have a 
from motors up to 5 hp. at 220 volts is primary impedance in order to give 
now available; this type is shown in the amplification of which the tubes are cap 

photo and a similar device has been de ble Chis means that the induct ince 

signed for smaller motors of the household the primary winding should be about 
type. The unit is built, in accordance with ame as that of the secondary. 
code requirements, in a ventilated metal ial 

box, for attachment to wall or machinery. 
Voltage Divider for B-Supply 

The terminals are brought out to a bake 

lite strip with heavv scre posts and The voltage divider shown in the 

knockouts are provided 1 the bottom of tratio1 provides a complete resistance ut 

the box for attachment to standard BX so constructed that, by imply connectit 

or conduit. The type shown is specia it to the t 

designed for elevator motor motor termina i 

generator sets and other tvpes of interfer- filter, prope late 

ing electrical apparatus employing large nd gi igre 

motors. The smaller type referred to is for the é 

designed for use with motors on oil bur ce e1 es 

ers, under-grate blowers, electric refriger- bained 

ators, and for small motors on vibrate vice s es the 

fans and sewing machines construction o 

In manv cases the interference is suc] B-power units both for the protessiona 

that it can only be reduced and cannot be and amateur builder. Wire-wound re 

entirely eliminated: however in a majority sistors are used, each being provided w'tl 

of cases the filter device is claimed to re five adjustable contacts. The unit is not 
, 

nly flexible enough to meet all receive: duce the interference to a point where it O 

is no longer noticeable. current conditions, but, owing to the de 

— sign, it is possi ile to calibrate the acjust 

ab 

of the tables and graphs supplied with the 
@ Popular Mechanics’ radia department e contacts. It is also possible, by use 

offers its information service free to all 

readers of our magazine. We will be glad device, to adjust the output to the prope 
to help vou with your problems, and will voltages without the use of an expensive 

promptly answer all inquiries. high-resistance voltmeter. 

o17D Tevr.wreyry” 4 maewrowraanrwryrc 



Shadow Pictures—a Fascinating Pastime 
By R. GREGG 

( fF COURSE you're not an artist. But, 

if someone sketched a dark shadow 

a piece of paper, you could, artist or no 

st, take a pen and draw a line around 
Certainly vou could! Then you can 

ke shadow pictures. Besides being a 

> ot of fun, these shadow pictures are a 

} 

| 

. 

© 

distinct ornamental unit 
t which can be used to 

good advantage in deco 
rating lampshades, side 
lights and window panes 

First of all, get a pho- 
: tograph of yourself, This 

| hould be at least 3 by 5 

in. in size. If you have 

none on hand of this size, 

any photographer can enlarge vour sna 
shot negatives to the required dimensions. 

Fig. 1 is the photograph “in the raw.” 

Take a pen and with black ink outline all 
of the dark portions in the picture. Paint 
in these dark portions with a black, opaque 
water color or black ink, as shown in Fig. 

2. Ina profile view like this, all of the 
smaller black portions, such as the ear, 
the mouth, the eve and pres must 

be connected to one of the two main black 

areas, either to the h: uir or the black bacl 

ground which surrounds the picture. 
h en vou cut ou This 1s done SO that. W 

| 

the white portions, which is the next ste] 

your b ack areas Will Ttorm a continuou 

mass. (See Fig. 3.) In cutting out the 

whites, use a very sharp penknife or a p 

of small scissors. The penknife is the be 

fo1 detail, while the scissors are especi 

nA 
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uited for larger areas. If the hair of yout on alampshade. The type of shade to 

picture is dark, it will be necessary to cut is that of undecorated parchment 

t white line entirely around it in order to can be purchased at any department st 

keep it distinct from the background. Care Chey come in a variety of sizes and s] 
ist be taken, of course, not to cut this and in selecti1 g one, you should get 

ne so far that any piece of the picture will i size in proportion to the picture t 

drop out. mounted on it. 
After the white portions of the picture In the mounting, no paper back 

ve been cut out, cover the reverse side needed rhe picture is coated with p 

lightly with paste, as shown in Fig. 4, and on either side and pasted directly to t 
then mount it on thin sheet of white’ inside of the shade After the paste 

paper, the same ‘e as the photograph. dry, the lampshade can be placed ove 
Paste another sheet of white paper in bulb and the light switched « 
p! ice on the front le and pres the whole ult will be somethi e like those 

thine out flat Phe call picture whe in Fie 6.7 and & I : ' 

held to the light, will appear somewhat like hadow picture like t ! 

e one how? in | 5 In this torm it where t] e eves nose ind 1 if é 

ike a rathe ttractive novelty ome cont ected to ft 1 

r lit r dif T mn): —«¢t ( yr T Dié t et od to! } é t 

, deans aian al Ole 

! 1 ( | rt ¢ i 

1 1 ¢ 1 ting the oO me « the ¢ é 

LvAA rs. reawr®y — mewreiireeewwrwaarTrwonr 
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eparately; then stretch a sheet of thin 
ue or tracing paper over the untreated 

oto, coat the parts of the shadow pic- 
ure and paste them in place on the tissue 

per, registering the parts with reference 

the full photo below. The shadow pic- 

ure, with its paper backing, can then be 
iounted as before. 

Actual photographs are only one me- 
lium in making these shadow pictures. 

\ny of the thousands’ of printed photo- 

phs found in newspapers and maga 
nes, as well as paintings and drawings, 

be treated in the same manner. It is 

mply a matter of selecting the dark 

adows and then painting them in. It 

takes a little knack to get really good 
adow pictures, and you will probably 

poila picture or two before you get some- 

ing which brings you real satisfaction. 

Once the simple technique of the thing 

as been mastered, vou will find shadow 

pictures @€asv 

Alarm Clock Opens Hen-House Door 

Poultry owners often close the hen- 
house trapdoor during the night in order 

to keep rodents out and prevent drafts. 
[he door must be opened early in the 
morning and this is sometimes rather in- 

convenient. One poultry owner overcame 

his objection by fixing the trapdoor so 

ae ae Se Se ae Se a Ye “\ 

that it opened automatically at a prede 
termined time. The installation consists 

lock, set on a small shelf of an old alarm c 

above the door, a couple of hinges with 

which the door is pivoted at the bottom, 
a latch and hinged trigger to hold the 

door shut, a stout cord attached to the 

trigger and to a_ short piece ol wire 

which is in turn attached to the alarm 

winding kev of the clock. When the 

alarm rings at the time for which it 1 

set, the winding kev jerks the cord so that 

the latter pulls the trigger loose and the 

door col sequently drops 

4 ALARM 
| WINDING KEY 

7 T- WIRE 

er cord 

1D - HINGED 
} TRIGGER 

\ 

- 
; nob \ 

Goan aes 
Alarm Clock Opens Poultry Trapdoor Automatically 

in the Morning 

svt VwTaeéz 2.7 Wreck oar 
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TRAILER TONGUE-~, 

—» 

sad REINFORCEMENT 

BLOCK 
‘“ 

SUPPORT WHEN 
NOT IN USE 

sPRING 
LATCH 

Trailer 
Motorist 

By ngue I the Hardwood Support for 

to the 

Support for the Trailer Tongue 

Any motorist who occasionally makes 

use of a two eeled tiler has undoubt 

edly experience difficult in hand] ng it 

owing to the necessity of dropping th 
trailer tongue on the ground, or finding 

some support for it, which is not alway 

ivailable. Here is a good lution tor the 

difficulty. Simply make a support from a 

length of 2 by 4-in. hardwood and a vall 

reintorcement block ot the ime stoc 

Hinge the support to the tongue with a 

trap hinge placed on the side toward the 

uilet a shown, so ft t vhen not 

e, the support can be swung back and 

eld in place by a spring latcl Chere 1 

ittle or no danger of the support falling 

lown when the trailer is towed, but even 

if it should, no damage would be done, as 

if would swing bacl and dt 12 

Moisture-Resisting Paint 

Moisture-resisting paint for wood or 

stone can be made by mixing 12 oz. of 

rosin in 6 gal of tish oil and l lb. of melted 

sulphur. Rub up some ocher, col 

with 

h the 

Or ally 

oring substance, a little linseed oil 

and mix this wit prepared solution 

a ae a \ 

MECHANICS 

\pply several coat the first of tl 

rather thir 1} naint h been f ttl » pa as een tou 

tistactory wv an experienced painter 

Charles Latour, Jr., Plattsburg, N. \ 

Punching Small Hole in Thin Steel 

| wanted to drill a tiny hole throug! 
but unfortunate 
sqme ti yoht ome thougi 

took a centerpunch and, holding it o 

the spot where the hole was want 

struck it with the hammer, which ra 

i “pimple” on the opposite side of 

piece to be drilled. [ filed t >; point 

iooth. then punched the opposite 

rain filing off €1 ed meta \fte 
n repetitio1 5 oO tT 1 é | ) 

rl i= t As 

eld, ( uva I {) 

Wire Pot-Cover Holder 

}? COVE ca hye CO ve é kep 

e simple wire holder shown in the dra 

y lake a 46-11 length of No. 9 ¢ 

inized iro wire and bend it to the sl 

shovy the dimensions of the. straig 

ben irts trom 1 bei ie it dica 

the deta It only take a fe \ 1 

ents to make a holder, which can 

ung oO l ii] i litable location ne 

the stove o1 the par try.—( Nev 1 

Chicago 7 

| 

¥ =) i > 

® 

< 23 >) T 

A Length of Galvanized-Iron Wire Makes a Good Pot 

Cover Holder for the Kitchen 

Ty A TY Ts 
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around, The articles o1 

the other shelt can be re 

—_ | moved al leisure The 

| ) e | xacT constructio1 ane 

PIVOT | Ik trength of the turntable 

» of ee naturally is determines 2 ail 
~| 4 Ne sll } 

Leal “24 “Sy 
“ s Pe 4 | “ 

SHELF, [3 || “a 
FOLDS UP ] 

4 a! 

irge Turntable Consisting of a Pivoted Wallboard Partition and Two Hinged Shel: 

ment of Displays in Store Window 

Turntable Facilitates Window Decoration by the kind and the weight of the ire 
, \ ( Té 

requent changing of a window display membered ( ( edge ou 

the passer-by to see more of a met be built circular to conform to the curve 

nt vare but is usually delaved he f the tur: ¢ elve ¢ ¢ 1 
of the work connected with it hes ower pivot | upport the turntable 

erp! g mer int devised the ove ist be 1¢ ertic ¢ t the 

table ow! n the drawing nicl helves wv ¢ pe 

es hit ») arrange the new goods to tion.—E, R. S \\ \\ \\ 

| V¢ 1 de « the store Vl ¢ he 

ood ire t 1 tne \ ido. Che . , 
ae nA ' . Making a Key Impression 
abdie consist ot a pivoted partition 

le of \ illboard suitably braced with There are man metho etti ke 

t-in. wood. On each side of this pat impressions where the ev 

na shelf is hinged as indicated, These be left for compari \ iccurate 

elves can be folded up against the par method of matching is to make a pre 

on, catches being provided to hold sion as follov Fold tinfoil fro ( ret 

them there when they are not in use, or package several times to form a rect 

hey can be lowered to a horizontal posi lar pad, slightly longer and wider than the 

on where they are securely held with blade of the key av the kev and pad 

hains. When the window scene is to be over some hard flat surface and tap the ti 

changed the decorator merely unhooks fe1l down on the kev \ clean ccul t 

ind drops down the rear shelf and pro impression will be made ‘ usetu 

ceeds to arrange the articles to be dis for comparison when filing a new key I 

plaved, after which the turntable is swung W. Bentley, Jr.. Missouri Valle lowa 
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— —_ ae ooden rollers 1 | Yg"STRIP FITS INSIDE GUNWALE , . 
from broomstick 

niust be ocated ( 

to the back end o 
' 

| tuto top so that one 

| Call Talse canoe u 

est i.) tne let 

out mati cy the e ¢ 

e top It is then ex 

parative easv to ) 

q the canoe upsi e ¢ 

‘ f J LAT-HEAD SCREWS PROJECTING FROM AUTO PE fe 

j TOP FITS IN HOLES BORED IN BLOCKS. < ; 
other end tT t s ove 

iy Sala front block \ & 
Ee ] f » OF rc yT 

th to fit side of 1 

ile cre ¢ l ( 

le fro! block. | 

icks bear the we 

¢ ( ic | = ul r¢ 

ral > na\ be Cc 

| ) old ¢ | 

ip | I the ca e 

preve if ron he lg 

odged ‘ fo 

co! enient to i 

1 g Cc ) tT ¢ ‘ 

the rubbe yvands 

quick attachment to 

screweves \ canoe su 

ported in this way 

de nN cely it tiny pec 

This Easily Made Canoe ill Not Spoil the Appearance « and can be as @e 
Your Sed? of Holding Blocks 1 ‘ ‘ 

veda 1 1s ul did 

- : . » ¢ ' | he take {1 
Carrying a Canoe on a Sedan e rig iy also De taken [rol 

( \ t ittle t rub t R - Brel 

Citv resident EIN s Circleville, Ohio 

tricted in their choice ler reso 

because that vpe mo ¢ ( ~ ' : 

a teed Safe and Handy Hanging 
cannot be had 1 ( ul vou have : 

of Clothesline 
your © Nn canoe u 1leTe 

bh ywidin L ¢ your sedan M clothe _ red so t 

as 0 | e é t ) Cal be t iken ar 1 instant if nece 

Cal ire oO! yu ) cre i 1 fo a —_ i ine el 
> la 1 1 

screweves. Lhe cre ( ive t PN SPRING SNAPS I=. ot the ne a 

t o cross brace ot e | serve a PS = ey | tied tO ordin ivy 

dowels to hold padded blocks in place = S spring snaps ot 
a | CLOTHES 

holes being drilled er to fit 01 \Y PROP the kind show: 

the screw ihe screweves a ire driven SS. in the drawing 

- ] | x . >\ > 
Into solid parts 8) the .) Irame, at e ~~ and screweve 

edge and near the blocks d their put are driven into 
; , ; tn f \ 

pose ts to provide means ot ttaching rub ‘SCREWEYE the posts 

ber straps, whicl are slipped over the lat gre spring 

canoe to hold it down on the blocks. The snap, attached 

construction ot the blocks is shown in the to the top of the clothes prop, is also use- 

insert, The rear one is provided with ful. It will hold the line securely so that 

acy ys v7 ye a a 7% a Se Z y¥yT a ~~ - 4 



eoulat periods 

hree brackets are ( 

( hicago, Ill. 

POPULAR 

e is little danger of having it come 

n, leaving the clothes dragging on the 

und.—Mrs. C. D. South 

Ky. 

Haddaway, 

“Want Tags” for the Hardware Store 

n most retail stores a “want book”’ is 

ed to list the materials which are out of 

A Wisconsin 

sometimes wa 

ck and must be ordered. 

iler, finding that this 

lected in the press of other duties, sub 

uted a more convenient method, which 

ctically prevented neglect. Into each 

er section containing the smaller arti 

he put a red tag on which was printed 
kind of merchandise in that drawer. 

these 

thei respective places until the 

instructed to leave 
Saat . 

cierks were 

ick represented became low, when the 

vere to be removed and placed in a 
enient file The order clerk could 

en make a circuit of the departments at 
gather up the tags and 

When ce orders for the goods needed, 

e new goods arrived and were placed in 

e drawers, the tags were likewise re 

ed, Tl method, the hardware man 

ms, ha vorked successfully, mainly 

cause the sales clerks need not do any 

. flashlight lamp, 

° Or | el 1 © 

Bird Houses Made from Flowerpots P 
ware Orne 1¢ 

owerpots that are no longer used, that the latte 

ec rood bird hou es i the bottom 1s 1 oO adrv Ce ] 

ocked out and 

M ire held against 

e house or barn 

b) nieal of 

oodet brack 

lhe brackets 

e cut from 1-1 

erial, to fit the 

‘ . nug 11 ( 

unting the house 

t screwed on; 

en th 1 

erted 

ne pot Is In 

between 

em and the fourth 

racket 

he best location is 

t under the gable 

Wm. C 

attached. 

Thomas, 

—G. E. Hendrickson, Argyle, Wis. 

MECHANICS 

Small Lamp Installed 

847 

_OWENTILATOR HOLE 
f 

Inside of an Incubator 

LAMP 

SWITCH) 

Fac ili- 

tates Reading the Thermometer 

Incubator Thermometer Lighted 

by Small Lamp 

Lighting the 
facilitate readi1 Y the 

accomplished by 

Old Flowerpots with the Bottom Broken Out 
Good Bird Houses 

17 

Make 

S @ i iIncub to 

thermomete ‘ hye 

‘ 1s 2 & 

b i 11 iture cre 
‘ 

, 
ist d 

© tne mete 

be Wluminatec () 

eedler Tt ( 

r t tO! ¢ 

1 
ind thes¢ ( t 

1 
eld ona r 

tache t 

(le Wie OT e | 

tar 4 ( i \ 

( «| | ( r 

t¢ ’ te ] 

, 
on the outside, and 

thie ) oy 

7 ‘ \ , ¢ t e 

, 
itc! Ss ce ¢ ¢ 

t cannot be ett o1 

- cs 
D\ Mmistak € l ¢ 

wiring ot the cir« t 

vyiven 11 1 ¢ 

1 
sert. As the cu 

1 
- 7.) , Lo 

bator need ot be 

opened, cooling of 

the ezes 1s avoided 
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Make This Mellow-Toned Chinese Fiddle the disk in place has dried thoroughly 
| 

ree peing | t removed trom the mot 

TUBE ~ 27 ~ piece. Either a curved or a straigh 
WOODEN t z 2 ' é; aad 

= en | mav be used tor this purpose Lhe br 
BLOCKS «4 : —— 

pu | ) 

of | “19t sat 3a ] ° —{—-p “ Z-- RADIUS OF TUBE cut out o irdwood or bone, a1 
4e” ROD “S$ bout a a ea sl 
‘a 4 AOU ~ LITICAR l ] it) 7 al i 

12 TO 15” LONG } 
1¢1¢ some experiment y \ ) 

WASHERS 1 ' 
| AND NUTS | MOSITIO to p ce the bri lo orcae 

| ele ite tive ring so t] it 1 1S paralie 

: the tace of the neck, for easy finger 

| | e per at tne he id Ot thre neck i! 

| ] ) toly ars i 1 af is titted nt 

Tape = 1 |} rie ( ( re yond vy t 

d ¢ | ] rut 2 11 om tf ¢ ¢ ] 

strit f 1 ordinary gut v 

ty Oo ) rove the ippeara 

| ru { the neck ebo ( 

nut ] the rod ind | 

, , ' 7 wer. si | 1 i 
' 

I tfficient time rr the 

que | 12 erore | 

e r t 1] ed in the 

1 
ce 1) ri fa) Bi 1 ? ) 

H nace C ese | W G : | singly Vi Ba +] ‘ ' 
al (>) a ’ ‘ \ 

Soft and Ple g T ' 

r ve ’ 

e} ym) ' 7 , : ; 
Holder for Gasoline-Lamp Mantles 

urp! r ¢ bye ' : 
a Prolongs Life 

ef ! i ¢ r \ { 

y ' snc . : eile make ‘ (Gasoline ip mantles otte ( ite 

hod Col t ( mastehbon tiilye 7 breal e point of cor tac t 

. ~ 1 nd 4 et r Ipport Yr tube The reason to 

ellacked le out to preve t b that the ntle tsell isu 

orption ot mo ¢ ‘ ‘ 7 loose on the tube even tl ough the ashe 

eT rt] oO l le cord hold cy 4 l have bee 1 dra 

hic ly Lice ly ‘ , " rece of ‘ o] tly e the ntle wa ittac ¢ ‘ 

v4 rdwoo 12 e, curved a yne ettec ¢ ethod of holding the 1 
, 4 7 | 2 | 

¢ l to fit the tub e | ice iste é tive t the ecure 

{ the nec t cre nel the at all t e to 

Cl ed p rt 1s lue I r¢ (are use Fe. ) 

I be taket I i ) ire ¢ 1 le Ol 3 I } =) F 
' : y 

the yould the f om. the vibratio rauce ( ome 

' . > 
\ ‘ t he } ‘ 1) ived | e esistance ‘ } MPL 

: : a . : } SPRING 
prong. or floor rest eneth of “-in. obtainable at most ASBESTOS CORD 
1 1 7 ‘ ’ it 
bra , | ihbout 12 one t} reade ] radi ind electri c c ; —EE 

about ‘ ) one € It held oO t! e store Phe spring } i — _ 

= 1 ] ; d ] rat } 4 tule ecurel\ yy me ‘ twa wooden is mace ) ip | | | 

; ane ae it 2 
block two washers a » nuts, sem ping the vire | ’ ae 
bled a shown nm the pe left detail i1round a nail Phe ij 1 \\} \ 

1 
, * ] } 

Heavy-pasteboard re cut to fit ends are bent a) \\F 3 | 

snugly in the end « e tube hellacked that the can be i : 1 
RE Rie ' Ne SPE pa Ce MANTLE'BREAKS| || | 

) rm) . i re riues 1 ice ( K et cre 1 1 cle a care l Vy gyiued 1 place | IOK l cre C HERE DUE TO A 

One of the disks is perforated to accom- Held by such a CHAFING pg | 
modate a child’s tov trumpet, which is in spring, the mantle 

, ae ; ae H ; . : ' 
serted in the hole after the riue holding will not chate, - te } 

wesy 



Z view 

a little outlay 

ittic o1 | 

1 
up with 

ot time and1 

yasement can 
ed homemade 

easily 

apparatus as 

mone’ 

be 

a 

nasium, where the ‘ ‘daily dozen” can 

taken with more zest and interest than 

ual with the light movements of calis- 

nics, | icking sufficient 

| the flving trapeze are oe 

but a well- 

other Siecle is possible 

apeze bar is useful, 
not 

t ot the que tion 

group of ¢ 

\ ti even 

Ing height 

when the 

suffici ent to allow oft 

uch work above it. Obtain two pieces 

2 by 4-in. pine, or other wood not likely 

ver, mill-dressed on all sides, and cut 

n 44 in. shorter than the dis tance 
¢ plaster or joists to the floor 

both edge 

iging 

from 

Round 

to semicircular profiles b 
lines 

ommtine ing off 

ine and 

1 
the 

on the faces 3 

corners 

4 1n. 

to 

trom the i 

octagon 

ending by removing the nev 

ners tormed, until the pieces can be fin- 
, , 

ed with scraper and sandpaper. Cen 

g on each end, work a tenon, 1% in 
| ° ‘ . 

e and 134 1n. long, by notching in 

the edges l in These form the up- 
tor carrying the bar. 

or secure tastening to floor and ceilin 

i piece of 2 by 4, 8 in. long, and one 1 

6 1n., working mortises in each, LY in 

stock tare, through the thickness of the 

headroom, 

screws W1 

ower end 

' 

Vit 

nl 

1 

I 

id 

| 
} » tl 

\ 
oth 

7°94 
arill 

l 

ie le\ 

Determine 

across tl 

large 

rough 

each enc 

wide and 

sunk fo1 

rt 

1e 

No 

h 

enoug ti 

( t it the corne 

screws 1 in. trom 

t t edves 

ot 101 1g th 

1 
note e airec ) 

+} the ) i Live n 

e ca 

oO the I 

o » ft ‘ 

tT i ‘ 

r to ¢ ‘- ) 

SF a Stra tedge 

the uprig sprung 

1 loot “e 1 

ews Use a washe 

{ 4 ci ¢ ‘ i 

| ’ 
rif Pre 1) 

ex to bo tt ) 

t ic 

’ , 

¢ iT t 

i) ‘ 1¢ t | | Cc 

t and bore , 
, , , ¢ rt ye f ced 

n piace crew ovel 

it '@ 1n, thick, 2 
"1 , 
drilled and counte 

ypre et tree preve 1 
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ati - PZ ‘ C reranellt af long and rounded 
the corners, is bors 

through from edge 

edge, centering, to 

over the short pipe 

each socket Unite t 

sockets of each 1) 

with a l-in. piy 

stretcher » 4. 

l long, threadec 

LAGSCREW / 

> a 

METHOD | 
| 27 OF HOLDING 

BAR IN PLACE |_ + : 

. > es 

~ 

| , a 

g ‘ —H#15 SQ. HOLE 

: | } * P= | 
/ \ { 

| ‘' 

ne “e _—f 7 | 
ing, drill a Y-in. hole | ‘ — - 8 ~ 

My | | ‘ | a i a’ a s , 

through each upright = | re = ~ ’ 
—~ a 2 = SS] oa 

from edge to edge, pass ss ES al SS _s 1 | 
‘ ‘ a Y —_— A | 

ing through the bar, to eee FLOOR CLEAT H 

receive a cotter pin made 

of a 16-penny common. nail lwo coats ends and screwed into the tee branches 

of boiled linseed oil are a sufficient finish lurn the bases at right angle to the 
for the wood, although a coat of shellac stretcher, and 6 in, above the lower edge 

TO lowed by two of varnish lessen the of each, drill a i4-in. cotter hole passing 

chance of splintering. through the short pipe. 

The parallel bars are so simple of con- The posts are of 4-in. pipe, cut 2 ft. 94% 

struction as to hardly require a descrip in. long. Starting 4 in. below the upper 
tion. The bars are 5 ft. long, of 2 by 3-in. ends, drill 4-in. holes through the posts 

stock, surfaced four sides, with upper every 2 in. to within about 8 in. of the 

edges and ends rounded as described for lower ends. Locate the holes in the bars 

the trapeze uprights. for the sockets by comparison with the 

The post sockets are made by screwing assembled stands. Sixteen-penny nails 
into one end of a tee-fitting a l-in. pipe, serve as pins to adjust the height of the 

cut 2 ft. 3in. long and threaded at one end, bars. Put the posts in the bars, slip a 

and into the other end a 3'4-in. length of | washer over each, and mark for a ™%-in. 

pipe. A piece of 3 by 4-in. pine, 16 in. cotter hole. 
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the body of the buck or “horse,” and unite the two post by eluing the end 

from 2 by 8&-in. stock four bulk of the Strips into the post notches and 

10 in. long, as shown in the detail. holding them with two No. 10 wood flat 

icircular edges, 5 in. in radius, are head screws. Slip the other bulkheads 

easily cut by repeatedly sawing off 

rs, and finishing with a chisel and 

have. Two of these, forming the 

the main body, are drilled 1 in. and 

bove the lower edges for 4%4-in. bolts 

unterbored on the face to sink the 

heads flush The other two are 
ed 34 in. wide and 21% in. deep, 334 

m each end. Just above these 
es, on one side of each, nail a 4% by 

strip, and 1 in. above it bore two 

in. holes, as shown, to receive + 

egs of the U-bolts that secure the 

post is of 3 by 3-in. stock, sized to 

square, and cut 2 ft. 11 in. long 
neches below the upper end cut 

hes 2 2 in wide on opposite sides and 

leep. Centering on these sides, bore 
holes every 2 in. below the notches 

in Sin. of the lower end. Cente 

n the other sides, bore two 14-11 

one 2% in. from the upper end and 
‘ Kae : ; 
her 334 in. below it 

It the posts to the end bulkheads with 

machine bolts, 
ng. Cut two pieces 

} 2: . j . 
Vv J 1n., sized to %4 

» in., 2 ft. 9 in. long, 

PARALLEL BAR, 2 REQUIRED 
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. a — 
a ea ar ] 

‘iis. ee 

| ; 
. u 

| 4%, o q 

= 

Al 2? fae 

imi : ¢ i, = i 
@ ' ‘ 

|" 
Y 3 ! / . | ' 

- i y } i 

|, 2 REQUIRED 4 REQ im | st" i 
Soe 25te2e2>2> - BHOLES \) 21 AMY - L 4 hi y 

H ood i thsi SS a \\ VI a —o |) ao Had = ' rom H Kalil | i—— alti i, ie ket + STRETCHER’ = 7. Um rep $ © POST, 2 REQ. : —_— = + 
= Ff ; Ete a = 

— 4 + , mb t4 J 

- io 36" 
, a aang 8" = - , =F ¥ et > 

END INSIDE 2 St 
BULKHEADS, 2 OF EACH REQUIRED STRETCHER, 2 REQ 

wner the strips, cleats toward the centet ee _— ee = 
with 7 in. between end bulkhead and the ot I as 

inner. Nail the cleats to the strips 

Make two handles by bending pieces of 

Y > ft. long, into “U’s” as 

illustrated, with 6 in. between the legs 

Jolt these to the inner bulkheads with 

14-in, U-bolts, resting the legs on cleats 

Now cut eleven 3-ft. strip of ¥4 by 2-in. 

pine and tack to the bulkheads as shown 

in, round iron, 2 

with equal spaces between Sore and 
countersink for No. 10 flat-head wood 

screws at each bulkhead. 

The rounding ends are made by cutting 

the three sizes of 2-in. stock illustrated. 

Make the large sizes and nail to the cen- 

ters of the end bulkheads, and nail on each 

side a spacing strip 1 in. thick. Nail in 

place the four next smaller segments, nail 

lastly nail up 

the sidepieces. Chisel off the corners to 

on other spacing strips, and 

the desired roundness. 

he sockets are square tubes made by Glue and screw across each wide board 

gluing and nailing a pair of strips, %4 by2%_— side a % by 3%-in. cleat 314% in. from the 

in. by 2 ft. 3% in., between two pieces of lower end For the feet, cut four 2-tt 

the same thickness and length, 4 in. wide. lengths of 1 by 4-in. stock, finished to % 

OCA BerxTFOVY Y A WD AgGuiYy ¢:*uya ww Tset* oc 
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| 
| 4 | | 
| 

> 
by 3% in. Glue and secure with two screws, butting 

the upper edges against the cleats as shown; or if it is 

desired to make them removable, use four screws with 

out glue. Give an equal projection at each end, and 

be sure they line with each other and are square with 

the sockets. Cut a 2 by 4-in. block between each end, 

nailing solidly, and put across the bottom a 4%4-in. strip 
1'4 in. wide, to prevent rocking of the buck in case ot 

twisting of the material. Flush with the socket sides 
o 

cut 34-in. notches, 34 in. deep, to receive the stretchers. 

The stretchers are of 1 by 3-in. stock, cut 3 ft. long “ mp ie 
in a 

with the longer corners notched 34-in. square, and simi 
lar notches cut 4 in. behind them 

rare aT 

—_ -& Slip these into the foot notches and 

oa put two screws in each end into the 

sockets. Put the posts into the 

sockets, and hold them at anv de 

sired height between 3 ft. and 5 ft 

with hardwood pins passed through 
holes in the posts. Make a semicit 
cular hole in the top of each socket 

y to bed the pins. 

Pad the body with rags and cover with burlap, fold 

ing the edges neatly underneath and nailing with up 

holsterers’ tacks. 

The ladder, shown in the last illustration, is an ex 

cellent exerciser. Like the uprights of the trapeze, the 
ladder slides are rounded on both edges, but their 

length is 2 in. less than the height of the room, and the 

ends, instead of being tenoned, are rounded off Start 

ing 6in. trom one end, bore 1-in. holes every 12 in., cen 

tering on the sticks, until the last round, which is also 

placed 6 in. from the end. The upper round is a piece 

: : of 34-in. pipe. 
Make the necessary number of rounds 1% ft. lor 

rom 14-in. full round. Taper the ends and assemble with the sides as these lie on a pair 

f sawhorses. With the frame squared, set a pair of dividers to 1% in., less the distance 

he round ends are entered. and scribe the tenon shoulders. Remove the rounds, saw 

1 carefully 4% in., and pare the tenons true. 
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‘ , 8 at , 
Reassemble the rounds and the s de@s, aj 

mortises and ‘ tenons, 

and clamp sol Wipe off 

cess glue while it is soft. When the glue 

wood 

plying glue to both 

lly together. ex- 

caretully, 

hand 

very 

since the ladder is used for heavy 

worl nd pl nte! or ! or] places will 

mean imnyury 

rhe two hanger e bent om by 1 

in. strap iron, cut 21 in, long and bent at 

the middle with a 1-1 pipe as a mandrel. 

Bend back the sides 2 1 in. above the bot 

tom of the curve to angles of 45 and bend 

the ends back 2 in, until they line with 

eacl other Drill AG 1) hole in tl © ends 

to receive lag cre 1 di 

DIRECTION fig 
OF PULL 

This Simple Faster ing Device Permits Anyone to Dock 

Rowboat Securely 

Many persons who like to row are not 

familiar V ith tl e€ propel! 1 et] od ot taste! 

ing a rowboat to the dock. Some knot 

will slip and others may come untied. By 
providing the simple arrangement shown 

in the drawing, anvone can quickly fasten 

the boat so that it will not come loose and 

drift A short plank is spiked ver 

tically to the dock, 

hole, somewhat larger than the tie rope or 

drilled through it about 4 in. 

above the floor. The hole should be ta- 

pered with a sharp knife so that the open- 

away. 

edge of the and a 

painter, ‘is 

ing facing the water is at least 1% in. less 

MECHANICS 

ar holes through the loops, where bo 

passing through wooden blocks, can clar 
the pipe round at tne upper end of 

ladder to prevent bounding when in use 
Screw t 4-in. cle 

similar to the ceiling cleats for the traps. 

he hangers to 2 by 

uprights, and screw the latter to the c 

ing joists. To support the other end 

the ladder is up from the floor, put uy 

with a stout 
| 

ceiling cleat screweve 

A like 

wall or a scre 

loop a rope under the round 

vice near the floor on the 

eve in the floor holds the ladder vertical 

conjunction with the ladd For use in 

n abdominal exercises, build a stout 

el cl lor a S@a 

n diameter that the opposite one 

hardwood stopper, about half as las 
iCcCross as made and Tastene 

ecurely wit! ood screw to a strip 

spring steel, which is bolted or scre 

the plank above the hole o tl 

orces the toppel to the hole | 

pring should rest flat against e€ pla 

When the boat is docked it is o nece 

Vv to pu h the rope t ough the hole 

short distances ihe pre ure ot t 

ring forces the stopper against the rops 

d anv pu b the oat w jam t 

oppet even tighnte 

Holding Small Nails Securely 

It is otten ditheu t to hold and tal 

all brads and nails. Here is a meth 

hich enable vou to hold the brad ‘ 

curely, Cut a fairly deep slit in the rubbe 

eraser on the e1 d ot a lead pe icil and 

the brad into 

the shit. Hold 

the pencil so 

that the brad 

is set in the 

roper posi- 

tion and drive 

it down with 

the hammer. 

Frank W. | } 

Bentley, IJr., 
Missouri Val- 

lev, Lowa. 

@ Piston-ring edges should be left sharp, 

and only a slight burr removed. 



is Realistic and Amusing Walking-Duck Toy Offers Opportunity for the Home Craftsman to Display 

His Talents and Amuse the Youngsters at the Same Time 

TY Iking Duck ‘ 1e Walking Duck 
By H. C. McKAY 

VW AL to\ ire alway popul il e t the e no t na ite | ’ est 

\ dren, and, in fact, many result e eves and neg ne 

ults like to their antics Poy painted n fact, the entire b ould 

det ire fa al it many mechan be tully e eled t det vided be 

devices for arting the walking mo- fore assemb Whe e, the 

on, such as joints, cranks, interrupted o1 feet are made 
entric wheels, but the least complicated lwo feet are cut out 

most effective the form that op hown in Fig, 2, to ing the heavy e 

tes through the forces of gravity and inese are laced togethe ¢ | 

entum. One of the simplest tovs 11 caretu ed so that he « 

rporating this principle is the walking ctly a ( nd e ct ke the ) e 

cl although, as ill be seen, the same d the pivot r ore e bo re 

ciple mav be applied to anv tov whose clamped togethe lake care to get t 

ipe allows it to rest in equilibrium. ole straight ug do 1 

the tov is cut from in. wood. Fig ru t an é 

the lavout for the body. The feet are Chec 1c i e actual fo ll 

wn dotted in order that the propel e ore ¢ 1nale 1s) b f to 

itionship between ther ind the body Fig, 4 ut ec 2 \ 

iv be seen, althoug t course. the body piece of wood t e ¢ t edge 

cut out without tee It is drilled for cre elue ECE 

e toot pivot S own This hole should iped to confor to the lower cu . 1 
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Hig W het t} a embl ] CO! plete, he duck Is now placed ipon the ta 

he foot have the “leg” portion rising and pushed forward until the extre 

trol one ide. al d l be Sup] rted upon iIront portion ol the rockers lhe upot! 

¢ t 

( ‘ 

ittac] 

e 

| { 

eft 

os 

rd u 

Cs 

| | J} right d ppl 
Or oO 1e Y. } + 

, ) ‘ e ot the 1 t vcker « 

p e eT 4 ‘ ‘ + rm ‘ contact t] the not ‘ nt 

e const ( I the adimcult oO thi e the ett toot 

( é € é ) tom ] ] 1 TION ( 1 t 

i the cker 1 Y ( Wit fine file ay of the ducl , , ‘ 

Deve ¢ e ¢ re ( the K€ re le the eet tel ite | ( ( 

mo C r portiotl ] ¢ dotted ¢ i é re 1it i eT 

ne | t é j ulatio of the duc aa te 

ona 1 es ¢ e bot of the rocke Che decoration ot 1 0 : thie 
mak o it ¢ eaige Ci centric ] bu bt de \ tull-size blueprint of the 

I e! nan, the le cu ¢ 1 vailable for those \ find it difhe 

| e dotter ne 2 ( the emec to la out bv the square met od Send 25 

viewed Tt the ¢ e Fig OM cent to the Amateu Mechani depart 

the relative z¢ nd e the oute lent, specitving the “Walking-Ducl 

edge ot the rocke W he t ( l ueprint 

plete and the assembly stood upright, the 

‘ SS a ras Ks a ae —— — ~ ‘in Scissors Handy in the Kitchen 
will lean towar¢ he outside Che othe 

leg is made to correspond, the bevel bei1 go \ pair ol sharp scissors will cut mea 

in the opposite direction, of course for curries, pies, etc., in about one-half the 

The legs are now attached to the body time required to do it with a knife. They 

of the duck with a pin of such size that can also be used for cutting up oranges 

they will swing freely. To prevent any dates, figs, grapefruit, etc., and are handy 
binding, a washer should be placed be for trimming fins from fish. For stoning 

tween each leg and the body The ends large cherries | have found nothing bette1 

of the pin also receive washers and are and for cutting string beans scissors are 

then upset or flattened to prevent the legs hard to beat—Mrs. James E, Noble, To 
from coming off. ronto, Can. 
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Keeping Paint Cans Sealed 

had a quart of screen paint, part of 
ch I wanted to use, but upon trying to 

the cover off with a screwdriver, | 
ind that it had been pressed in firmly 

that some paint, previously smeared 

! had dried and cemented 
The lid did not budge, 

| punched two holes init with the screw 

r the edges, 

cover in place. 

ver, one near the edge and the other 

ie center. The paint could then be 

After using the paint, 
which, when 

sured out easily 
Im formed over the holes, 

made the can air-tight and kept the 
sood condition ntents in perfectly 

] eph Pauly, South Chicago, I] 

This Trap Placer Is Handy 

[| do quite a bit of trapping for musk- 
rather difficult to 

ice the traps in the proper position with- 
and have found it 

setting into the water. Of course, | 

e boots, but found that I could accom 

h the work much more quickly and 
easily by using a simple homemade pair 

i tongs, as shown in the illustration. This 

can be made from two old hayrake 
eeth, bent and flattened near the center 

ere they are pivoted by means of a 

et. The handles are shaped by bending 
e ends to form rings, about 2% in. in 

diameter. \ trap held by this tool can be 

risk 

Strosnider, 

et where it is wanted without any 
snapping it shut.—Luthet 

Onaga, Kans 

FLATTENED, 

< aa 4 en ‘RIVET | 

Pair of Tongs Made from Old Hayrake Teeth Useful 
for Setting Muskrat Traps 

Ordinary Screen Door Fitted with Window Sash Saves 

Cost of Storm Door 

Removable Sash for Screen Doors 

Instead of having separate scree! and 

storm doors |] have found it much more 

convenient to make a sash to fit in the 

screen door so that it can be l 

This saves the ce nserted in a moment. 

of a storm door and the trouble of hang 

ing it each season. To fit a sash to 

screen door, nail a l-in. strip of wood 

across the top of the screen opel ing as 

shown, and drive three finishing nails, o1 

nails with the heads cut off, at the bottor 

letting them project about 

the surface of the wood. The sash for the 

glass is then made to fit the opening but 

should be Vg in. shorter Three holes are 

drilled in the bottom edge of the sash to 

fit over the nails in the door frame. The 

method of inserting the sash ts clearly 

shown in the upper right-hand detail \ 

Stenson, Gardena, Calit 

@ Just before polishing a stove with black 
ing, it is well to rub the surtace to be pol 
ished with a rag dipped in kerosene; this 

of the polis] 

Another ad 

prey ent rust 

seems to increase the life 

after it has been applied 
vantage is that kerosene will 
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the bench, as indicated. To the other e 

of the rod a stout cord 1s attached i! 

this is run to a treadle made by faster 

the two boards togethe with the hing 

Mvron L, Harmon, Chicago 

Retrieving Articles Lost in Partitions 

While I was talking to an elect 
friend of mine 1O Was Wiring 1 ¢ 

of an old suse, his pair of pliers fe 

Ol his ind al dropped t ee sti é 

t partition. e problem ot recove 

pP ers Gd d ot <P eT wt. rr\ 

i! he OO | the e¢ 1 

i | yt i ciotnes ¢ Ol i 

aH coarse wire e | ) 1 

put He put a fe e1 
DAape t é tor 

t 4 - eep 1 ¢ i () ‘ 
RATCHET WRENCH =. 

J er of putt nad thie ce 
The Treadle Feed for This Drill Press Permits Work- mesh over the putt b. tenel . i¢ V¢ ul \ »¢ | ¢ ¢ 

man to Use Both Hands Freely . 
over the top ot e iron. atte ( 

Lov ‘ 

ient * Die 

( e 

to P 

‘> e 

Ii S 

rec ¢ if 

7 t 1)! t 

I i 

It consist ot a ratchet le “e uc} 4 ¢ i 

found in many automobile rench set L e pir 

tairly trong neve, i cree pris 
( t 

an iron rod ibout 18 l two t 

. { 1 T ) 

pieces of! l 1 \ d t 4 LZ | "=e -' 

dimensions The 1 evil it e ¢ 

tached to the shaft by me etscrew © ¢ 
] 1 

’ , 1 1 | 7 7 (i which has previous een placed in such a ed 

} : } } 1 t ! thie 
a position that it passes through the bust O make 

1) mn the he oan end f ¢the ratchet » puttv share 
Ing in tine l@xagon ¢ I ratcne An i 5 

] +} re ¢ > 7 t y ¢ 
excellent bushing tor is purpose may be I g 

. : ' 1 } 
made by using a hexagon nut in some pits He sa 

drills. it may he nece rv to remove the that e idl 

, , : ther 
feed wheel \ hole ot the ime diameter oO oO r ( 

- . * ‘ 7? + <1 T | 

as that of the iron rod 1s drilled through 10 t 

the top of atl ither socket rench which f ngs weigi 
: . ‘ . 1.° 1 ’ 

fits the ratchet Throuch this hole. the ing several pounds in this wa H r¢ 
‘ \ 

1 ym rod pa ed for halt t if t th ind \ Free t \\ i ( CoO 

is fastened by but 1g | esired. the rod 

ma be | il ed ind the 1 erte tappe | 4 Ivor Colo lade rv ft rite 

holes (one € d ot the rod ta tened to with med 1m sve \ i Oo ol ylac 

the 1) ne 1 l ¢hic 3 I tu tened to erives old ivory. 



Paper Scraps Make Decorative Pottery 
By HAROLD JACKSON 

\ | AKING something ornamental and are then glued to the outer surface of the 

"4 useful out of waste material is not al jar without system or order, except that 
an easv mattet However, by the the adjacent edges of the paper pieces are 

le method described here very pretty trimmed to fit together, and in applying 

bizarre vases can be made from old the pieces, care must be taken not to place 

le jars or similar bottles. Clay flower- together colors that “swear” at each other 

can be made much more attractive When the vessel is completely covered 

this interesting process. It can also and the glue has dried, all the seams are 

uccessfully applied to bowls and dishes painted with a small brush or pen that 
ed on the table, the only requirement makes a stripe about \%& in. wide Phi 

¢ that the vessel to be decorated has tripe must go around each separate piec« 

\ooth surface, free from raised de of paper. Black or colored lacquer can be 

I When treated in this manner. the used for this purpose. The top ot the jat 

cles will have the appearance of being is painted with the same color. Gold pai 

de uy of numerous irregulat pieces ot can be used with food effect in some « is¢ 

htly colored glas and china Che sur- When the paint 1S thoroughly drv, the C1 

ce is not easily marred, is waterproof tire vessel is given a coat of white shellac 

can he washed vhen necessary lhe OT linoleut varnish, whicl brighter the 

k 1S ver teresti ind pleasins ef urface and renders it waterproot | ‘ 

ts are easily obtained object to be set o ! iT he ice 

he materials required are a bottle of 

] } ] 
1e and a Tew yrright-colored advertising 

ures from i high-class magazine 

ese pictures are cut up into irregulat 

ces, regardless of outline. The pieces 

The Photo Shows a Lamp Base Made from a 
Pickle Jar by the Simple Method Described in 

This Article; Very Pretty, as Well as Novel, Effects 
Are Easily Attained in This Work 
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1 
the lamp base and then allowed to pri 

, . ' 
tight Press down on the clothesp 

turn it the same wav as vou would 

ove a lamp | W. Baus! Spriy 

M ichusett 

CASTERS - = , ; 
PLACED HERE : cnow how dificult it is to cut the 

COT FOLDED READY @~ Saget é 
FOR ROLLING UNDER up Here is a method owever, t 

BED on 
~ comparatively easy. After a larg 

ee! cut nto lot e strip ( 

qu red widtl take a nnet ) 

Cla p one indle in 1 VISs¢ ; 

‘eping the cutting edge hor t 
yoard under the cla pe blade LO 

d oO €a l¢ ot the 1 ) 

yoden DIOCKS 1mMmciet | y to be 

th the cutting e¢ and ju » 

it the tree iT ca Ving \ Oo é 

the strips uuled to the | CK O 

de of the novable blade ind ( 

e othe ide i fie rip of eC t 

cut is placed it oO e block, 1 

vainst the guide, and petwer 

Equipping Folding Cot with Casters ades of the snips until it hits the 
hen the free arm is presse 1 down to 

[In small homes and apartments, where e strip. Two persons can do th 

the available bedro ml space 1S limited a better than one, on e to teed at (| the ot 

folding cot is useful, but, when collapsed to press down the handle. Three hut 

it is usually too large to set in a clothes lt cath peas eek fie Eee wali 
closet, and, if kept in the bedroom, it is 

unsightly. Besides, the mattress is a bulky 

piece to store during the day r the cot 

isin use every night LO ¢ ercome these 

difficulties. one home owner fa tened cas 

+ ters to the end posts of the cot, as shown, 

so that, when these are folded, the cot can 

be wheeled around easil\ lhe best pl ice \ 

io store it, with the mattre eft on it. 

under the regular bed, where it is entirely 

out of sight.—L. A. Zaun,. San Bernardino, 

Calitornia 

Removing Broken Auto Lamp 
from the Socket 

It is dificult to remove a broken auto 

lamp from the socket and there is consid 

erable dat yer of cutting one hands i ; c “s 
ORE a ee thoat the ase of Easy Method of —— porenes Core Strips 

. wa 7 > ~ . ‘ 1 qua 4 l 

iny tool A good me | hich avoids 

this trouble, is to use at irdinary clothes this improvised device irdinarily a job 
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Homemade Electric Cream Whipper 

You can make the electric cream whip- 7 ore 
r illustrated with very little trouble. It FOLDED 
nsists of an old auto-horn motor, in 

od condition, a toy-train or a bell-ring- 
transformer, a wooden stand to hold 

e motor and a coffee can for the cream 

be whipped. A %-in. rod, about 6 in. 

ng, is welded or brazed to the end of 

e motor shaft and a small nut or pro- 

eller is securely attached to the other end 
the rod. The stand is made of two 12- 

lengths of %4-in. wood, 4 in. wide, and 

e 6-in, length of the same stock. The 

awing clearly shows how the stand is 
ade and how the motor is mounted on it. 

wo nails are driven into the vertical sec- 

tion of the stand as indicated, to hold the 

in. The upper nail is bent downward to : 
ook over the edge of the can, while the . ak 
wer nail extends straight and serves as 

Handy Folding Camp-Fire Grate for the Tourist- 
rest. The. wiring is also shown so that Camper Takes Up Little Space in the Car 

o mistake need be made. One terminal 

f the transformer is connected to the Simple Folding Camp Grate 

ower nail, while one terminal of the motor : sd To save space in the car, tourist-campers 
connected to the upper nail. The re- require collapsible equipment, and for this 
aining open terminals of the motor and 

transformer are then wired together. 

\fiterward the cord from the transformer 
connected to a light socket or wall plug. 

lf desired, the transformer can be attached 
to the stand permanently. The can, mak- 
ing contact between the two nails, serves 

reason the folding grate shown in the 
drawing is of interest. It consists of six 
lengths of %-in. iron rod, four of which 

are 12 in. and two, 24 in. long. Both ends 

of the long rods and one end of each short 
rod are flattened and drilled to receive a 

pin, permitting them to be folded as indi 
cated in the upper detail. The ends of the 

short pieces should be ground or ham 
mered to a point so that they can be 
pushed into the ground easily. In use, 

a switch so that when it is set in place 

the motor is 

turned on,and 

as soon as it 1s 

a the two members are placed about 6 in 

MOTOR apart so that pots and other utensils will 

stand securely across them.—E,. L. Mac- 

Farlane, Nashwaaksis, Can. 

removed, the 

motor stops. 

In case no 

light current 

is available, 

the motor can 

be run on 

three dry cells 
or a_ storage 

battery. Be- 

Improvised Leather Cushions 
COFFEE 
CAN Desiring some leather cushions for his 

je~ auto, but not being able to purchase them, 
a farmer substituted a few imitation- 
leather shopping bags. He placed an old 
sofa pillow in each one, cut off the tops 
of the bags, punched holes along the edges 

sides whip- ! 

ping cream, 

this device 

will churn ¢ = ri and laced them with a shoestring rhe 

butter and can Ss; . pillows make good backrests and serve the 
be used for <p purpose just as well as any ordinary 

many other purposes.—William Coul- leather cushions offered in the market.— 

bourn, Suffolk, Va. Chas, Latour, Plattsburg, N. Y. 
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A 7 \ baseball from a pede 
ae A ; are 
: a) with a whip. Consider 

Hf 4 1°11 

f \ { iA f \ i i £7 ble illand a sure eve 
y 

\ thy < 

iH f jf <3 | - as necessary to strike 
J LF \G \ : 

. b f ball. but one ma ha 
° ~ e > y \ come o expert that 

Lf / , 1 4 can curl the lash arou j : \ k g ‘ : asi I 

Y 4 | AN | t] » ba l and vith 1¢ a i i q 

<-Z~ te ; \ | jerk, pull the ball for 

a and catch it. In 
'f fj game each player is 1 

a numbet ot chances 

Curtain and Shelf For: 

Neat Wardrobe Space 

\\ e bt 

n bedroo ‘ ( 
\ *\ 1 yt Pp ) lé 

| rf ) ¢ clo eT is 

Tre d to h i t é ( ) 

under the she 
~ ~ ' 

< Z made it nece iry to 
“= fe = 

— SS a curtain to cover t 

Two Homemade Games of Skill Which Afford Endless Amusement for Young wardrobe. keeping t 
and Old Both Are Easy to Make ] ] 4 lh 

ciothnes out of ivnt 

Two Homemade Ball Games protecting them from dus Instead 

the usual method of attaching the curta 

Two g ames, which will aftord endless so that it could be slid back on a cord 

imusement to adults as well as to the had a wide hem sewed at the top edge 

vounger ftolks, are shown in the drawing that two %4 by %-in. sticks, 18 1 lor 

One i imilar to the well-known game could be inserted. These sticks were p 

played with marbles \ length of 1l-in oted with wood screws to the underside 

board nailed to two end supports so that of the shelf so tl 

it can be set on edge, a pair of cues made — > thev could be 

irom old broomst ck i d i couple ot wun g out i 

balls about the size of baseballs are all the shown, Metal « 

equipment required, A iber of notche were pl led to 

just a trifle larger than the balls to be used, support the end 
ire cut 1 the board | ¢ t neces- ot the sticl it tl 
iry to shoot the ba t oh the | center ot the she 

quarely, which requires sk The game when the curt 

is begun by shooting the ball, from a start was closed ) 

ing point, toward one of the holes. If the 
hole is missed, the next plaver takes | 

tur! If desired, the e ot the notches was tacked t | 

may be eraduated so that the mallest edge ol thie ¢ 

hole counts for the greatest number of ind to the pivoted 

point Che lower illustration is a game, ti A. J. Call 

also novel, in which the player lashes a 



All Shop Notes published in 1927, in book form—Fifty Cents—from our Book Department 

Two ‘Tables in Art Moderne 
By E. R. 

| NTERESTING, attractive furniture in 

ultra-modern stvle is the latest fad. 

mps, tables, stands, ete., in fantastic, 

zarre color combinations, which make 

these items truly novel, can be seen and 

purchased at most art and many of the 
r department stores. Although gen 

erally of simple construction, this type of ) i 

large 
] 
i 

eareeeccn em 

Bizarre, Colorful and Attractive Furniture, 
Rooms Being Furnished and Decorated in This Style 

« 
oJ 

Executed in Art Moderne, Has Become Extremely Popular, Entire 

863 
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| _ kind of veneer is satisfactory for makin 

the table, as the surface is to be painte 

and beauty of the grain therefore need ; 

be taken into account. Thirteen piece 

veneer, 16 in. wide, are used for making t 

end table. The dimensions of the vario 

2. As the met! 

of joining these pieces together must 1 

pieces are given in Fig. 

show on the finished product, 2-in. wo 
screws are used for this purpose, five 

them being driven through adjoining 

tions, and spaced at equal interval 

that the strain will be well distribute 

It is absolutely necessary to drill hole 

both adjoining pieces to accommodate 
~ os , 

screws To drill these holes accurate 

prick-punch a spot for the center ] 

“16 IN, Irom the edge. lhen pl ck pu 

] - t +) + 11 1 1c 

the centers ol etwo end holes and tf 

I r e 1 

furniture is, at pres- i] a Drill the hole 
ent, rather costly. | | agg 29” 16° J riric irger that 

° P CON e ~ 

Many admirers of a eee | largest part of 1 
the work, therefore, screw shank, a 
do not feel justified 201" | 1g l Counterb: 
; ‘ . ‘ 4 , , , : in purchasing it, but these holes in ord 
they may, with very ‘ /j Ae é to permit. sinki ae . , | | 3 " Is | little trouble and | —— 4" (+ the screw head ‘ 

. 1 ' 2 ‘ 1 
care, make it them- F low the surfac: 
selves at a fraction a After this has bee 
of the cost by fol "— ahr =) ; : ile . 2 os lowing the instrue 

tions contained in ie ictal 

this article \s 

small tables and stands undoubtedly have 

the widest range of usefulness and popu 

lar appeal, an occasional table and a daven- 
port end table are herewith described 

and illustrated. Although the exact size, 

arrangement and color scheme of these 

items are given, it is permissible to con 

struct them either smaller or larger, and 

the details may also be varied to suit the 

ideas of the builder. 

he davenport end table is made of 7%- 
in. five-ply veneer, which is more expen- 

sive tl in ordinary wood, but has the id 

vantage of being much stronger, and will 

not warp or crack throug tmospheri 

changes You can purchase the veneer - 

already cut to specified sizes at most mills done, the drilled piece is placed on tl 
olint Senslin oh — Phe verv cheane rae vhich it i he ; -hed , a andle f S StoOcK le very cheapest prece to which it 1s to be attached, a 



commended for 

Iving the Screws, 

hough anv ordti- 

ry screwdriver 

be used. Fig. 3 

POPULAR 

smaller than the threaded section 

e screw, are dri ed in the end of the 

holes enable vou to nd piece. lhe 

e the screws into the wood easily, and 

out risk of cracking the wood. To 

ice the friction of the screws enter- 

the wood, smear soap or beeswax over 

threads. When driving in the screws, 

e should be taken to avoid slipping of 

screwdriver, as this may mar the sur- 
e and such marks are very difficult to 

er when the table is being finished. 

e use of a screw- 

er bit in a car- 

ters’ brace is 

ws part of the 

le joined in this 

When each 

ce is fitted to its 

chbor, the out- 

MECHANICS 

to ( ott t 

lay be necessary to use a small plane to ing done t 

‘t the edges true, after which thei over | 3; ap 

865 
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beral on the edges where the crossgrain 
of the core of the veneer is 

the first 
exposed A] 

+ shellac dry ow coat ot to ove 

night and then apply a second coat. When 
this is dried, rub the surface down with 
andpaper held on a smooth block of 
wood Steel wool can be used to remove 

particles of dust, which may have collected 

on the surface of the shellac while this 
was drying. The surface is cleaned thor 
oughly and a first coat of one of the 
new quick-drying enamels. or lacquer, is 

he [ 
pieces 1s enameled oO! lacquered black 

then applied entire surface of all the 

At this point vou mav become rather 
anxious to hasten the process of applying 
uccessive coats of paint, but each coat 

must be allowed to dry thoroughly before 

it can be rubbed down and the next one 
applied he enamel or lacquer may dri 
to the touch within a few moments and 
may seem hard after a few hours. but do 
not misjudge the true condition bv tl ese 
appearance Weaiut it r t 48 nou be 

fore ou attempt rubbing dow1 the 
ridge ind removing the qust e¢ 

that are sure to be fou d o1 the di ed ul 

lace W het painting, which cat be done 

either with a brush or by means of a spi 
yu the utmost care should be observed 

First, the shop « room where the wor] 
is done should be clean. and the air should 
he as Iree trom du ta pos ible Chere 

tore, do not sweep the floor use a circular 
Saw or a sander. Or at other machinery. 
which is likely to raise dust just before 

’ the paint \lso. it is preferable 
1 

to keep the windows 

you apply 

and doors shut. espe- 

when dust flies about 
Your brush should be thor 

This is ] 
ome old, exposed tur pentine, or 

cially on a windy day 

everywhere 

oughly clean impossible if it: is 
tirred in 

thinner, and then slapped against a wood 
rhis is a dust-collecting rather 

If the con- 

it should 

surface 

than a dust-removing process 
dition of a brush is doubtful 
first be cleaned thoroughly in the solven 
of the paint used, which is turpentine in 
case of ordinary paints and enamels. and 
thinner in case of lacquers. Thereafter, 
give it a thorough washing in clean. soapy 
water, rinse it well and set it awav to dry. 

pa 
Before actually 

Dry brushes should be wrapped up in 
per to keep out the dust 
opening the lid of the paint can. raise it 
all around about '% in., and blow the dust 

MECHANICS 

awav trom the edge of the cover, for pa 
cans are oiten packed in sawdust 
some ot the dust gets under the edge 
the cover, dropping into the paint the m 

When t 
not in constant use keep 

ment the coy removed e! 

paint can 1s 

cover on Use a piece of cloth that leave 
no tint, ora w i é 

ide brush. to wipe off t 
surface just previous to applying the paint 

The precautions just mentioned ; 
seem absurdly “fussy” but these seeming 
insignificant details are really the thins 
that whi count in doing good work 
under ordinary slovenly methods. is ¢ 
tirely impossible This ] the secret 
the beautiful finish which i< usually cre 
ited only to experienced capable palt te 
Brush the paint over the surface even 
flowing on a moderate quantity o tl 
brush marks will even out However 
not apply too much for this may t 
veeks or months to dry hard. Ouick 
is necessary whet icquer used 
cannot be brushed Over a seconad 1 

but this must be done immediate ifte 
It is applied. 

Rubbing down eacl coat alter 
dried thorough] othe tricl or 

taining a flawle I . | e indp ¢ 
held on a blocl 

l 
may he used Conse}, 

tively that t ould not be use It 
iworously and ould not be rubbed 

one spot too long [t is much bette 
use the finest grade of garnet paper o1 

in Fig, 6 keep 

covered with water to 

le accumulation of loose paint on tl 
paper, which would ruin its 

After the Surtace ha 

cleaned and dried the second coat ot pai 

eltectivene 
as an abrasive beer 

or lacquer may be applied Three or four | 
coats are neces ary. to permit a good rul 
down to a perfect finish. Be sure to use 
the same kind of paint for each coat 
last coat is rubbed down with greater cart 

After 

water, 

than the preceding ones 

net-paper 
the vat 

with the 
face is dried, and powdered rottenstone 

used with rubbing oil to eliminate all the 
small 

rubdown Sul 

scratches. A small piece of clot! 
tightly wadded, is used to do this rubbine 
which will result in a smooth, glasslike 
finish, rewarding you for your painstak 
ing efforts. In the absence of rubbing oil 
use ordinary sweet oil or crude oil 

Moder1 
The design is then applied 
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ig@ns consist 

ot straight lines and arcs, 

| to make simple geomet- 
ms. Fig. 7 shows a neat, 

design, which may be 

Overwrought, intricate 

colors are to be 

s contrary to the 

nh many 

which modern art 

illustrated 

such as Chinese, 

Ol simplicity, 

to express. The design 

lered in two color 

l red, with .alumi- 

light 

ick background, stands out in bold relief 

this case the 

ndarin or oriental 

mm OF silver, or a gray on a 

d is very distinctive. In 

uble quadrants were painted red, the 
lightning flash” alumi 

The de 

of sten- 

“é 
regular stripe or 

ind all the edges aluminum 

gns can best be applied by mean 
ls. This is comparatively easv and accu- 
te results can be obtained. In the lower 

ett-hand corner of Fig. /. the template 

> 

A, 
4 

tor the stripe is shown. It is drawn out 
caretully on paper and is then cut out 
with a sharp razor blade. Che small sec- 

tions fit between the two bands of the 

quadrants. It is a good idea to cut the 

stencil for the quadrants at the same time, 

to be sure that the stencils fit together 
well When the stencils are ready, get 

some rubber cement 

to the underside of the stencil, just around 

the edge of the cut-outs \] the ce 

ment to become apparently drv_ before 

pressing the stencil down on the 

on which the design is to be applied. rhe 

edges of the cut-outs must adhere to the 

surface securely, or the paint, upo 

applied, will run under the stencil and ruin 
the work \ small hand spray gun ol the 
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kind shown in Fig. 7 has been found handy 

for applying the design, care being taken 

to thin the paint to the consistency most 

uitable for spraving and adjust the gun 

to the same end. 

After the sections of the table have been 

assembled 

de- 

counter- 

completely finished, they are 

together securely as 

The 

filled, and several coats of 

and screwed 

scribed above remaining 

bored holes are 

paint are applied over the putty spots, each 
coat being rubbed down to match with the 

surrounding surface. The photo in the 
upper right-hand corner of Fig. 7 shows 
the davenport end table finished. Parts of 

the design are at several corners. 

MECHANICS 

top Veneer however is necessary 

the top, as it is of quite large size 

ordinary stock would have a tendency 

warp, besides being more easily crac 

and broken. All the other parts ot! 

table consist of scrap pieces which any 

can find around the house or shop. T} 
i 

are cut caretully, planed and sandpaper 

smooth, and assembled as indicated | 

color scheme in this case was jade gree 

and oriental red on a black backgrou 

very effective, Phe ce 

‘ painted red, the D 

being black. The small squ 

the 

the shelves 1 

in the corners of base 

the edges of 

Fig. 8 shows a useful occasional table, be pa ted either red or ereen. and sit 

larly the edge of the top, althoug! Te ee, 

loes rot show in the phot TI » »t] LOWER AND UPPER: mip wean nian ang ica to, The me 
SHELF BRACKETS of fastening the top to the center pi 
conn << shown in the lower right-hand detail. 

; t ? top 1 cart 1 hle des Gg 

i 

3 

58 

fl 8." —_—_—- - 
®y : + & “otal < 

i! I cP 
i! _» Psd 

i ik | > } ww 
* «" rn pep rat 

7 x 

<< a. 
{ 1 aay 

s << . BRACE-BLOCK a3 
j LOWER > BASE. 4REQ. CORNER BLOCK 
Mig | SHELF 4 REQUIRED 
ch BRACE 

os BLOCK \ 
| ris \ CENTER-POST 

: RACE Ki imap Brace- | | | . | 
BRACE BLOCKS BLOCK , ei } 
4 REQUIRED BASE / To i 7g SQ 

/ J 

mn 
- 

| 
| 

| 
lento 
@ 

A 

me hii 

BLOCK 

¥'6 Let ells Lo ¢ 
CENTER = 
POST 

CENTER-POST BRACES 
MADE OF % x Iz’ STOCK 

having a square top. All the dimensions 
and the method of construction are clearly 

given in the drawing. The cost of this 
table is, of course, much less than that of 
the davenport end table, due to the fact 
that the only piece of veneer used is the 

oy we ae | 

DETAIL OF STAND 2 = 
BASE ae 

J . gna 
CLEATS SCREWED a 
TO TOP ee age 

BOTTOM VIEW 
OF TABLE TOP 

ee 
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\ 6in Bench shape 
Me Romig » ~ 

HE VAL of the shaper as a ma- 

ine hs 3 appreciated by every 
inic, but the man in the small shop 

he may appreciate the advantage 

*h a tool, is not always in a position 

irchase it. Here, however, is a shaper 

‘an be made in any small shop at a 
nable cost, and which, on work with- 

capacity, will rapidly pay for the 
rr and slight expense of building. 

ere are two types of shaper in gen 

use, the push-cut and the draw-cut. 
has its advantages: the draw-cut 

er, for example, is the better for tool 
where profiling to a layout line is to 

ne, since the lavout line faces the op few of the usual components of shaper 

rr. and the tool, cutting on the back or construction, such as 

stroke, cuts clean to the line. On 

of this kind the push-cut shaper, cut- 

mn the forward stroke, breaks off the cross-rail assembly, 

e of the work, and makes it much more 

cult to work close to the line. In ad- movements are obtait 

on to this, the draw-cut tvpe takes ner, by sliding the tab 

ier cuts with less vibration, as the rail by means of the ft 

essure on the 

les and the work 
° CLAPPER BOX — 

wward the main 

ime. On the other 

ind, the push-cut 

ve is better for a= 

ork in which the “fi HA, 
‘| must be carried a jag 

an angle, and it cs IY 

permits the use of ~ 

yoseneck tools. 

e advantages of | caoes 

both types are com- RAIL 

ned in this shaper, 
vy the simple expe Pr rae a, aoa | 

lient of employing SADDLE - Ue a. ate A 

two clapper boxes, OD ! LE GUIDE 

one of the push-cut ere a 

id the other of the ‘e. 
draw-cut type, 14 
either of which can oe ih SE. 
be used to suit the | Hee 

work in hand dL 
In addition, and Fol ard 

by eliminating a 

amore powerful and ri: 

Vertical feed is secured by raising the 

machined by tilting th 

1 
the slide on the ram, 

vid tool 1s obtained, 

and angular work is 

e table. Horizontal 

red in the usual man- 

le saddle on the cross 

eed screw. 

The main frame 

of this little shape 

is a gray-iron cast- 
ing, machined to 

the sizes given in 

the accompanving 
d The pat 

tern for the casting 

is made of white 

rawings, 

pine, and is quite 
easy to fashion, 

even for the ama- 

teur patternmaker, 
All the parts to the 

right of the frame 

are cast integral 

with it, while the 

parts to the left are 

separate, and posi- 

tioned with pins, 

These portions are 

the part of the front 
slide and the base 

that overhang the 

center web of the 
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machine, and the portion of the ram bear box is, of course, kept in a vertical positi 

ings at the top The housings for the The clapper boxes are made of mach 

year mechanism do not need any cores, as steel, to the drawings, and fastened ti 

the shaft holes can be drilled from the ram with taper pins. The draw-cut bx 

olid Patter: for the remainder ot the held. with two pins and has an auxil 

part ould be made th sufficient allow- oolholder swiveling on a taper pit 

nee for the machining operation setscrew that hold the tool tight 
Che rat 1 made tror a let rt] ot cold eached through the hole in the Iront 

rolled steel. machined onlv on its tront the box. The toolholder for the push 

end e ¢ ype boxe eb ould oO s turned m ength of stee 

be teste cato1 the t eld in the box bv its lower fla 

nd straightened. It mav seem, at first hich fits in the counterbore in the ri 

glance, to be rather long, but this is an ad of the box. \ serrated tool-steel wa 

intage obs t 1 take a s used between the tool and the fri 

onge ¢ ( ca t be done he tools are In. square, or 4 by 

bv taking t “S tche " ot the rat - also When mac] ning t} e main frame, ¢ 

vork that too tar trot the front lide must be taken to get the rat bea 

to be iched by the tool in normal pos holes square with the front slide 

tio f é ) ertically and horizontally It ( 

forward é im slides in two bearing e best to machine the front slides fi 

n the ¢ Ke ré ! 1 - » get a work Yr s ice 1 the 1 

quent operatiol 

1 bea oS ( he { 

TAPER PIN y~ SPRING-GAP OILERS ~ aie a 11 eles Geman t 
CLAPPER BOX — “ RAM BEARINGS - = : : 

TOOLPOST. = = 
+m) tia Compe tir 

==: . 

. Wed ec e¢ ~ 

(J CROSS-FEED tine the bearings at 
SCREW | “ 4 i? it i 

' 3-STEP CONE ‘ : , 
TABLE ,7 X45- Y PULLEY justing with the clampi 

y ; : : 
— SCTE [ ¢ ( ( | 

¢ = sight-feed lubric or 
“Ts 4 7 7 

a 
a} * C the bearing 

4 ] | © 7 M1 Te ¢ ) ite 

ZBOLT SLOTS ~ y by a crankp on t 

CRANK-GEAR main gear, the pin cart 

— ing a slide which fits t 
\_ SWIVEL-CLAMP/ GS | 

~ BOLT ao « o= a 
SADDLE ~ Tt the oc} C1 

, . LOWER PIVOT <- : CROSS RAIL PIN ine crani! i 

VERTICAL SLIDE— > clamped in) osit 

J=O) ) 
wo | + 7 Is 

Fis 2 J > j a ee . at ks i VEE 

5 Ses 
a= t ; 

. 7 . mi | u t fi 

ing by the clamping x Aed 

membet which 1 also t 
: 

. Toe 1 pA 

connected to tne rocket! 4 53 “TABLE + 147 

] 1 ; 4 js ‘ 

arm below On angu x fri) * 
, . + 7 ee TO te | 

r - ‘ " = — t work, clearance for the CLEARANCE _/ tz: 
(UNDERCUT) 

SADDLE 

| ; Ei] SECTION D-D, SADDLE 
ram in the clamp the SECTION C-C é 2-4 AND TABLE 

THROUGH FRAME ye 3 —s 

tool on the return stroke 

is effected by turning the 

requisite amount. For all 

straight shaping or slot F 5 x 

ting work, the clapper 
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=< THREADED >} 
5 BIVOT-PIN 

| 

SIDE 
VIEW 

os 

—+ FRONT SLIDE 

17 BRONZE WASHER—~ 

GEAR ) 

y variation of stroke from z 

e range of the machine. 

SECTION. THROUGH |< 
Gem PIN AT B-B 

should be a light 

in bronze 

ero to 6 in., 

The rocker bushings. 

5 5X8 g STEEL BUSHING ~ + 

ROCKER | ARM — > 

RAM CLAMP ~ 
3 

r 

# Sey 

S CRANKPIN —— iE 
SQUARE BRONZE SLIDE —7. {Ai 

press fit. 

2 3 CAPSCREW 

LL _ txigx23 
| BRONZé 

7 | | BUSHING 

1aGd + 
-COLLAR 

SHAFT 

J fl K45 

| 2 

J SECTION THROUGH A-A 

The shafts run 

\ collar is fitted and 

m is fastened to the ram clamp with a _ pinned to the large shaft, and a three-step 

ewed pin, and is pivoted on a pin at its cone pulley to the smaller one, as detailed. 
ver end. The fit in the ram clamp The cross-rail assembly is built up of 

hould be snug, so as to eliminate play. flat cold-rolled steel, in the drawing 

holes must be drilled and oil grooves Four 3¢-in. flat-head screws connect the 
to provide for the lubrication of all cross-rail proper to the guide pieces, and 

oving surfaces 

Che gears are of No. 12 pitch, 

ving 15 teeth 
nd the larger aa, \ f- _aXe5 FLAT HEAD 

} 1€ al Bf gXIzX5 STEEL~ er z SCREWS 

&2. with a 1-in. sie -5XBXS STEEL 

ace. The  2-,setscrew——-+Od% 1 onen BXISKS STEEL 
laker ot 26x11} STEEL os ae a aid 

course, Can USC CROSS RAM CROSS-RAIL SLIDE, TOP VIEW 
other ratios if ae | a as iene 

he desires, but (F) oT] | 
he must be Wei2 wee 

careful to figure ——— " 
the center-to- io” 
center distance a e 

. - 9 ~ r hy _ - -i Fr correctly. The gaHOLE | -- ae eee | 
large gear ~ ped i a gg > c » < 2” Lo Lt -- 

Wee oe TAP -oD% Roa should have a . Co - 
solid-web  cen- TOP eal nr 
ter, so that it le r ~TOOL HOLDERS) PB is. 

3 Co. 
can be slotted fe} Q| | apxcths ' rece ly T | | iO) 

.5 a =, 4 = WF a SS 
for the crank- ; taper | 2 pak EC | 2 | 
pin adjustment. 5 Tag re) | | | | 

Both gears are ~—4 - “ —25 “-- - an soth gears are 25 cane hej SIDE SOE 
eyes Omer = {et DRAW — CLAPPER BOXES — PUSH 
shafts, and Fic.4 

a1 
nese holes tor 

in all th 

the 

the smaller in. 

7;SRASS SHIM) 

screw 

e parts exce 

~ 
} 

pt the 5 

s are drilled 

g-in. square 
spacing pieces, 
which are 
tapped to se 
cure clamping 

action The 

thin outet1 

plates are fas- 
tened with nuts 

and should be 

fitted so as to 

allow free ver- 

tical movement, 

without 

p! 
are 

any 

ay, when they 
drawn 

tight. Te 

shims, “6 
thick, 

by 

up 

iss 

in. 

adjusted 

¥g-in. set- 

regu- 

the side fit 

the slide. 

All feed screws 

screws, 

late 

of 
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are 4 in., 20 threads per i1 fitted with 

ball-crank handle: All teed-scre uts 

are of bronze, the one for the elevating 

screw being fitted to the rear right-hand 

slide plate and the bearing fo1 the cros 

feed to the right-hand side of the rail 

é Lia le cast g l ed | 

Fis 3 t ll be noted that the cast 1g 

is wider at the top tha it the bottor 

this ( made because there is 

greater ea ind train on the top cle 

thar oO the bottor1 ( h Ihe orktable 

Tool Carrier with Hingeless Cover Made 

from Common Wood Box 

\ ( ( i Ooce. ION Ca ¢ cle 

] into a eC! ceabie tor Ie ) 1 © i 

lengt Ot rope tora iTicile ) arrang 

$! I sé pe as { I t ran a T 

= a¢ ot ont is 

a handle but 
1 

( T)- 

TItUuts t « 

ino es 1 e? 

ib e to 

p ( 1 e | on 

tig oh le 
OPENED 1 | 

the bow Cc 

> 
i } 1e¢ iro 1 Ce 

Sa to piace 1) l 
Ty . 4 

wm ! l¢€ ea tS 5 ( cn 

4A ¢ ( oT the bo 
ay 

(Ly the cente 
3 2 

Cal the 

top eage and two hole 11] the lid all four 

being alined a nhown. Pass the rope 

through the hole inl splice fe) ot ft 

Che engt ort the rope 1s determ ned by 

the size of the box and should be sufficient 

to allow the lid to be wung 

back out of the W a\ when the box iS 

opened When carrying the box, the top 

part of the rope is held in the hand and 

the weight of the } 

lower part of the rope to press dow1 

to keep the lid 

Hamil- 

tightly on the top SO as 

ecurely in place Harry Moore 

ton, Cat 

Handy Gate for the Farm 

Always open to pedestrians but closed 
to stock, the 

has been 

gate shown in the drawing 

found both practical and con 

MECHANICS 

s also a casting, with the bolt slots core 

in. It is machined square on all faces, ay 

swiveled to the saddle on a 4%-in. bolt ne 

the top face, and clamped near the botto: 
Che lower edge of the table can be laid off 

in degrees to facilitate setting up angula 

vork The three faces of the table enabl 

work of almost any shape to be handle: 

from anv angle. 

When using the draw-cut clapper bo 
reverse the belt, so as to obtain slow m: 

tion on the return stroke 

venient Che trouble ot opening and clo 

ng the gate is eliminated and it cann: 

be left open by mistake. It consist 

posts set into the earth, about 

tt. apart The gate is hinged to one 

that it swings between the two side pe 
as indicated bv the dotted line It 

rood idea to arrange one of the 

o that the gate wi ] 1u t clear it. but the 

s necessary to hinge an ext piece 

2 1! stock to th post a now [ ¢ 

t is swung back, this piece prevent 

rate 1rol bei " Ope ed entire A ho 

, . ai 
< ad screweve are used to old 1t | ( 

, 
SECUTELYV lt T S Wa the rate ca ‘ 

opened hen desired, to permit the p 

age of objects that are too bulky to ‘ 

through the narrow opening. as, for it 

tance, a wheelbarrow, or the live stocl 

Kansas Citv. Mo. I. M. Wilson, 

(OR, 
: * UW 

HINGED > / 
PIECE . Vf 

4 \ VA 

Hinged Gate for the Farm Is Convenient and Cannot 

Be Left Open by Mistake 
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nowshoes of “Beaver” Pattern Made 
from Tennis Rackets 

ou can make a pair of “beaver” de- 
n snowshoes from a pair of old tennis 

LEATHER STRAP AND 
FOOT RES 

RACKET a 
A» BOLTS, \\ f/_ —_ 

CUT HERE----- ie ‘ p 
\ | Dp 

Tramping over Loose Snow Is Great Sport. 
ae 6. 

These Snowshoes Were 
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awl about the edges of the leather foot 
rest and the straps. Fasten the footrest 
into place with waxed thread or leather 

strips stitched through f 

8 }/ 
the holes around the 

[ 

+ 

Anyone Handy in the Home Workshop Can Duplicate Them 

ckets and two ash whips, bolted at the 

of the shoe and bound to the racket 

matter if 

badly and 
It doesn't 

warped 

th rawhide strips. 

he tennis rackets are 
ve a few broken strings, for they can 

e replaced with strips of rawhide. Saw 

off the the racket handles at a 
oint 5 in. from the end. Whittle down 
vo ash poles, each about 3% in. in thick- 

ness, and dry them in the sun or by the 

re. Each pole should be long enough to 
orm a space about 3 in. wide about the 
ennis-racket rim. Then soak them in 

water until they can be bent into a loop 

Whittle down the ends 
of each pole and drill two %-in. holes at 

each end, with a distance of about 4 in. 
them. Drill two %-in. holes in 

the handle of the racket to correspond to 

ends of 

vithout cracking. 

between 

the holes in the ash pole, and fasten the 

pole in place with a pair of small bolts 
through the handle. Replace any missing 
gut strings with lengths of leather. Cut 
a number of long strips from the side of 

each 4 in. wide, and bind the 

ash rim to the edge of the racket with an 
over-and-over stitch. Small.and shallow 

notches should be made at intervals in the 
ash rim to keep the rawhide from slipping 

mut. Cut out a leather footrest and a pair 

of straps long enough to stretch across the 
tennis racket. Make rows of holes with an 

a boot. 

Made from Old Tennis Rackets and 

’ a tel: 
edge. [The rear strap should be fas 
tened in the same way, save that a loop 
is formed over the footrest so that 

of the boot can be slipped unde ugly 

Give each snowshoe a generous coating of 

tallow or oil, to keep it from becoming 

water-soaked. You will have to practice 

to get on to the “gait.” Every time vou 

take a step you must swing the shoe 
around the other one before setting it 

down, and the first few steps will probably 

result in a spill or two. However, vou 
will soon catch on to the step. and after 
a few trial tramps you will be able to 

cover considerable distances at good speed 
and without discomfort or weariness.—G., 

Everett Van Horn, Milton, Wis. 

Securing Door with Loose-Pin Hinges 

Loose-pin hinges on doors of cabinets 

and other similar constructions often per- 
mit intruders to gain entrance by remov- 

ing the pins and lifting the hinge edge of 

the door outward. This may be overcome 
into 

upper 

Holes drilled 
into the edge of the door to fit the pins 

by fixing pins cut from a wire nail 

the edge of the casing above the 

and below the lower hinges. 

prevent the withdrawal of the door even 

after the pins are removed from the hinges, 

—George Niederhoff, St. Louis, Mo. 
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iil 

School-Teacher Who Glazed In the Space 

Back Porch to Make a Greenhouse 

Cambridge 

Back Porch Used as Small Greenhouse 

Keven 11 ic wl ere vou 

limited space, it is possible to provide a 

small greenhouse for pleasure or for extra 

earnings. A school-teacher of Cambridge, 

Mass., built the one shown in the photo, 

right under his back porch. It consists 

merely of a number of sash held in posi 
tion securely on a suitable frame. Some 

of the sash are arrat ved to swing open to 

permit ventilation The position of the 

porch is such that it receives considerable 

and that is, of partly the 
+} 

sunshine, course, 

why 1e porcl could be used tor reason 
this purpose 

Use for Modeling Clay in the Workshop 

Modeling clay 

will often be found “ 

handy in the shop 

A small 

25 or 50 cents’ worth 

quantity 

is enough for any 

ordinary job, and 
pays for itself many 
times over in saving 

of time. If a small 

screw or nut is lost 

maze of 

it can 

quickly recovered 

in a ma- 

chinery, be 

by molding a ball of 

un¢ 

Simple Iron Brake on Sled Holds Reel from Revolving 
and Takes Up the Slack in the Wire 

p> BRAKE 

MECHANICS 

1 of a stick clay on the e1 Oo! 

and lowering it to make cont 

with the lost object, which 

stick to the cl and can ther 

lifted up without any trou 

The clav also helps to 1 

a screw in a tapped hole wl 
? ‘ sf a ‘ 
Is located n recess of as 

so that one cant 

Fill the slot 

chine 

it by hand. in 

and tl 
bl; 

head wit clay 

the 

crew 

pusl wdriver ide 

will stick 

end of the screwdriver 

thus be started 

the 

in the thread 

a drawing is to be made of a« 

ing having an irregularly shape 

groove, its contour can be t 

ferred to the drawing as follo 

Fill a short space of the gro 

with clay, 

without distorting it and 

laid on 

sa icr His 

down a thin slice. 

drawing and its profile traced. Imperfe 

tions in a model can be temporarily fill 
with clay while a casting is made in plast 

and the clay can be 
B. Robbins 

of paris, 
later.—L 

Stringing Barbed Wire Tightly 

When stringing barbed-wire  fenc: 

sleds Ol 

If 
» loosely tl 

lany tarmers use one 

kind shown in the drawing a tence 

long, a reel often pavs out s¢ 

it is necessary to use a wire stretcher se 

eral times before the wire staple 

to the To 

one farmer fitted his sled with a simp 

can be 

posts. overcome this trouble 

brake. It consists of a long hook made « 

attached to the sled as 

When no 

in use, the barb o 

hook 

e end of the pipe 

tire iron and is 

: dicated. 

the rests 

th 

axle of the reel, but 

vhen it is desired to 

brake the spool, to 

take up the slack in 
the wire, the hook 

is made to 

with the 

that the 

not revolve —G. FE 

Hendrickson, Ar- 

gvle, Wis. 

engage 

wire so 

reel can 



How to Make Rush or Fiber Seats 
By L. DAY PERRY 

yee the making or repairing of 
rush seating appears to be a very 

mplicated process, it is in reality very 
mple and easy. The seat described here 

iv be made by any careful boy in the 
me workshop. If well made, the fin- 
hed piece of furniture will be very inter- 

ting, serviceable. <A 
orking drawing of the seat which may 

comfortable and 

e made by the amateur worker is shown 

Figs. l and 2. The general dimensions 

given are about right, it is well propor- 
oned and may be easily transferred from 

the 
either 

the owner. The instruc- 

However, seat 

and 

ace to place. may 

e made square larger or 
maller to suit 

ons for weaving the seat apply equally 
ell. of course, either to new work or to 

he repair of old seats. 

There are two kinds of serviceable ma 

MORTISE - TENON JOINT 

FOR LOWER RAILS 

Fio.! 

DOWELED JOINT 

FOR UPPER RAILS 

One 

is the natural rush and the other is manu 

factured fiber. Both be purchased 
from dealers in such supplies. If 

wish to gather and prepare the rush you 
may readily do so. 

terial to use for wrapping the seat 

may 

you 

The ordinary swamp 

cat-tail is the plant, the leaves of which 
are used for rush seating. These leaves 

are cut in the fall, about the time the tips 

begin to turn brown, and dried slowly in 
loft. ‘Be 

fore they are used, they should be soaked 
the shade in basement, shed or 

for several hours in water, and just before 

wrapping run through an ordinary clothes 

wringer to remove excess water. 

Fiber is firmly twisted kraft paper pro 
curable by the pound in indefinite length 
For seating, it should be about @ to 6 11 

in diameter and preferably of natural 

brown color. In every way fiber is easier 

to handle and quite as serviceable as rush 

Oak is probably the. best wood for the 

construction of the frame, for it finishes 

well, tones in satistactorily with the fiber, 

and will stand severe usage. Yellow pop 
lar is also a wood that works well, takes 

stain beautifully, and is susceptible of fine 
' 5 ’ 

polish The worker need not hesitate to 

use this wood if he likes it 

Hf M 
Hi) 

a 
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i, = MORTISE -TENON 
~.. JOINT 

FIG-2 | 

YF | DOWELED 
JOINT 

AULA 
i} \)] iil 

AA Ad 

=i ae : 

iy rails. \ 

corner, As sho 

73," ‘ n the sketch, this 

| 54 51," B Next bring 

| trand over rail 

ae of one ot 

ou may begi1 

- 

corner, over the stra 
——_—_ —- —— — a nee eel 1 d rail B 7 he arro 

ill | i 2 \ Oo » | ls Oot 1Oints on ¢ etcl 18) t the wa ( ont 

comm used in furniture construction. down and under rail B, directly acros 

One is the mortise-and-tenon joint and nner space to rail C. Wrap overand do 
the other the doweled joint. Either mav rail C, up at the inner corner, then « 

be used. Both are used here. The size of the strand and rail A. Wrap the st1 

each is given in Fig. 1 he doweled over and down rail A, then directly act 

joint is used on the upper rails and the — the inner space to the top of rail D 

mortise-and-tenon on the lower ones, Ce1 process 1s repeated at all corners 

tain trimming | need to be done where sketch will make the process very cleat 

the dowels fit at right angles at the posts. the turns are numbered in the ordet 

Che holes to the dowel 1 Ss mu be ich thev are m de 

bored straight and accurate. A doweling The strand of fiber should be pulled 
yig is an excellent tool to use in centerit Y and tight at all times, and particul ir ( 

and boring the holes This tool is inex- should be taken at the corners, where t! 

pensive and i avery fine one to have in the strands cross and the turt s are made \ 

kit \ do el bit ould be u ed fo1 bot 

ing, as it is a shade le in diameter than ‘ 

the regular bit and ures a tight fit and 

Satistactor joint Be sure that eaci 3 
r 

tenon fits into the mortise with a “driving” 

fit. Put the whole trame together to see 

that all points fit snugly, then finally as 7 
STARTING 
END TACKED 

Nil ~S 

applies to any material 
which one may use 

for seating. The description to follow 2 

1 
semble it with glue. 

The method of wrapping the seat rails 
is shown in Fig. 3. This general sc 

] 

» 
1ST. TURN 

= ————E - —____— 

Fic.3 

applies particularly to fiber, or fiber cord 
as itis commercially known. First wind each new lengt f tiber by tving a square 

about 25 ft. of the fiber into a coil Do knot underneath the seat, or tacking the 
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eod of the old strand and the beginning 
») the new underneath one of the rails. 

e wrapping is continued until the two 

it rails are covered. Be sure that the 
ands are kept close together over the 
ls. A little tap with a block of wood 

d hammer will do the trick. When the 
ort rails are filled, the wrapping is not 
t complete, for there is an unfilled space 
the two longer rails. Continue to wrap 

e fiber cord over and under these rails 
til the entire space is filled. Finally 

ick the end of the last strand under 
e proper rail. On a square seat, like 

e one in the photo, all rails are filled at 
hout the same time, but on all rectan- 
ular seats the shorter rails fill first. 
\s the wrapping progresses, there are 

iormed open spaces between the upper and 
ower strands. This space must be packed 

firmly with kraft paper such as may be 

purchased from the local store. Packing 

necessary to build up the seat, to pre- 
ent sagging with use and to keep the fiber 

rom breaking down at the inner corners 
of the rails. 

lf cat-tail leaves are used for the seat- 

ng. first cut off the butt ends of the leaves 
these are too coarse. Twist two or 

three leaves together to make a strand. 

lake a long twist and always in one direc- 
tion. Add another leaf as the strand thins 

out, for there must be uniformity in thick- 

ness if the seat is to look neat and work- 
manlike. The butt ends are used for stuf- 
fing the seat. Aside from making the 

trand as the wrapping is done, the process 
for rush is the same as for the fiber cord. 

The seat frame may be stained any de- 
ired color, and then filled with a paste 

wood filler. After thorough rubbing and 
drying, apply a coat of thin white shellac. 
Sand down the shellac with a fine grade of 

sandpaper. Apply several coats of good 
varnish to the fiber. Do not rub the var- 

nish. Wax the frame or give it a coat of 
varnish and rub it down to a dull finish 

with pumicestone and water. 

Tamper Made of Concrete 

A tamper for use in the garden or in 
home concrete construction may be made 

as follows: Get a tomato can, about 4% 

in. in diameter, and remove the top. Drive 
nails part way into the end of a broom- 

MECHANICS 877 

stick, or other round wooden rod, so as 
to form radiating projections. Insert the 
broomstick into the can and pour concrete 
around it. Care should be taken that the 
handle comes in the center of the can, and 
that its lower end does not touch the bot- 
tom while the concrete is being poured 

into place. Permit the mixture to harden, 
and a substantial tamper will result—W. 

W. Baldwin, Washington, D,. C, 

Drawing Parallel Diagonal Lines 

When a number of parallel lines have to 

be drawn at other angles than the ordinary 

Using a Paper Clip to Hold a Triangle in Position fo: 
Drawing Parallel Diagonal Lines 

triangles provide for, as in shading cer- 
tain sections, the draftsman will find the 

use of a paper clip to be of considerable 
help in holding the triangles in the correct 
position. If the section to be shaded runs 

from top to bottom of the paper. the tri- 
angle is clipped to the T-square as indi- 

cated in the upper detail, and the square, 
carrying the triangle, is moved down the 
board as the lines are drawn. If, on the 
contrary, the shaded section runs hori- 

zontally, the clip is attached to the triangle 
as shown in the lower detail, and the tri- 
angle is then slid along under the T- 

square, with the clip bearing against the 

- lower edge of the square —W. G. Partin, 
Cleveland, Chio. 
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Removing Battery Terminals 

oo ‘ , 
* Battery te ina ) a 

"Oy | tight. However, a terminal freq 
i 7 . 

' ; becomes So Tl t t 1 

fr & move it vhen necessal tt 
d 

methods may injure the b b ' 

g¢ the post, allowing leakage and 
the acid solution. Sometimes the 

even torn from the batter plate 
Z e 9 . 

~ y uv necessitating an expensive re] 
“ 7 7 

iA ls Tea ) € ¢ té 

ya from the posts, care s] ld be DS 

to put as little strain o e posta 

le oper al tools ca ve had for re 

/ o he different tvpes oOo é na 

Simple Jig Which mer Whittaker, Segregansett, M 
Facilitates Cutting Facilitates itting 

Tie Wires for Cor 
crete Forms 

Quick-Tightening Grinding Chuck 
Handy Jig for Cutting Tie Wire De hs , ae 

? A chuck with a novel met yi 
for Concrete Forms : sided: 

Ff Was made to noid yme inge 

\ eT ( t1e ) old t. ndi yr out the V€ é 1a 

cone Tove é ca he cul to the id tout bolt hole bu r 

requ ¢ O qu ck \ ind € S1iV tn b Its i cd uts ! the ra 

ths , - er sha . n the Leayar_ th, eaded the « c} ; the ’ 1 

1 — + rol +1 ! 
Wig Ota plank iid across vo itigntening sieeve " r ) ) ) 

ore 1 ( ¢ Tre | ) ore t one 1 il d SO 4 ured he I b rTi ) 

end ot é | oO oO e Tt ) mle t ot the slee é | e T) ~ ive 

which the tie es are cu da tie ( cut in them a littl l than t 

shapet cl the othe € l ness ot! the sles Ve 1 the ce oO 

of the pD] inl The latter 1s made trom a chuck and the slee ve are lrilled 

lengt! or Z b tor N b 6-1n. stock al d a the four bolt holes [he leeve 

spike di en in at each end to hold the wire slotted at one side of each hole to 11% 

in the form of a flat coil, as indicated. The liameter at the bottom of the groove 
, , 
distance betwee ¢ Dike 1 be eq the pin In use. the f ‘re nit 

to the le Ot Tle ¢ ¢ \ te ] Pp ice t ou? t r if é 

miu 1 } ee ind o the i l sleeve \ b P ‘ ed 

as old ) hole f er 

as mui ec | 3 is tu 

wrap the se end \ cause t 

j 1 THREA S . 1 
around one end (Stor (enna See grooves in the p 

' oat ‘ . Y 
spike nad then thn ” I r te the 

a large pair of wire nd is tighten 

cutters, cut throug four pt equ 

the coil of wire at ecure 
' Ay 2) 

the exact center be <= j + F e time es 

weet the et: : / H Moore, Ha 
/ ‘ , 

spikes | e num al 
; eo TT 1. , > “.“ GHUCK BODY 

ber of l shaped \ 

rr f wire thu REI HOLE FOR @ Marl a eee, engths ot wire t . worRK— J BAR larksa ery 
’ , , 

tormed are then ot / ( ( ) tne i 

and ready tor use Chuck Used to cae ll aid ! letet 

1 W. Bure. Lake Hold Flanges Has GROOVED PIN a ae 
; ; Novel Method of ff 

View LOWa Tightening 



BUILD A_HOME THAT 

- . - 

ideal 

homemaker, are three out 

to Mrs. G. G. 
st president of the Illinois federation of 
omen’s clubs. 

\ MAN chances of getting an 
- . ife. ‘ 

« 

oO 

i ot 

according Goodwin, 

hope al Mrs. 

;oodwin believes, that most women would 

There's 1ead, however. 

turn out better homemakers if they were 

ven the equipment to make better homes 
vith. What Just this: 
lLabor-saving and timesaving machinery; 
anything that will take the drudgery out 

does she mean ? 

Popular Mechanics 

SD 
el 

Plan No. 6-S-27 | 

Low Cost Ftomes 

AIITIANRMabel atti NNETAE 

dhe 

= 

housekeeping and save time for other car, camping, picnics, recreation, club 

things. What things? work, community service and a long list 
Here is one answer by 100,000 house- of privileges which women are entitled to 

ives from all sections of the United just as much as men. 

States. Eighty-five per cent said recently That brings us to the story of the little 

in reply to a letter house illustrated 
by a large manufac ' above: “A Home 5 A NEW SERVICE Bioge 
turer that they used That Runs Itself. 

' ‘ ‘ To help our readers get started on one of life's : 
prepared foods in most glorious experiences—building and owning What a fascinating 

their homes in or- a home—Popular Mechanics Magazine will sup- title! And a verv 
. nts ply readers a one-sheet blueprint of the house : 

der to save time. To here illustrated for $2. This blueprint does away practical idea that 

ave time for what? 

For the call of the 

great out-of-doors, 

week-end excur- 

in the ions new 

with the necessity of first purchasing a com- 

plete set of plans to find out whether you can 
afford to build. It contains floor plans, eleva- 
tions, a section, detail, size of joists, studs, etc., 

and also a brief specification. Submit it to 
tradesmen and dealers for building estimates. 

men an 

be ov er] 

so large 

CE ABER Your Television Receiver —Page 1004 

will appeal to both 

d women 

who do not want to 

oaded with 

i house and 

25 CENTS 
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nary, at 2 ~ , 1 ohne " LL loor. It would be easy to cor 

the storage space into another bedroor: 
1 

lt you are watching every penny or 

ial expense, you can save some mone 

finishing the second floor later. 

Now consider the time and labor i 
- | equipment that wome vant If vou 

tall } | sta 111 Ol murnet tnert static ¢ 

electric retrigeratio ishi YF mad 

i a, slitwcar as te suenem ot - isi 4 iC i icuulm Clean 
, 1 4 

t mechanical devices, vou would 

truth have a house that almost runs 

\ ou can close it up fo i d iv or weel 

return to find it as ready-to-use as a 

kept flat. 

You mav not be able to install all t! 

things to begin with But pl 
seech ~** vy ER pie 

And by economizing on constructior 

may have sufficient cash on hand for 

eral timesavers to start with. Buil 

practices have pt yressed so far 1 re 

ears bot! in e utilization of ent 

¢ materials tor new effects and 

idlop m ot worth-while substitute 

| older practices, that the building ota 

me +s a revelation | ibor cost 

iin the big m in building, and 

le re d of deve ypmie t is bee 

ird the reduction of this item throu 

. pply, such as wallboard, metal lath 

, other large-surface materials. When 

so manv responsibilities that little or 1 plan your home it is possible to we 

time is left for outside interests many ot them in, and save not only mone 

First and toremost, the modern house, ut obtain artistic effects 
. i ee o Che house is economical to build. There in order to save the housewlte’s time, must Cat TO DUIIG, pel 

A all .£ ES. Pn " . 4 
be small, compact, in fact almost self-op o trick root or complicated constru 

° > . : ‘ sr) ft nile ' "“OSTtS + 1] mcniater cide 
erating. This does not mean that a family ee ee » fully insulated sid 
must be fitted into a house with the ex valls, roof and ceilings; stucco exter 

actitude of sardines in a can. It means rame construction; either wood ing 

only scientific planning It means that or composition root. It is what may be ; lled a $55 ER ge oer Ee ) 
you must put into small houses the same called a $5,500 house, exclusive of lo 

efficiency, comforts and conveniences as Timesaving plans—houses that are se 

vou expect in the modern city flat It can operating to .a large extent take tl 
. . J o ’ . 

be done at reasonable cost. rudgery out ol lousekeeping promote 

his house illustrates the modern time “ppine for all e family and .can,bd 
: . , Tyaay] 1) lerate c 

saving and efticiency idea. Let’s investi- sullt at moderate Cost 

o > it it leat: gate it in deta ] 

First note the compact plan. Chere is 
no unused space Living ouarters are all EDITOR'S NOTE: Popular Mechanics Maga- 

ar pace. AvIng quarters are a zine has prepared a new plan book, “‘Twenty | 
on one floor as in a bungalow or apart- Popular Low Cost Homes and Ten Command | 
ats aee i Cliente | all | ments for Home Builders.”’ These are selected 
ment ie itchenette 1s small to be sure homes and show labor, space and time-saving 

but it saves many miles of needless walk ideas. They are $5,000 homes and less. - Send 
, = . 10 cents in stamps to cover postage. Address 
ing each year. There are five good rooms Building Editor 
and bath on the ground floor; a third bed | 

room and large storage space on the sec 
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